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SYNTHESIS OF KINEMATICAL CONJUGATE SPATIAL GEARING
Assoc. Prof. Abadjieva E. PhD.1,2 , Prof. Sc. D. Abadjiev V. PhD.2
Graduate School of Engineering Science, Akita University, Japan1
Institute of Mechanics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria 2
abadjieva@gipc.akita-u.ac.jp1, abadjiev@imbm.bas.bg2
Abstract: This study contains main views and scientific principles of its authors, used as a basis for mathematical modeling, oriented to
the synthesis of kinematically conjugated spatial (hyperboloid) gear drives.
Keywords: SPATIAL GEARING, HYPERBOLOID GEAR DRIVES, KINEMATIC SYNTHESIS, MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

The main stage of the mechanical systems’ design, an object of
the Applied Mechanics and Theory of Mechanisms, is known under
the name Synthesis of Mechanisms. In the most common case, the
synthesis of mechanisms involves the following two general tasks
[1, 2]:

The successful implementation of spatial gear drives with new
kinematics and strength characteristics into industry is retained by
the absence of defined adequate approaches to the mathematical
modeling, oriented towards their synthesis and design. In their
studies over the years, the authors of this work have offered two
approaches for creation of a mathematical model for synthesis [2]:
upon a pitch contact point and upon a region of mesh.

• Choice of a structure of the designed mechanism by realizing a
structural synthesis.

2.1. Mathematical Modeling for the Synthesis upon a Pitch
Contact Point

• Design of the chosen kinematic scheme of the mechanism. This
task is known as a kinematic synthesis of the mechanism. Through
its solution it is possible to determine the constant geometric
parameters of the chosen structure of the mechanism, such to
satisfy its preliminary defined kinematic characteristics, like the
function of the law of motions transformation.

It is based on the assumption that all the necessary quality
characteristics, defining concrete exploitation and technological
requirements to the active tooth surfaces are guaranteed for only
one contact point Р (respectively and for its close vicinity) of the

1. Introduction

active tooth surfaces Σ 1 and Σ 2 (see Fig. 1) [2]. This model is
applicable to the synthesis of spatial gear mechanisms with both
point and linear contact. According to it, the common contact point
Р of the conjugated tooth surfaces Σ 1 and Σ 2 is a common

In case of the synthesis of spatial (hyperboloid) gears, the task
of structural synthesis is not solved, since the spatial transformation
of rotations is realized, as a rule, by three-link mechanisms with
high kinematic joints.

contact point of the circles

H ic (i = 1, 2) , called pitch circles

( H 1c : H 2c ) i.e., point Р is the pitch contact point. The tangent
plane Tm , which includes tangents to H ic (i = 1, 2) at point Р
is a pitch plane, and m − m is the pitch normal to the Tm at point
Р . In Fig. 1 a case of mutual placement of pitch circles in the fixed

Obviously, when it is talked about synthesis of gear mechanisms,
it should be understood that the task of kinematic synthesis has to be
solved. As for all mechanical systems and spatial gear mechanisms
as well, the results of solution of the mentioned task have to provide
to the designer an optimal amount of information in order to ensure
the realization of the next stages of gear sets’ design: (1)
development of the design project of the gear drive, which
determines a specific structural form of the mechanism, ensuring its
strength, reliability, durability, optimal efficiency and etc.; (2)
technological preparation of processes related to the production,
providing the planned technical and economic indicators of the
synthesized mechanics.

space, corresponding to the traditional constructions of hyperboloid
gear mechanisms with externally meshed tooth surfaces is

(i = 1, 2) of H ic (i = 1, 2) ,
together with the parameters ai , θ i , δ i (i = 1, 2) , δ and
aw determines the type of the construction and its dimensions,
illustrated. The diameters d i

The work realizes studies on conjugated hyperboloid gear sets
with linear tooth contact oriented to their kinematic synthesis.

2. Mathematical Modelling for the Synthesis
The main purpose of each transmission mechanism is to realize
with a necessary exactness a preliminary defined law of motions
transformation. Among the group of gear mechanisms, spatial threelinks gear drives, transforming rotations between crossed axes, are
essential for both industry and transport. The reason for this is that
they are characterized by the presence of large number of free
parameters and to search for suitable combinations among them
creates the opportunity, in the synthesis of the considered type
mechanisms, the desired exploitation characteristics to be obtained,
such as: high reliability and durability; low vibrational activity and
noiseless; high accuracy in realization of the motions transformation
law, high hydrodynamic loading capacity, etc. As a rule, the
positive technological and exploitation features of the spatial gear
mechanisms are result from higher requirements to obtain their
specific kinematic characteristics. All this determines a kinematic
character of the approach to the synthesis, and respectively
kinematic character of the created mathematical models.
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shape, and mutual position of the movable links in the fixed space
(in the coordinate systems S i (Oi , xi , yi , zi ) , (i = 1, 2) . At the
same time, these dimensions are related to the definition of the
longitudinal and cross orientation of the active tooth surfaces Σ i

(i = 1, 2) at the pitch contact point.
In other words, the pair of circles

( H 1c : H 2c ) has a direct

relation to determining the pitch of the teeth and, respectively, the
tooth module of the designed gear system. The parameters d i , δ i

(i = 1, 2) are the defining dimensions of the reference coaxial
rotation surfaces, i. e. the overall dimensions of the blanks of the
gears depend on them.
The parameters, mentioned above, are also used in determining
the dimensions of the mounting of the synthesized gear mechanism.
From the above, it follows that the mathematical model for
synthesis upon a pitch contact point ensures an algorithmic solution
of two basic problems:
•

Synthesis of the pitch configurations [2-4];
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•

Synthesis of the active tooth surfaces [3, 4].

The necessary (preliminary defined) geometric characteristics of
the synthesized gear mechanism in a close vicinity of the pitch
contact point are found by solving these two problems together.
In conclusion, it should be pointed out, that the described here
approach to synthesis of spatial gears is based on the following
kinematical condition: The relative velocity vector

V12 = V1 − V2

i at point Р ) at the
pitch contact point Р has to lie both in the pitch plane Tm and in
the common tangent plane Tn of the tooth surfaces Σ 1 and Σ 2
contacting at Р , and this vector has to be oriented along the
( Vi is a circumferential velocity of the link

common tangent to the longitudinal lines of the active tooth
surfaces Σ i (i = 1, 2) .

Fig. 2 Program scheme for an optimization synthesis of a Spiroid gear pair

2.2. Mathematical Modelling upon Region of Mesh
When hyperboloid gear sets with a linear contact between the
tooth surfaces are synthesized, it is obvious that it is necessary to
control the quality of meshing characteristics over the entire region
of mesh or in a certain area for a specific reason. Such an approach
to the task for the synthesis requires the construction of an adequate
mathematical model. Its general kinematic scheme is shown in Fig.
2 [2].
Mathematical modelling for synthesis upon mesh region is not a
structurally universal. The reason for this is that the concrete
geometric and kinematic characteristics of the mesh region depend
on its placement in the fixed space, as well as on the geometric
characteristics of the instrumental tooth surfaces Σ J , that generate
the active tooth surfaces

Σ i (i = 1, 2) .

Fig. 1 Geometric and kinematic interpretation of the mathematical model

This mathematical model is suitable for application when:

H ic (i = 1, 2) - pitch
m − m - pitch normal to Tm at point Р ; Σ i

for synthesis based on a pitch contact point:
circles;

Tm

- pitch plane;

(i = 1, 2) - tooth surfaces, contacting at the point Р
It has to be noted that the considered approach for the basic
synthesis upon on a pitch contact point is described by the fact that
the created mathematical model and the worked out on it algorithm
are characterized with a universal structure for all types of
hyperboloid gear sets. The universalization of the algorithm can be
continued and at a certain stage it can be transformed into an
optimization synthesis’ algorithm by constructing criteria for
control of the quality of meshing in a vicinity of the pitch contact
point.
When the briefly described approach for the synthesis is
applied, then a mathematical model for synthesis of Spiroid gear
sets [5] is elaborated. On its bases is elaborated a computer program
for their optimization synthesis and design (see Fig. 2) [2].
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•

It is not possible to define the pitch circles, respectively
the pitch contact point;

•

the condition for the special orientation of the longitudinal
lines of the synthesized tooth surfaces is not mandatory or
cannot be kept;

•

the specific technological requirements has to be kept (for
example, when the same tool is used in the manufacturing
of gear sets, that realize different gear ratios, but based on
the same size blanks for the gear sets, housing details and
etc.).

In the basis of the mathematical modelling for synthesis of
spatial gear drives upon mesh region is the kinematic model of
surface of action /mesh region. Following this approach, we will
note that the optimization process, in its essence, is a determination
of both the optimal geometry and limitations on the mesh region, as
part of the action surface (Fig. 3).
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ρ 1, p = ρ 1, p (u ,ϑ ), n1, p .V12 , p = 0,
where

(3)

V12 , p is a relative velocity vector in an arbitrary contact

point.
When the equation systems (3) is written in the fixed coordinate
system S (O, x, y , z ) , then the mesh region is obtained as a locus
of the contact lines between

Σ1

and

Σ2

in the fixed space:

x p = x p (u ,ϑ ),
y p = y p (u ,ϑ ),
z p = z p (u ,ϑ ),
n1, x = n1, x (u ,ϑ ),
p

p

n1, y = n1, y (u ,ϑ ),
p

(4)

p

n1, z = n1, z (u ,ϑ ),
p

p

[ x y z t ]T = M sp [ x p y p z p t p ]T ,
[n1, x n1, y n1, z ]T = Lsp [n1, x

p

n1, y p n1, z ]T ,
p

n1, xV12 , x + n1, yV12 , y + n1, zV12 , z ≡ f s (u ,ϑ ,ϕ1 ) = 0.
Here M sp and Lsp are correspondingly 4x4 and 3x3 transition

Fig. 3. Geometric-kinematic interpretation of the model for synthesis upon
mesh region:

Σ1

and

L1

- longitudinal line of

Σ 2 ; AS

Σ 1 ; D12

- contact line between

matrices from S p into

- action surface

coordinate system
link

the movable links ( i = 1 - pinion), is known. Let it be presented by
its vector equation:

ρ 1, p is

Σ 1 in the coordinate system

Σ1 .
The equation (1) also describes the generating tooth surfaces
Σ 2 of the second movable link ( i = 2 ), instrumental
surfaces Σ J ≡ Σ 1 . Let’s accept that on Σ 1 are no folds and
interruptions, i.e. of this surfaces the following condition is
accomplished:

∂ρ 1, p
∂u

×

∂ρ 1, p
∂ϑ

≠0 .

Here n1, p is a normal vector in an arbitrary point of

singular points of second order (undercutting points) are
registered and eliminated;

•

singular points of first order (ordinary nodes of contact) are
registered and eliminated;

In many cases the synthesis of spatial gear drives with crossed
axes is appropriate to be realized by combination of the two main
approaches for synthesis [2]. The general strategy of such approach
is based on:

S p (O p , x p , y p , z p ) , fixed to the pinion; u , ϑ - parameters of

n1, p =

•

• the orientation and placement of the contact lines on the mesh
region is chosen, in order to achieve the maximum loading
capacity and coefficient of efficiency.

(1)

a radius-vector of

i =2.

In general, the defined geometry, dimensions and placement of
the mesh region in the fixed space, as a part of the action surface,
are the optimal ones, if:

In order to illustrate this approach to the mathematical
modelling, let us accept that Σ 1 - the active tooth surface of one of

where

Σ 1 can be written in the
S g (Og , x g , y g , z g ) of the second movable

Analogically, the contact lines on

As it has already been noted, when the spatial gear pair with a
linear contact is synthesized, it is necessary to control their quality
characteristics in the whole mesh region. The technology of the
tooth surfaces generation of these class gear mechanisms is based
on the second principle of T. Olivier. For this reason, the action
surface of every gear drive is defined through the active tooth
surfaces of one of the movable links of the three-link hyperboloid
gear mechanism.

ρ 1, p = ρ 1, p (u ,ϑ ) ,

S.

•

to construct such models, which allow that the basic geometrickinematic characteristics at the pitch contact point to be
determined.

•

establishment of system of criteria, which will control concrete
set of characteristics, that define different quality features for
the whole mesh region or at least for some limited and
preliminary defined part of it.

The approach to the synthesis upon a mesh region is offered by
the authors of this study, when the mathematical model and
computer program for synthesis of some less studied, not only in
Bulgaria, hyperboloid gear drives (gear mechanisms of type
Wildhaber) (see Fig.4) [2, 6,-10] are organized.

(2)

Σ1 .

In accordance with the kinematic approach to the synthesis,
through the direct application of the basic theorem of meshing [24], the contact lines on the active tooth surface Σ 1 can be defined,
i.e.
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3. Conclusion
The presented here study has evolved and improved over time.
As a result of the created computer programs, dozens of gear
mechanisms were synthesized [2, 6-10]: Spiroid, Helicon,
Wildhaber and Planoid. Some of these spatial gear drives have been
realized as industrial models, and many of gear sets of type Helicon
have been manufactured and implemented into various engineering
constructions. The theoretical and applied studies carried out are
accompanied by an active innovation activity related to the creation
of nine Bulgarian inventions registered in the Bulgarian Patent
Office [2].
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PRINTING PARAMETERS EFFECT ON SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF 3D
PRINTED PLA MATERIALS
Kovan V., Tezel T., Topal E.S., Camurlu H.E.
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Engineering Faculty - Akdeniz University, Turkey
kovan@akdeniz.edu.tr, tugcetezel@akdeniz.edu.tr, estopal@akdeniz.edu.tr, ecamurlu@akdeniz.edu.tr
Abstract: Three-dimensional (3D) printing technologies are the most promising method in the production of functional parts. Although
3D printing technology includes various methods, fused deposition modelling (FDM) is the most widely used one. In FDM, generally
polylactic acid (PLA) filaments are used to fabricate 3D geometry by stacking individual layers. In fact, FDM is a complicated process with
numerous parameters that affect printing quality. Printing parameters such as printing orientation, layer thickness, printing orientation
angle, filling ratio, filament feed rate, etc. have significant impact on the quality and performance of FDM printed parts. Since the
mechanical properties are very important for functional parts, the effect of these parameters on the mechanical properties of the PLA
specimens has been extensively studied. However, there is no sufficient data in the surface characterization literature of these parameters. In
this study, the effect of layer thickness and printing temperature on the surface properties of PLA specimens printed using FDM was
investigated.
Keywords: PLA, FDM, 3D PRINTING, SURFACE CHARACTERISTIC

Ko and Lee designed a 5-axis machine tool that can make the
final cut to improve the low surface quality caused by the 3d
printing method. Thus, it has been verified that the surface
roughness of the manufactured work pieces can be improved by the
final cut [4].

1. Introduction
Surface roughness or roughness is a surface component that can
be measured with deviations in the normal direction of an actual
surface. If these deviations are large, the surface is rough; if it is
small, the surface is characterized as smooth. Roughness determines
the performance of the part because it plays a significant role in
determining how the parts interact with the environment. Another
important issue is that the roughness on the surface forms the
starting regions for the cracks.

Griguras and Kramar examined the hybrid production process
of 3D printing and milling. To enhance the surface quality of the
part, the outer surface of the parts produced by 3D printing is
milled. Optimization of the technological parameters of hybrid
production is made according to minimum production time,
minimum surface roughness and minimum material usage. By using
a larger nozzle size, the production time is shortened and obtained
the same surface quality. [5].

In terms of the surfaces of the engineering materials, roughness
is thought to be detrimental to the performance of the part. In
tribology, rough surfaces commonly have higher friction
coefficients than smooth surfaces and wear faster. For this reason,
the surface structure is closely related to the friction and wear
properties of the surface. Adjusting the roughness values during
manufacture can be difficult and expensive. Thus, manufacturing at
roughly controllable level may be desirable. For example, a glossy
surface may come shiny and be slippery to the finger (TouchPad).
For this reason, a controlled roughness is required. Otherwise,
controlled roughness may be required. For instance, the controlled
roughness has the effect of improving the adhesion strength.

Dewey and Ulutan researched the use of CO2 laser polishing as
an adjunct post-treatment to FDM-produced PLA parts to improve
the surface features of the products. In their study, instead of
reducing the layer thickness in 3D printing, the total processing
time could be reduced without sacrificing surface quality. In
addition, larger layer thicknesses and lasers have shown that the
surface could be processed rapidly [6].
Maidin et al. have tried to improve the surface characteristics of
the FDM specimen by applying ultrasonic vibration in their work.
As a result of the study, it was found that the best surface quality
was obtained with a 21 kHz frequency applied during FDM
production [7].

Kovan et al. pointed out that the strength of the adhesive bond
connection between the 3D printed parts is affected by the surface
roughness. It has been determined that layer thickness and printing
orientation in 3D printed parts have significant effects on adhesion
strength. In the case of low layer thicknesses, the layer produced on
the side edge has the highest adhesive strength, whereas in the high
layer thickness, the horizontal layer has the highest adhesive
strength [1]. Another example is the cylinder bore where the
minimum roughness is required so that the oil can be held on the
surface.

These hybrid processes, which combine machining, laser and
ultrasonic processes with FDM processes, result in better surface
quality. However, in all of these methods, machinery and
production costs significantly increase. For this reason, the effect of
the printing parameters on the surface properties of the different
printing parameters has been investigated by many researchers, as it
is known that the printing parameters affect the surface properties of
the 3D printed parts.

Three-dimensional printing is a production method that uses
only digital technology to produce pieces, as opposed to machining
methods such as turning, milling, drilling, etc., in which the
material is cut out. Although the focus of 3D printing technologies
has been developed primarily for prototype purposes, it has become
possible to fabricate metallic structures, artificial bones and a much
wider variety of functional parts, with increased emphasis on
mechanical properties [2, 3]. PLA is the most widely used material
and Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) is the most widely used
technology in this production method which is also called additive
manufacturing. FDM has many advantages, such as the use of cheap
materials, the lack of expensive equipment, and the ability to create
complex geometry. However, FDM has limitations, such as
roughness on the surfaces. Methods that will remove these
constraints and achieve better surface quality have been studied by
many researchers.

Chaidas et al. searched the surface roughness of PLA models
fabricated by 3D printing technique. It is found that surface
roughness decreased with increasing material melting temperature
[8].
In You’s study, aimed to optimize the printing parameters of the
PLA material used in the 3D printer. In the study, the printing
temperature, printing speed and infill ratio were examined at 195215 °C, 10-70 mm/s and 10-100%, respectively. It was reported that
the print quality is the same at almost every printing temperature. In
addition, it was determined that the surface roughness is directly
proportional to the printing speed and inversely proportional to the
infill ratio. [9].
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positioning accuracy of 14 μm for X and Y axes and 0,625 μm for Z
axis.

Buj-Corral et al. produced implants with a 3D printer using
PLA, a biocompatible polymer, for both prosthetic and support
applications. In their studies examining the effect of implant
supports and pressure variables, it was stated that the support
structure is the main parameter affecting the roughness parameters
of the solubility. In order to obtain low roughness values, it is
recommended to select a high support structure [10].

Three different layer thicknesses (0.1 mm, 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm) and
three different printing temperatures (190 °C, 210 °C and 230 °C)
were used in the production of test samples. With specially prepared
3D printing codes, for all samples; 3 shells were used around the
sample and on the upper and lower surface, and the inside of the
sample was printed using the specified printing angles (-45°/+45°)
and 35% infill ratio. The PLA material was extruded at a speed of
60 mm/s onto a 65 °C heated printing bed. In Figure 1, different
printing orientations are shown according to ASTM F2921
terminology. In this study, all samples were manufactured in the
same printing orientation (upright position). However, investigating
the effect of other printing orientations (flatwise and edgewise) on
surface roughness will be extremely useful for engineering
applications.

Ramli et al. investigated the surface roughness and accuracy of
open-source 3D printers, named Mendel Max and Kossel Mini.
Spherical, cubical and cylindrical models were produced from PLA
and ABS materials using different layer thicknesses and filling
ratios on both machines. As a result, when the surface qualities of
the models obtained in both machines were compared, it was
determined that the surface quality of PLA is better than ABS. In
addition, it was reported that the surface properties were better
when the layer thickness was 0.178 and the infill ratio was 20%
[11].
Valerga et al. stated that 3D printing has some limiting
characteristics, and that one of them has a surface quality of the
product. In their work, they examined two important production
parameters, the effect of printing speed and the extrusion
temperature on the surface quality. As a result of this study, it was
found that the increment in extrusion temperature of PLA leads to
poor surface quality, but the increasing in printing speed improves
the surface features [12].
Altan et al. researched the effects of 3D printing parameters on
surface roughness and tensile strength. PLA samples are
manufactured at different layer thicknesses, printing temperatures
and printing speeds. It has been found that the most effective
parameters affecting surface roughness are layer thickness and print
speed. As the layer thickness decreases, lower surface roughness
values are obtained [13].
Hafsa et al. carried out the dimensional accuracy and surface
roughness of precision casting models of ABS and PLA produced
by 3d printers with different layer thicknesses. The results show that
the surface quality of the ABS model produced by reducing the
layer thickness is better than the other models. In addition, it has
been reported that PLA models give a greater cast model product
and the surface quality enhances with increasing layer thickness
[14].
These studies exhibit the difference in the outcomes attained by
using various printing parameters. The investigations reveal that the
surface properties of FDM-fabricated parts are inferior to those of
injection moulded parts. 3D printing parameters that will enhance
the surface qualities of FDM-manufactured parts is expected to be
very useful in engineering applications.

Fig. 1. Three different printing orientation (flatwise, edgewise and upright)
according to ASTM F2921 terminology

In surface roughness measurements, a profilometer (MahrSurf
PS-10, MAHR) was used. Measured parameters for surface
roughness evaluation included Ra, Rz and RSm. The measurement
results were displayed on an LCD screen and recorded on the
computer.

According to our literature research, there is no scientific study
which shows the relationship between the printing parameters of the
parts produced by FDM and the surface roughness, taking into
account the printing layer thickness and extrusion temperature. In
this work, PLA samples were manufactured using fused deposition
technique (FDM). The influence of the extruder temperature and the
layer thickness on the surface roughness were investigated
depending on the printing orientation.

2. Material and Methods
In the FDM production technique, the most commonly used
filament material is PLA, which is a biopolymer. Environmentally
and user-friendly, this material is derived from organic materials
such as corn, sugar. These properties, as well as their mechanical
properties, make it widely preferred in FDM systems.

Fig. 2. Equipment used for roughness measurements.

3. Results and Discussion

In this work, surface roughness measurement specimens were
manufactured using a Zmorph printer with PLA material of 1.75
mm diameter produced by Frosch. The 3D printer is capable of
producing a model with dimensions of 250x235x165 mm with a

Production time with 3D printer differs according to FDM
machines and printing parameters such as layer thickness. Also,
depending on the size of printed part, the printing time varies
considerably. The effect of the layer thickness can be seen as great
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Figure 5 presents the surface roughness of samples with
different printing temperatures printed in the upright printing
orientation. Similar to Figure 4, the effect of the printing
temperatures on the surface roughness at all layer thicknesses is
quite low. With increasing layer thickness, the surface roughness
values rise at all printing temperatures. The best surface quality was
acquired at a 210 °C printing temperature and a layer thickness of
0.2 mm. The worst surface properties were obtained from samples
having 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm layer thicknesses and which were
printed at 230 ° C extrusion temperature.

surface feature and resolution after the printing process, but a
significant increment in the manufacturing time is observed by
decreasing layer thickness. The mean values of the production time
of the test samples in this study are 70 min for a layer thickness of
0.1 mm, 40 min for a layer thickness of 0.2 mm and 23 min for a
layer thickness of 0.4 mm. Despite the decreasing layer thickness
with notable rising in printing time, the changing of printing
temperature does not cause a considerable variation in the required
printing time.
Optical images of specimens with different layer thickness for
210 °C are shown Figure 3. For the optical results of samples with
different layer thicknesses, the peripheral prints are more visible
and distinctive at a layer thickness of 0.4 mm. The gaps between the
scan and the surrounding prints appear to be the smallest when
0.1mm layer thickness is used. At 0.1 mm layer, the extruder of the
FDM creates a more compact scan because it covers less geometric
area. Hence, very small gaps occur between the scans or no gaps
occur.

(a) 0.1 mm

Fig. 5. Surface roughness for different printing temperatures

(b) 0.2 mm

The surface profiles of samples with a 210 °C printing
temperature with different layer thicknesses are illustrated in Figure
6. As can clearly be seen, there are significant differences between
the surface roughness profiles and values obtained with varying
layer thicknesses. The effect of the layer thickness can be clearly
understood from the behaviour of the surface profile.
(c) 0.4 mm
Fig. 3. Optical images of specimens with different layer thickness for 210 °C

The surface roughness of the samples with different layer
thicknesses printed in the upright printing direction is exhibited in
Figure 4. As can be seen, in the layer thickness of 0.1 mm, there is
almost no effect on the surface roughness of the printing
temperature. With increasing layer thickness, the surface roughness
values build up at all printing temperatures. In addition, the lowest
surface roughness value at a layer thickness of 0.4 mm is obtained
at a printing temperature 210 °C. The highest surface roughness
values at both 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm layer thicknesses are obtained
from samples printed at 230 °C.

(a) 0.4 mm

(b) 0.2 mm

(c) 0.1 mm
Fig. 6. Surface profiles for different layer thickness at 210 °C

Fig. 4. Surface roughness for different layer thickness
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surface roughness of part features manufactured by open source
3D printer (2018) ARPN Journal of Engineering and Applied
Sciences, 13 (3), pp. 1139-1144.

4. Conclusions
The effect of the surface roughness on layer thickness and
printing temperature of PLA samples fabricated with FDM was
studied. The results showed that the printing parameters have a very
important role in surface roughness. Increasing layer thickness at
printing temperatures in upright printing direction increases surface
roughness values. Between printing temperatures, a lower printing
temperature gives a better surface quality.

[12] Valerga, A.P., Batista, M., Fernández-Vidal, S.R., GómezParra, A., Marcos, M. Preliminary study of the influence of
manufacturing parameters in fused deposition modeling (2015)
Annals of DAAAM and Proceedings of the International
DAAAM Symposium, 2015-January, pp. 1004-1008.
[13] Altan, M., Eryildiz, M., Gumus, B., Kahraman, Y. Effects of
process parameters on the quality of PLA products fabricated by
fused deposition modeling (FDM): Surface roughness and
tensile strength (2018) Materialpruefung/Materials Testing, 60
(5), pp. 471-477.

The application of various printing parameters for different
materials will contribute to the development of engineering designs.
In this way, the surface characteristics of the parts produced by 3D
printers will be better understood.
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REFINING THE PROCESS OF DESIGNING AN ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
HEATER FOR VACUUM FURNACE IN NON-STATIONARY PROCESS
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Abstract: Designing an electrical resistance heater for vacuum furnace is a result of multiple thermo-technical and electro-technical
calculations in order to determine the optimal power. The process of heating must also comply with the technological requirements for
temperature differences between the inside and the surface of the processed products. Considering the complicated heat transfer in the
furnace, there is no complete methodology for determining the heat conditions of the participants in the heat transfer differentiating in time
and space. In this paper it is systemized a sequence of applied mathematical and numerical models as well as geometric dependence for
deriving the angular coefficients of radiant interchange in the process of determining the temperature of every participant in the heat
transfer in order to refining the process of designing an electrical resistance chamber.
KEYWORDS: VACUUM, FURNACE, HEATER

1. Introduction
Fig.1 Distribution of electrical energy in the system

The main purpose of the vacuumed furnace, as with all other
furnaces, is to provide certain temperature condition for
implementing a predetermined technological process. Usually, in
the terminology, by furnace it is meant the chamber where the
products are thermally processed. As a consequence of the
specificity in heating in vacuum, most commonly used are the
electrical resistance heaters.
When designing a new vacuum chamber the most significant
calculations are those related to determining the power of the
heater. It has to ensure the necessary optimal speed for heating the
product. Usually the diversity of products that are processed in the
same furnace impede determining the optimal power since it
depends on multiple factors.
Designing an electrical resistance heater for vacuum furnace is a
result of multiple thermo-technical and electro-technical
calculations in order to determine the optimal power. The process of
heating must also comply with the technological requirements for
temperature differences between the inside and the surface of the
processed products. Considering the complicated heat transfer in the
furnace, there is no complete methodology for determining the heat
conditions of the participants in the heat transfer differentiating in
time and space.
In this paper it is systemized a sequence of applied
mathematical and numerical models as well as geometric
dependences for deriving the angular coefficients of radiant
interchange in the process of determining the temperature of every
participant in the heat transfer in order to refining the process of
designing an electrical resistance chamber.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
№

Differential equations

C1

T1 Q1л
 ^  qk  qvел.
t
F1

C2

T2 Q2л

 qk
t F2^

1.

2. Exposure
In a vacuum furnace there are available all methods for heat
transfer
- radiation – screens, all objects in the chamber
- convection – the water layer of the cooling water
- conduction – between the layers of the wall
and combined heat transfer processes;
-conductive – radiant – electrical conductor, heater, processed
product, stand
-conductive – convective - outer layer with ambient
environment
A selection has been made from three objects (fig. 1), that
covers all kinds of heat transfer that exist between the objects in the
chamber.
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In [1] it is represented a system of differential equations that
with motivated simplifications describe the thermal condition of the
objects in the vacuum furnace. In fact, the main problem with
conjugated limit equation are two: first – defining the limit
conditions and second – finding appropriate method for solution.
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Q1л, 2,3
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is calculating using Gebhart method [1]
N
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By analogy it is deduced the criteria for resistance of cylindrical
wall.
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, where

G jk - the share of every object in radiant heat transfer;

qk

T  T3 2
 1

qv 

H

i

Fi

- area of

R
q

- radius;

Q

- heat quantity;

;

The geometric dependencies deduced from the thermostechnical theory for determining the angular coefficients of radiant
interchange, in many cases, do not cover the possible situation for
two planes as well as does not take into account the impact of other
objects as it is in real conditions. They are becoming even less
applicable when there are intermediate objects as well as the
situations where it is need to take into an account the barriers for
heat radiant from its own surfaces.

object;

- heat stream;

In [3] it is suggested a geometric approach for determining the
angular coefficients for closed thermal system with unlimited
number of objects and unspecified alignment among them.

F j  k - angular coefficient of heat interchange;



- degree of blackness;



- absorption coefficient

Ci

-heat capacity;



- Stefan-Boltzmann constant;



- thermal conductivity coefficient;

Vдеб

- water cooling flow rate;

V0
T

*

(2)

The heat transfer in vacuum furnace is predominantly
radiant. For tracking the thermal condition of the objects during
heating (cooling), it is necessary to determine the angular
coefficients of radiant interchange for every object with the other
objects. The methods known in the literature, including the
geometric one, calculate the heat transfer only between two objects.
The applications for real thermal systems is partial and limited.

Vдеб *
T ;
Vo
 th

(1)

The main goal when designing a vacuum furnace is searching
for such a solution for the thermal model so that it can be chosen the
optimal values for the main parameters, so that, it can be ensured a
high productivity with low energy intensity. An indicator for
furnace efficiency is losses. The losses are consequences of forced
water cooling of the walls, as well as, cooling through natural
convection with air. In order to simplify the solution the dynamic
water layer is substituted with stationary one. The total heat content
of the dynamic layer can be expressed as a sum the of heat content
of two volumes. First (Vin.) is entered for time  volume of water
with temperature Тin.. For that amount of time, from the first volume

V0, that from the beginning of the interval  was with
temperature Т’, is leaving a portion of water with the same volume
(Vin.), but with temperature Т’.

- water layer volume;
- temperature of incoming cooling water

The share of radiant interchange between objects is
represented by a system of algebraic equations that after
transformation can be calculating using the Gaussian method

At the end of the interval  , the rest of the overall volume
(V0-Vin.) is with temperature Т’.

With discrete representation with time and space there are
two known main solutions

The new heat content of the layer corresponds a temperature
Тcor, that is considered homogeneous throughout the overall
volume.

In[ 2] it is shown a motivation for choice of numerical
method for solution of analytical models. It is necessary not only
discretization in time for objects in which the heat transfer is
accomplished through thermal conductivity, it is necessary to
discretization in space. The choice of solution is motivated– known
in literature as “obvious scheme”. In order to eliminate mistakes by
inaccuracy in calculations as well as the risk of inability to continue
(getting stuck) in small differences (T – T) it is necessary to set
requirements for the values of two intervals – space and time. The
influence of the two intervals on the result of calculations is
examined in the literature [4,5].

cV 0Tcor.  cV in.Т in.  c (V 0  V вх. )Т ' (3)
After transformation of Тcor. the result is (3).
Тcor.=W+T’, where
value

in.

W=(Т -

V in.
Т’) 0
V

- correction

(4)

The proposed approach is experimentally verified with
specialized software product. Data has been taken from real
heating in vacuum furnace. The result has been compared and
overlap and conclusions are published in [6].

For the flat wall it is introduced generalized criteria for
resistance [5] that represent the interdependence of two intervals
(1). Accomplishing that requirement make the scheme stable
against unavoidable calculation errors.

3. Conclustions
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The thermal model, represented as a system of differential
equations binds all three types of heat transfer – radiant,
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conductive and convective that are typical for vacuum
furnace
The solution of the system of equations with the proposed
numerical method gives adequate representation of the
distribution of thermal field in time and space
The limit conditions in conductive heat transfer, with
chosen time interval, discretize the temperature by volume
represented by the method of extreme difference between
them.
For instant thermal condition of the object`s surface in
radiant heat transfer, it is represented by a system of
equations (linear) using the Gibhart`s method. The
solution is calculated using Gauss method
Dependencies have been deduced and new approach has
been suggested for rendering the influence of cooling
water
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Abstract: This paper deals with dynamic analysis of bridge crane with one main girder during telpher motion in order to determine
dynamic behavior and oscillations while carrying full load. During the telpher motion the main girders and side girders are heavy loaded
parts while they undergo forces, moments and oscillations from lifting mechanism that carries workload. The method of analysis is the
comparison of results gained through modeling and simulation and experimental measurements. The analysis will be concentrated in finding
the nature of dynamic forces, moments and stresses that acts on main crane’s parts and finding the extent and form of oscillations that can
cause damage and failures. Also the interest is to study the effects of load swinging in crane’s stability. Results will be shown in the form of
diagrams as the solution results of the tested system. Crane is modeled from standard manufacturer, as a special type of Bridge Crane with
one main girder and telpher. Conclusions of these analyses are useful for design considerations, dynamic behavior and safety.
Keywords: BRIDGE CRANE, TELPHER MOTION, MAIN GIRDER, DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, OSCILLATIONS, MODELING,
SIMULATIONS

1. Introduction
Companies that work with Bridge cranes have difficulties
dealing with oscillations and swinging of workload, which can lead
to safety problems. Bridge crane taken for study is special type of
overhead cranes with one main girder, mounted in factories and
warehouses, and have three main working cycles: load lifting and
lowering, telpher motion and crane travel. Usually they work with
big and heavy loads, which are attached on the Hook. Telpher is
mounted below the girder and connects with Hook through Pulley
system, Lifting cables and Drum. In these cranes heavy oscillations
are mainly caused due to load overloading, improper connection of
load in cables, and inadequate speed of motion. These can lead to
stability problems, break of parts, cables damage, etc.
This work is based in the theory of crane dynamics, multibody
dynamics, systems design, modelling and simulations.
In Fig.1 and Fig.2 is represented Bridge crane taken for analysis
from manufacturer Prim Co Company, Type JP100 [1]. Crane is
mounted in rails on the walls of the factory. It has one main girder,
and two side girders (left & right). Weight of workload & Pulley
system is Q = 5150 kg = 50.5 kN. Elevated position of girders is H
= 6.5 m. Length of main girder is Lm = 12 m. Mass of main girder is
mm = 2000 kg. Velocity of telpher is vte = 0.33 m/s. Diameter of
telpher wheels Dv = 150 mm. Telpher is moving on 4 wheels, 2 per
each side, mounted on main girder’s edges (Fig.1).
In literature [3], [5], [6] it is estimated that the beginning of the
telpher motion is the most difficult process concerning the dynamic
behavior of crane.

Carrying cables are connected with the Hook and above with
pulley system, that connects to Drum with 4 lifting cables. (Fig.1).
Load height from basement is 1.5 m. It is positioned on the center
of crane’s main girder. We consider that best results will be
achieved if the study is done with max carrying load Q = 50.5 kN,
as given by manufacturer [1] , [5].

Fig.2. Bridge crane with parts in the working environment [1]

Fig.3. Model of bridge crane in the working environment created in
the software SimWise 4d [2]

Fig.1. Telpher of crane and its dimensions [1]

2. Modelling and simulations of Bridge crane
In Fig.1 and Fig.2 is presented bridge crane in the working
environment, which is also modeled in software (Fig.3) [2], [8].
Lifting mechanism is designed in the form of double pendulum.
Working load has prismatic form with dimensions 1m x 1m x 1m,
connected on 4 carrying cables with the Hook and Pulley.
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Before simulations with software, load Q is in the position of
relative rest at the height h = 1.5 m from the basement. Simulation
planning of telpher motion is close to real work which is important
for achievement of reliable results. Telpher will move from center
of Main girder towards right side Girder. Time of simulation will be
t = 11 s. Simulation has three phases [3],[13]:
First phase – initial position of relative rest with no motion of
telpher. Load hangs on carrying cables. Starts at time 0 s < t < 1 s.
Second phase – Is the process of motion of telpher with the
speed vte = 0.33 m/s. Starts after first phase, between time 1s <t <
9s. Length of telpher motion is l = 2.7 m.
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Based on graph in Fig.5, we can conclude that dynamic tensile
force Fcad in the lifting cables is close to experimental values
(Table.1), which are shown with black dots. This validates results
with simulations and makes them reliable and trustworthy. Force
Fcad is dynamic in nature, with high frequencies up to υ = 19 Hz.
Maximum value of force is achieved in time t = 1.4 s, with the
value Fcadmax = 21800 N = 21.8 [kN].
Based on strength properties of cables, it can be concluded that
Fcadmax < Fs = 42.3 kN, meaning that lifting cables of crane can
handle the dynamic tensile force without major deformations.

Third phase - motion stoppage. Telpher will stop moving, but
load, pulley and hoist cables will continue to swing. Starts after
second phase, between time sequence 9 s < t < 11 s. Important for
evaluation of the results after motion stop.

3. Experimental measurements
Measurements in crane are done in the place of work, where
crane is mounted, in the factory of local company (Fig.1). They will
be used for validation of results. Main measured parameter is tensile
force in lifting cables – Fca. In this crane there are 4 branches of
lifting cables connected between drum and pulley system. This is
the force on lifting cables resulting from weight of load and pulley
sistem which hangs and swings during telpher motion. Lifting
cables lifts up or lowers the load, but for the case of telpher motion
they also carry the load (Fig.2 & Fig.3) [11].
Type of lifting cables are wire ropes type 6X37, with diameter
dc = 19 mm [1]. Other properties are: Modulus of elasticity: E =
7.58·1010 Pa, Minimum breaking strength Fb = 212 kN, Safe Load
Fs = 42.3 kN [1], [12]. Tensile force was measured with
dynamometer type Dini Argeo attached to the Hook [10], during
motion of crane (Fig.4). There were 6 measurements implemented.
First measurement is done at first phase (relative rest),
measurements 3,4,5, are done during telpher motion (second phase),
measurement 6 is done after motion stoppage (third phase). Results
are shown in Table.1.
Measurement No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Time of
telpher
motion (s)
0
3
5
7
9
11

Tensile Force in
all lifting cables
- Fca (N)
51050
52200
53150
52600
51530
49850

Fig. 5. Tensile force Fca in one branch of lifting cable. Black dots
are experimental values from Table 1.

Force in each branch
of lifting cables
(Fca/4) (N) (aprox.)
12762
13050
13287
13150
12882
12462

Dynamic coefficient Ψ is the ratio between maximal dynamic
force and static force [3],[6],[7]. Value of the coefficient is:
Ψ =

21.8
𝐹𝑐𝑎𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
=
𝐹𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
12.626

= 1.72

(1.1)

Static force in lifting cables can be calculated by formulas [4]:

Table 1. Results of Fca with dynamometer in hanging cables
Fs max 

F0

l
 ho



12.5
 12.626
0.99

[kN ]

(1.2)

Load in one branch of the cables in resting position is:
F0 

Q 50

 12.5
m 4

[kN ]

(1.3)

 hol  0.99 - Working coefficient of hoist for lifting.
m = 4 – number of rope branches for weight lifting.
According to result of Ψ in (1.1), lifting cables undergoes 72%
more dynamic forces compared to static forces. This value is high
and a matter of concern, while it will weaken cables by time.
Concerning the safety issues, this requires frequent control of lifting
cables [14]. Conclusion is that lifting cables are heavily loaded with
oscillations that have high amplitudes and high number of
frequencies.

5. Resultant Force acting in telpher
Forces acting on telpher are passed from forces on drum and
lifting cables that are connected with Hoist system, and they load
the telpher while it moves (Fig.1). In Fig. 6 is given graph of Force
in telpher - Ft. It is the Resultant force of all forces – tensile,
bending and torsion components acting on telpher, and it is dynamic
in occurrence. Maximal value of this dynamic Force is Ftmaxd =
8.1·144 Nm and occurs in time t ≈ 4.5 s (Fig.6). Based on graph,
Static value of force is Ftst ≈ 5.25·104 Nm. This concludes that the
value of Dynamic Force is for 54% higher than the static force.
Static force is the Force in the condition when system is
theoretically motionless, or in the situation of relative rest. It is the
sum of weights of all devices acting below the telpher – Load Q,
Cables, Hook, Hoist and Drum (Fig.1).

Fig.4. Measurements with Dynamometer of tested load during the
motion of telpher, and dynamometer used [10]

4. Results of force (tension) in lifting cables
In Fig. 5 is given the graph of Tensile Force in lifting cables Fca in one cable branch. It is a dynamic force which we will name it
Fcad. It appears in cables while it comes from load swinging, pulley
swinging and force in hanging cables. Diagram of other three cables
is similar with this one, with minor changes.
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amplitudes and high frequencies. Max value of Von Misses stress
occurs in time t ≈ 1.8 s, and has the value σmax = 2.7·108 Pa.
This value of stress is less then Yield stress σmax < σyi =
3.31·108 Pa of material given above. This concludes that structure
of girder can handle the dynamic loads.

7. Moments and Forces in side girders
Side girders connect with main girder in one side, and wheels of
crane in another side. Length of side girders is Ls = 2 m (Fig.1 &
Fig.2). Mass of each of two side girders is ms = 400 kg. In Fig.10
and Fig.11 are shown graphical results of moment (torque) and
Resultant Force in Right Side Girder. They result from dynamic
occurrence’s in the main girder (Fig.9).
Values for left side girder are similar, therefore are not shown
here. It can be concluded that side girders undergo heavy dynamic
loading with high oscillation’s and amplitudes.

Fig. 6. Resultant Force acting on telpher

6. Results in main girder
Main girder is the most important and biggest part of Bridge
crane. It has a cross section of Hollow Box Beam, with walls
thickness of 1 cm [1], [11]. On the bottom side is mounted telpher
that hangs in side extensions, where is also mounted hoisting
mechanism with load Q (Fig.1 & Fig.3). Dynamics and oscillations
from the hoisting mechanism and telpher are passed on girder.
Results will be achieved using Numerical methods (KuttaMerson) and Finite Elements Method (FEM), supported by
software, in order to achieve best results [2], [3].
Other properties of main girder are Elastic Modulus: E=2·1011
Pa, Yield Stress σyi = 3.31·108 Pa ; Ultimate Tensile Stress σut =
4.48·108 Pa ; Poisson’s Ratio υ = 0.29.
Based on model created, results are achieved through
simulations for main dynamic parameter – Stresses in main girder.
[5], [9], [13]. Stress is the type Von Misses Stress. In Fig. 7 is
shown discretization of girder in volume FEM Elements. Values of
Stresses spread through girder volume and deforms the girder
(Scaled by 6.274).

Fig.9. Position in Right Girder of measured Moments and Forces
Maximal value of Dynamic Moment (Torque) has the value
Mmaxd = 6.3·144 Nm and occurs in time t ≈ 2.6 s (Fig.10). Value of
static moment is Mst ≈ 4.12·104 Nm. This concludes that the value of
Dynamic Moment is for 53% higher, which is a matter of concern.

Fig.7. Deformation of main girder (Scaled by 6.274), and contour
spread of Stress

Fig.10. Moment (torque) in right side girder (Nm)

Fig.8. Stresses in main girder
Based on results from Fig.8, it can be conclude that main girder
undergoes heavy dynamic stresses, with frequent oscillations, high

Fig.11. Resultant Force in right side girder (N)
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Based on Fig.11, maximal value of Resultant Force has the
value Fmaxd = 7.15·104 N and occurs in time t ≈ 2.6 s. Value of static
force is Fst ≈ 4.5·145 N. Value of dynamic Force is for 58% higher,
which is also a matter of concern.

9. References

8. Conclusions
The main problem in bridge cranes during telpher motion are
oscillations. It is important to identify and minimize them. To find
this we created model of bridge crane and implemented simulations.
Results are also compared with experimental measurements.
Important part of analysis is finding proper simulations scenario
that reflects real telpher motion. Results are gained for main parts of
crane – lifting cables, telpher, main girder and right side girder.
Based on the results, it can be concluded that analyzed parts of
crane undergo oscillations that are heavy and mostly with irregular
occurrence. They occur in different planes. They have negative
effect which can cause damage. Values of dynamic forces, torques
and stress are higher than corresponding static values, but analyzed
crane parts can handle those dynamic loads. It is important to
minimize oscillations in order to achieve minimal dynamic loads
[5], [9]. Oscillations in cranes are difficult to measure with
instruments, and they can cause parts failure, materials fatigue and
stability problems. Therefore it is a good methodology to measure
dynamic forces and oscillations with instruments where applicable,
and other analysis to accomplish through modelling and
simulations.
Another important conclusion is that oscillations occurring on
Load Q and cables are passed in other parts of crane with similar
form of curve, periods, and frequencies. Also, speed of telpher
motion must remain in optimal value, as lower as possible to
minimize negative effects of load swinging and oscillations in other
parts.
Conclusions in this paper are important for safety and design
considerations of these types of cranes [14]. It can be used also for
analysis of other work processes, like load lifting or crane travel.
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Abstract: The implications of replicated epistemologies have been far-reaching and pervasive. After years of technical research into
vacuum tubes, we disprove the analysis of context-free grammar, which embodies the typical principles of electrical engineering. In order to
overcome this challenge, we argue that while object-oriented languages and the location-identity split [1,1] can collaborate to answer this
challenge, the seminal mobile algorithm for the synthesis of IPv7 by Bhabha runs in Ω( logn ) time.
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The acclaimed algorithm by O. Moore does not visualize the
partition table as well as our solution [11]. It remains to be seen
how valuable this research is to the software engineering
community. The seminal framework by Takahashi et al. does not
learn certifiable configurations as well as our method [18]. The only
other noteworthy work in this area suffers from idiotic assumptions
about forward-error correction. Further, the choice of symmetric
encryption in [15] differs from ours in that we evaluate only
important models in OldPipe. Therefore, the class of methodologies
enabled by OldPipe is fundamentally different from previous
approaches.

1. Introduction
The implications of "smart" archetypes have been far-reaching
and pervasive. Contrarily, a confirmed question in networking is the
deployment of relational technology. Further, we skip a more
thorough discussion until future work. The evaluation of objectoriented languages would greatly degrade A* search.
We question the need for rasterization. Next, it should be noted
that our framework prevents Internet QoS. OldPipe controls expert
systems. Combined with the visualization of robots, this evaluates
an analysis of IPv6.
Here, we verify that the famous linear-time algorithm for the
development of e-business by Li et al. [7] is impossible. Though
conventional wisdom states that this problem is regularly
surmounted by the synthesis of journaling file systems, we believe
that a different method is necessary. Even though conventional
wisdom states that this obstacle is mostly surmounted by the
construction of the Ethernet, we believe that a different solution is
necessary. We emphasize that OldPipe is in Co-NP [5]. This
combination of properties has not yet been emulated in related
work.
Another natural challenge in this area is the development of
ubiquitous technology. For example, many applications learn the
deployment of 32 bit architectures. OldPipe turns the omniscient
communication sledgehammer into a scalpel. The disadvantage of
this type of solution, however, is that the memory bus can be made
authenticated, encrypted, and large-scale. two properties make this
solution distinct: OldPipe manages the Turing machine, without
requesting the producer-consumer problem, and also our framework
is copied from the construction of thin clients. Combined with the
development of systems, such a hypothesis investigates a novel
solution for the investigation of the transistor.

OldPipe is broadly related to work in the field of theory by
Bhabha, but we view it from a new perspective: stochastic
archetypes [16]. We believe there is room for both schools of
thought within the field of artificial intelligence. Next, Anderson
developed a similar solution, on the other hand we confirmed that
our system is NP-complete [10]. Continuing with this rationale,
Thompson et al. [14] developed a similar algorithm, unfortunately
we validated that OldPipe runs in Ω(n!) time [6]. Kumar et al.
[3,17] suggested a scheme for improving lossless archetypes, but
did not fully realize the implications of the synthesis of web
browsers at the time. The original approach to this issue by OleJohan Dahl [11] was well-received; on the other hand, this outcome
did not completely accomplish this intent [2]. Thusly, despite
substantial work in this area, our approach is ostensibly the
approach of choice among leading analysts.

3. OldPipe Emulation
Reality aside, we would like to evaluate a model for how our
system might behave in theory. We believe that each component of
our heuristic follows a Zipf-like distribution, independent of all
other components. This may or may not actually hold in reality. On
a similar note, despite the results by Wang, we can verify that
symmetric encryption can be made wireless, metamorphic, and
event-driven. This is a robust property of OldPipe. The question is,
will OldPipe satisfy all of these assumptions? The answer is yes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We motivate the
need for the partition table. Next, to fix this obstacle, we
demonstrate that despite the fact that the little-known electronic
algorithm for the visualization of forward-error correction by Z.
Wilson is recursively enumerable, the well-known peer-to-peer
algorithm for the synthesis of fiber-optic cables by X. Davis et al.
[5] is in Co-NP. Of course, this is not always the case. Third, we
verify the emulation of cache coherence. In the end, we conclude.

2.Related Work
In designing OldPipe, we drew on existing work from a number
of distinct areas. New game-theoretic archetypes proposed by A. Q.
Anderson fails to address several key issues that OldPipe does solve
[9]. Unfortunately, the complexity of their method grows linearly as
pseudorandom theory grows. Similarly, M. Sato et al. introduced
several constant-time methods, and reported that they have
tremendous lack of influence on agents [9]. These systems typically
require that the World Wide Web and the transistor are often
incompatible [19], and we proved in this position paper that this,
indeed, is the case.

Fig. 1 An architectural layout plotting the relationship between our system
and the UNIVAC computer.

OldPipe relies on the unproven model outlined in the recent
famous work by Scott Shenker et al. in the field of e-voting
technology. This is a structured property of OldPipe. We consider a
heuristic consisting of n local-area networks. Despite the fact that
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such a claim at first glance seems perverse, it always conflicts with
the need to provide interrupts to theorists. We ran a trace, over the
course of several days, arguing that our methodology is unfounded.
We assume that each component of our application locates
psychoacoustic symmetries, independent of all other components.
See our related technical report [12]

OldPipe runs on hacked standard software. We implemented
our consistent hashing server in enhanced SQL, augmented with
extremely partitioned extensions. We implemented our Smalltalk
server in Ruby, augmented with computationally saturated
extensions. All of these techniques are of interesting historical
significance; Karthik Lakshminarayanan and J. Ito investigated an
entirely different setup in 1967.

4. Implementation

5.2. Experiments and Results

The hacked operating system contains about 4837 lines of
Smalltalk. we have not yet implemented the virtual machine
monitor, as this is the least intuitive component of our approach.
Our heuristic is composed of a homegrown database, a hacked
operating system, and a virtual machine monitor [4]. The
homegrown database and the homegrown database must run in the
same JVM. the centralized logging facility and the virtual machine
monitor must run in the same JVM. overall, OldPipe adds only
modest overhead and complexity to related classical frameworks.

5. Evaluation and Performance Results
As we will soon see, the goals of this section are manifold. Our
overall evaluation strategy seeks to prove three hypotheses: (1) that
a framework's traditional API is not as important as RAM space
when improving average complexity; (2) that the PDP 11 of
yesteryear actually exhibits better sampling rate than today's
hardware; and finally (3) that effective clock speed is a good way to
measure clock speed. An astute reader would now infer that for
obvious reasons, we have intentionally neglected to evaluate
interrupt rate. Our evaluation holds suprising results for patient
reader.

Fig. 4. These results were obtained by J. Smith et al.; we reproduce them
here for clarity.

5.1. Hardware and Software Configuration

Fig. 5. The mean complexity of OldPipe, compared with the other systems..

Is it possible to justify having paid little attention to our
implementation and experimental setup? Unlikely. With these
considerations in mind, we ran four novel experiments: (1) we
measured Web server and Web server throughput on our system; (2)
we measured ROM throughput as a function of optical drive space
on an IBM PC Junior; (3) we deployed 68 Macintosh SEs across the
Internet network, and tested our interrupts accordingly; and (4) we
ran suffix trees on 40 nodes spread throughout the sensor-net
network, and compared them against object-oriented languages
running locally.

Fig. 2. The mean interrupt rate of OldPipe, compared with the other
algorithms.

We modified our standard hardware as follows: we carried out a
packet-level prototype on UC Berkeley's embedded testbed to
quantify the mutually scalable nature of topologically signed
methodologies. We removed a 3kB hard disk from our network.
This step flies in the face of conventional wisdom, but is essential to
our results. We removed some optical drive space from our desktop
machines to consider DARPA's system. On a similar note, we added
3 3GB floppy disks to our classical overlay network to investigate
symmetries.

We first analyze the first two experiments as shown in Figure 2.
Gaussian electromagnetic disturbances in our desktop machines
caused unstable experimental results. The many discontinuities in
the graphs point to improved median response time introduced with
our hardware upgrades. The many discontinuities in the graphs
point to duplicated popularity of the UNIVAC computer introduced
with our hardware upgrades.
We have seen one type of behavior in Figures 5 and 5; our other
experiments (shown in Figure 3) paint a different picture. Gaussian
electromagnetic disturbances in our 100-node cluster caused
unstable experimental results. Note the heavy tail on the CDF in
Figure 5, exhibiting muted median interrupt rate. Though such a
hypothesis at first glance seems unexpected, it is derived from
known results. Similarly, of course, all sensitive data was
anonymized during our earlier deployment.
Lastly, we discuss the first two experiments. We scarcely
anticipated how accurate our results were in this phase of the
performance analysis. Note how simulating online algorithms rather
than emulating them in middleware produce smoother, more
reproducible results. While it at first glance seems counterintuitive,

Fig. 3. The 10th-percentile throughput of our heuristic, compared with the
other methods. This might seem perverse but is derived from known results.
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it has ample historical precedence. Note how rolling out superpages
rather than simulating them in courseware produce smoother, more
reproducible results.

[17] Zamfirov, M. Cuff: A methodology for the synthesis of
DHCP. Journal of Relational Theory 3 (May 2000), 20-24.
[18] Zamfirov, M., Bhabha, D., and McCarthy, J.
Understanding of e-business. Journal of Interactive, Interposable
Theory 12 (Jan. 2003), 72-85.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrated that online algorithms can be
made real-time, empathic, and optimal. On a similar note, we
disconfirmed that although the acclaimed efficient algorithm for the
refinement of systems by Lee runs in Ω(n2) time, the acclaimed
interposable algorithm for the deployment of voice-over-IP by
Watanabe and Taylor is impossible [13]. Next, we also motivated
new permutable archetypes. On a similar note, our framework is not
able to successfully request many symmetric encryption at once.
We plan to make OldPipe available on the Web for public
download.

[19] Zamfirov, M., Leiserson, C., and Rivest, R. Linear-time,
stochastic configurations for lambda calculus. Tech. Rep. 62-68,
University of Northern South Dakota, June 2005.
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СЪГЛАСУВАНЕ НА ЗАДВИЖВАНИЯТА НА СТРУГОВИ МАШИНИ С
ЦИФРОВО-ПРОГРАМНО УПРАВЛЕНИЕ
COORDINATION OF THE DRIVES IN TURNING MACHINES WITH DIGITAL PROGRAM CONTROL
СОГЛАСОВАНИЕ ПРИВОДОВ ТОКАРНЫХ СТАНКОВ С ЦИФРОВЫМ-ПРОГРАММНЫМ
УПРАВЛЕНИЕМ
Гл. ас. д-р инж. Жилевски М., Проф. д-р инж. Михов М.
Технически университет – София, България
E-mail: mzhilevski@tu-sofia.bg, mikhov@tu-sofia.bg
Abstract: This paper describes the coordination of drives in turning machines with digital program control. Based on specialized software a
geometrical model of a processed workpiece was developed and the respective trajectory of the used tool was generated. The necessary code
for the machine was formed and the developed program was entered into the turning machine for execution. An example illustrating the
practical implementation of the offered algorithm is presented. Studies carried out and the results obtained can be used in setting up of the
considered class of machine tools.
KEYWORDS: TURNING MACHINES, GEOMETRICAL MODEL, COORDINATION OF DRIVES

1. Въведение
Струговите машини са предназначени за обработка чрез
струговане на ротационни симетрични детайли, изградени от
външни и вътрешни цилиндрични, конусни, профилни и челни
повърхнини [1]. Те включват две подавателни оси, шпиндел,
както и други спомагателни подсистеми, с които се осигурява
правилната работа на съответната машина. Основните проблеми при модернизацията на такива машини са анализирани в [2].

ЕЗ1

ПМ1

ЗМ1
Ос x

ЕЗ2

ПМ2

ЗМ2

Ос z
Подавателни задвижвания
ЕЗ3

ПМ3

ЗМ3

Задвижване шпиндел

ЕЗ4

ПМ4

ЗМ4

12 – позиц.
револверна глава
ЦПУ
ЕЗ5

ЗМ5

програмно управление; ЕЗ1 – електрозадвижване на координатната ос х; ЕЗ2 – електрозадвижване на координатната ос z;
ЕЗ3 – електрозадвижване на шпиндела; ЕЗ4 – електрозадвижване на дванадесет позиционната револверна глава; ЕЗ5 – електрозадвижване на хидравличното стягащо устройство; ЕЗ6 –
електрозадвижване на хидравличната пинола; ЕЗ7 – електрозадвижване на подсистемата от дозаторно мазане; ЕЗ8 – електрозадвижване на охлаждащата подсистема; ПМ1 ÷ ПМ4 – предавателни механизми; ЗМ1 ÷ ЗМ6 – задвижвани механизми за
съответните електрозадвижвания.
С цел модернизация на клас стругови машини с цифровопрограмно управление е извършено следното: изчислени са и са
избрани подходящи електрозадвижвания по координатните оси
и шпиндела; предложени са алгоритми за управление, с които
се осъществява подобряване на точността и бързодействието на
машината; направени са редица подобрения на спомагателните
задвижвания за повишаване на експлоатационния им живот;
разработени са управляващи ладер-диаграми; повишена е надеждността и срока на работа на машините [3]-[6].
При практическото използване на струговите машини от
съществено значение е да бъде осъществено прецизно съгласуване на използваните системи за електрозадвижване.
В настоящата статия е представен разработен алгоритъм за
съгласуване на задвижванията при стругови машини с цифровопрограмно управление. Илюстрирано е практическото приложение на този алгоритъм с разработката на конкретен детайл.
Направените изследвания може да бъдат използвани при настройката на такива системи за електрозадвижване при разглеждания клас стругови машини.

Хидравлично
стягащо устройство
ЕЗ6

2. Особености на алгоритъма за съгласуване

ЗМ6

Основните изисквания, които трябва да бъдат отчетени при
разработването на алгоритъма за съгласуване на задвижванията
са следните: отчитане на обработвания материал; извършване
проверка на използваната система за електрозадвижване за
възможността за механична обработка на желания детайл; осигуряване на максимално бързодействие с използване на подходящи движения и алгоритми; отчитане на работните ходове на
машината; подходящ избор на инструменти, скорост на рязане
и подаване.
Блокова схема на разработения алгоритъм с практическо
приложение е представена на фиг. 2, където използваните означения са следните: t - скорост на шпиндела при стругова

Хидравлична
пинола
EЗ7
Дозаторно
мазане
ЕЗ8

Охлаждаща
подсистема

Спомагателни задвижвания

Фиг. 1. Блокова схема на системата за електрозадвижване.

Блоковата схема на системата за електрозадвижване за разглеждания клас стругови машини е представена на фиг.1, където използваните означения са: ЦПУ – устройство за цифрово-

обработка; f rt – подаване за радиан; Vct – скорост на рязане.
Като входни данни се въвеждат: типа на струговата обработка и съответния материал; размери на детайла; параметри на
инструментите, с които ще се извършва механичната обработка.
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След въвеждане на входните данни се осъществява проверка на параметрите в следната последователност: отчитат се
работните ходове на машината спрямо размерите на обработвания детайл; сравняват се параметрите на внедрената
система за електрозадвижване с изчислената, получена на базата на методиките за главно и подавателни електрозадвижвания,
представени в [3] и [4].

рамната част“ на машината; въвеждане в металообработващата
машина.
Параметрите f rt и Vct се определят от базата данни на
фирмата производител на инструменти за стругови машини.
Скоростта на шпиндела се изчислява по следното уравнение
[7]:
(1)

Начало

Входни данни

Проверка

Разработване на геометричен
модел на детайла

Спец. софтуер

Конфигурация на
класа на машина

Спец. софтуер

Дефиниране параметрите
на струговата машина

Спец. софтуер

Изчисляване на

t

Vct  2
,
Dmt

където Dmt е диаметърът на детайла, който ще бъде обработван от струговата машина.
Следващата стъпка от алгоритъма е базирането, центроването на обработвания детайл и съобразяване с координатите на
машината.
Позиционирането на инструмента се осъществява посредством подходящи алгоритми за двукоординатно позиционно управление, представени на фиг. 3, с което се обезпечават показателите точност, бързодействие и производителност.

Анализ на детайла и определяне на
необходимия брой инструменти и
стругови операции за обработка
Определяне на f rt и Vct

t 

a)

b)

Таблични данни

Фиг. 3. Движение при различни
алгоритми за позиционно управление.

У-ние(1)
(1)
У-ние

c)
Генериране на траекторията
на инструмента и симулация

Спец. софтуер

Генериран код за машина “програмна част”

Спец. софтуер

Въвеждане на програмата в
струговата машина

Спец. софтуер (2)

Последната стъпка от разработения алгоритъм е извършването на струговата операция и получаване на обработения детайл.

3. Практическо приложение на алгоритъма
Практическото приложение на алгоритъма, е илюстрирано
посредством разработване на конкретен детайл от модернизираната стругова машина.
Въведените входни данни са следните: вид на обработвания
материал – калибрована стомана; данни, свързани с детайла:
габаритни размери – диаметър Ø 0.025 m; вид на механичната
обработка – струговане, пробиване, нарязване на резба и отрязване на детайла; параметри на инструментите участващи в разработването на детайла – стругова пластина; свредло с диаметър Ø 0.0085 m; метчик за нарязване на вътрешна резба – М10;
отрезен нож – широчина 0.003 m.

Базиране и центроване на детайла

Позициониране на инструмента
за обработка

Фигура (3)

Механична обработка на детайла

Обработен детайл

Край

Фиг. 2. Алгоритъм за съгласуване на задвижванията.

Използваните в алгоритъма специализирани софтуерни
продукти се отнасят до: разработване на геометричен модел на
детайла, генериране на траекторията на инструмента и „прог-
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Фиг. 4. Двукоординатно електрозадвижване x-z.
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 определяне на скоростта на подаване от каталожните
данни, представени от производителя на инструменти.
Като пример за една от операциите: Vct  1.5 m/s ;

След извършена проверка на базата на разработените методики, използваните електрозадвижвания удовлетворяват необходимите изисквания за механична обработка и имат следните
номинални параметри на двигателите [8]:
- координатна ос х: M fx  5.4 Nm ,  fx  209.34 rad/s ;

 изчисляване на скоростта на шпиндела. Като пример за
V 2
една от операциите: t  ct
 120 rad/s .
Dmt max

- координата z: M fz  17.6 Nm ,  fz  157 rad/s ;
- главно движение: Pnom  11 kW , nom  104.67 rad/s .
На фиг. 4 е представено реализираното двукоординатно
електрозадвижване за машина от разглеждания клас машини.
За изработката на геометричния модел на детайла, конфигуриране на класа и дефиниране параметрите на струговата машина, е използван специализиран софтуер – SprutCAM 11 [9].
На фиг. 5 е показана получената геометрична форма на детайла.

Фиг. 7. Симулационни резултати при механичната обработка.

След извършване на необходимите стъпки, програмата
SprutCAM 11 генерира необходимия код за механична обработка на подходящ машинен език, наречен „програмна част“, който
описва траекторията на инструмента. Част от този код има
следния вид:
O200 N100G28 U0 W0;
N200 G50 X0 Z0;
N300 T0400;
N400 G00 Z- 290.;
N500 G00 X-155.;
N600 M02;
N700 G00 Z- 140.;
N800 X-10.;
N900 T0103;
N1000 M07;
N1100 G00 X-162.;
N1200 Z- 248.;
N1300 S150 M04;
N1400 Z- 240.5;
N1500 G32 Z- 247.5 F1.25; …

Фиг. 5. Геометрична форма на детайла.

Следваща стъпка е свързана с определяне на необходимия
брой инструменти за обработка и въвеждането им в специализирания софтуер. В случая са необходими 5 инструмента за
пълната реализация на детайла. С цел намаляване на машинното време са разработени две специални приспособления, на
които са разположени съответно три и два инструмента (фиг. 6а
и 6б).

На базата на представения на фиг. 8 специализиран софтуер, генерираната програмна част се въвежда в паметта на металообработващата машина.

а)

б)

Фиг. 6. Използвани инструменти за механичната обработка.

След разработването на геометричната форма на детайла,
дефиниране параметрите на инструментите и режимите на рязане, се извършва симулация на процеса на обработка със специализирания софтуер. Част от симулационните резултати при
процеса на механична обработка са показани на фиг. 7.
Генерирането на коректна „програмна част“ за машината
изисква :
 определяне на подаването за радиан от каталожните данни, посочени от производителя на инструменти за всяка
от операциите. Като пример за една от операциите е определено, че: f rt  1.6 105 m/rad ;

Фиг. 8. Софтуер за въвеждане на „програмната част“.
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След въвеждане на програмата в машината, се извършва
базиране, центроване на детайла и последвалата механична
обработка до получаване на желания контур.
На фиг. 9а и 9б са показани процесите на механична обработка, съответно при отрязване и пробиването на детайла от
модернизираната стругова машина.

работва геометричен модел на обработвания детайл, генерира
се траекторията на инструмента, формира се необходимия код
за машината и получената програма се въвежда в паметта на
струговата машина за реално изпълнение.
Представен е конкретен пример с преминаването през всички последователни стъпки на алгоритъма до цялостната изработка на конкретен детайл.
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ИЗБОР НА ПОДАВАТЕЛНИ ЗАДВИЖВАНИЯ
ЗА ПРОБИВНИ МАШИНИ С ЦИФРОВО- ПРОГРАМНО УПРАВЛЕНИЕ
SELECTION OF FEED DRIVES FOR DRILLING MACHINES WITH DIGITAL PROGRAM CONTROL
ВЫБОРА ПРИВОДОВ ПОДАЧИ ДЛЯ ПРОБИВНЫХ МАШИН С
ЦИФРОВЫМ-ПРОГРАММНЫМ УПРАВЛЕНИЕМ
Гл. ас. д-р инж. Жилевски М.,
Технически университет – София, България
E-mail: mzhilevski@tu-sofia.bg,
Abstract: This paper describes the selection of feed electric drives for drilling machines with digital program control. The offered methodology renders an account of the specific features of the technological process, the processed material, as well as the type of the mechanical
gear used. Concrete examples have been presented, illustrating the practical application of this algorithm. The research held as well as the
results obtained can be used in the development of such electric drives for the studied class of machine tools.
KEYWORDS: DRILLING MACHINES, FEED ELECTRIC DRIVE, DC AND AC MOTORS

1. Въведение
Пробивните машини се използват за механична обработка
на различни видове отвори: глухи и светли, цилиндрични и
профилни, гладки, стъпални, резбови и други детайли с произволна геометрия [1]. Те обикновено се съвместяват с фрезовите, като са изградени от три или повече подавателни, главно и
спомагателни задвижвания.
За задвижване на координатните оси и шпиндела в металообработващите машини се използват постояннотокови и променливотокови електрозадвижвания в зависимост от изискванията, които се поставят [2, 3, 4, 5]. Системата за цифровопрограмно управление (СЦПУ) е широко използвана за управление на допълнителните спомагателни подсистеми в металообработващите машини. Това става с помощта на разработени
ладер диаграми, които се въвежда в програмируемия логически контролер. Разработката на ладер диаграмите в металорежещите машини се осъществява по определен алгоритъм, представен в [6].
Подавателните електрозадвижвания при пробивните машини, както и при фрезовите се използват за позициониране на
инструмента и детайла на желаното място и участват в процеса
на машинна обработка [2, 3, 4]. По тази причина, тяхната позиционна точност и скорост влияят съществено върху качеството
и производителността на металорежещите машини [7].
В тази статия са анализирани изискванията към електрозадвижванията на един вид пробивни машини с ЦПУ. Разработена
е методика за избор на подавателни електрозадвижвания, като
се вземат под внимание особеностите на процеса пробиване,
вида на обработвания материал, типа на механичната предавка
и други съществени фактори. Проведени са експериментални
изследвания на внедрената система за електрозадвижване. Резултатите от проведените теоретични и експериментални изследванията могат да бъдат използвани при разработването на
такива машини от разглеждания клас.

2. Изисквания към електрозадвижванията

шпиндела; 7 – двигател на шпиндела; 8 – куплиране между
двигателя на шпиндела и скоростната кутия; 9 – скоростна кутия на шпиндела; 10 - пробивен инструмент; 11 - датчик на път
на координатна ос х; 12- двигател на координатна ос х; 13 –
куплиране между двигателя и сачмено винтовата двойка на координатна ос х; 14 – прецизни лагери на координатна ос х; 15 –
задвижван механизъм; 16 – обработван детайл; 17 – направляващи на координатна ос х; 18 – сачмено винтова двойка на координатна ос х; hd x , hd z – стъпки на сачмено винтовата
двойка съответно по координатните оси x и z; Dgd x – диаметър на сачмено винтовата двойка на координатна ос х; Vd x
и Vd z – скорост на движение на задвижвания механизъм съответно по координатните оси x и z.
Електрозадвижване на
шпиндела и координатна ос z

1

Обратна връзка
по позиция

2

Силов
Силов
преобразувател
преобразувател

3
4

Обратна връзка
по скорост

hd z

5

6
7

Силов
преобразувател

8

СЦПУ

Vd z

9
Подавателно електрозадвижване
на координатна ос х

10

Силов
преобразувател
15
11

12

13

14

hd x

16

Vd x

17

Dgd

Разглежданите металоoбработващи машини се отнасят към
машините с многокоординатни електрозадвижвания. Те са изградени от три подавателни оси - x, y и z; шпиндел; и спомагателни подсистеми, с които се осигурява правилната работа и се
увеличава експлоатационният живот на машината.
На фиг. 1 са покани основните елементи при пробивните
машини, като означенията са: СЦПУ – система за цифровопрограмно управление; 1- датчик на път на координатна ос z; 2двигател на координатна ос z; 3 – куплиране между двигателя и
сачмено винтовата двойка на координатна ос z; 4 – сачмено
винтова двойка на координатна ос z; 5 – направляващи на координатна ос z; 6- датчик на скорост на електрозадвижването на
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Обратна връзка
по позиция

18

14

Фиг. 1. Основни елементи на пробивните машини.

Изискванията към подавателните електрозадвижвания може да се формулират по следния начин [1, 8 ]: широк диапазон
на регулиране на скоростта; добри динамични показатели;
плавно регулиране на скоростта в двете посоки; висока разрешаваща способност по път; точност при зададени траекториите
на движение; бързодействие; сигурност; икономичност; добри
комуникационни способности; лесна експлоатационна поддръжка; осигуряване на необходимият постоянен въртящ момент за преодоляване на триенето и работните сили по време
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на обработка; възможност за позициониране на малки стъпки –
1÷2 µm и по-малко; възможност за работа в четирите квадранта; малки електрически и механични времеконстанти.
Изискванията към главните електрозадвижвания на пробивните машини могат да се обобщят по следния начин [1, 8]:
висока точност при въртене; компактност; двузонно регулиране на скоростта; висока максимална скорост; висока и постоянна регулируема мощност; висока товароносимост; висока динамика; широк диапазон на скоростта поне 1:1000; възможност
за ориентирано спиране с точност до десети и стотни от градуса.
Изискванията към спомагателните електрозадвижвания са
свързани с: повишаване на експлоатационния живот; надеждността на работа и подобряване работата на цялата машина.

В предложената методика е използвана сачмено винтова
двойка като механична предавка със зададен диаметър на винта. Проектирането и изчисляването на СВД е описано в
ISO/DIN стандартите [9, 10].
Начало
Входни данни
Определяне типа на
пробивна операция

Таблични данни

Избор на инструмент

Таблични данни

Разработването на подходящо електрозадвижване за съответната координатна ос, както и при други класове металообработващи машини се осъществява в следната последователност:
1. Създаване на методика за избор на базата на поставените
изисквания към задвижването, като се отчитат особеностите на
процеса пробиване, вида на обработвания материал, параметрите на използваните инструменти и типа на механичните предавки. 2. Провеждане на съответните изчислителни процедури по
методиката. 3. Извършване на технико-икономически анализ на
възможните варианти, за електрозадвижване с отчитане на каталожните данни от фирми производители. 4. Съставяне на модели на електрозадвижването за компютърно симулиране. 5.
Разработване на стенд за експериментални изследвания. 6. Експериментално уточняване на параметрите, необходими за моделирането. 7. Оптимизация и настройка на регулиращите контури. 8. Провеждане на изследвания посредством компютърно
симулиране при различни настройки, задаващи и смущаващи
въздействия. 9. Подробни експериментални изследвания в съответните динамични и статични режими на работа за оценка
на действителните показатели.
Блоковата схема на методиката за избор на подавателно
електрозадвижване на пробивни машини е представена на фиг.
2, където означенията са следните: D gd – номинален диаметър на механичната предавка, реализирана чрез сачмено винтова двойка; Dcd max – максимален диаметър на инструмента,

Определяне на Vcd

Таблични данни

Определяне на f rd

Таблични данни

Определяне на f z d

Таблични данни

Определяне на K cfzd

Таблични данни

Изчисляване на d

У-ние (1)

Изчисляване на V fd

У-ние (2)

Изчисляване на Pcd max

У-ние (3)

Изчисляване на Pcdw max

У-ние (4)

База данни

3. Методика за избор на електрозадвижване

който може да бъде използван от машината; H B – твърдост на

рязане; d – скорост на шпиндела; V fd – скорост на подава-

Изчисляване
на Pfd max
1

не при пробиване; f rd – подаване за радиан; f z d - подаване
за зъб на инструмента; z - брой на зъбите на инструмента;
K cfzd – специфична сила на рязане при подаване за зъб на
инструмента; d

– коефициент на пробивната машина;

Pcd max – максимална мощност, разпределена между подавателното електрозадвижване и електрозадвижването на шпиндела, необходима за извършване на пробивната обработка без
отчитане на износването на инструмента; Pcdw max – максимална мощност, разпределена между подавателното електрозадвижване и електрозадвижването на шпиндела, с отчитане на
износването на инструмента; Pfd max – максимална необходима мощност за подавателното електрозадвижване; hdi –
номинални стъпки при зададен номинален диаметър на сачмено винтовата двойка;  fdi – скорост на търсения двигател при

У-ние (5)

Определяне на hdi

Таблични данни

Изчисляване на  fdi

С-ма у-ния (6)

Изчисляване на M fd
i

С-ма у-ния (7)

База
данни

обработвания материал по Бринел; Vd max – максимална скорост на движение на задвижвания механизъм; Vcd – скорост на

Край
Фиг. 2. Блокова схема на алгоритъма за избор на подавателно електрозадвижване за пробивни машини.

различните номинални стъпки на сачмено винтовата двойка;
M fdi – момент на търсеният двигател при различните но-

Представената методика се отнася за избор на подавателно
електрозадвижване на линейни координатни оси, такива каквито са x, y и z за разглежданите пробивни машини.
Като входни данни се задават: максимален диаметър на

минални стъпки на сачмено винтовата двойка; i  1  n , където
n е броят на вариантите.
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инструмента, който може да използван от пробивната машина Dcd max ; механичната предавка, реализирана със сачмено винтова двойка; най-тежкия режим на пробивна обработка; параметрите D gd , H B , d и Vd max .

двигател трябва да бъде с номинална стойност на момента поне
с 10 % по–голяма от получената, за да бъде компенсирано допустимото износване във времето, като този процент се уточнява експериментално.
Въведените входни данни са със следните параметри: механична предавка, реализирана със сачмено винтова двойка;
Dgd  0.04 m ; максимален диаметър на инструмента, който

Скоростта на шпиндела се изчислява по следното уравнение [11]:
V 2
(1)
.
d  cd
Dcd max

може да използван от пробивната машина - Dcd max =0.03 m ;

d  0.85 ; най-тежки режими на механична обработка – алуминиева сплав и ниско легирана стомана; Vd max  0.5 m/s .
Изчисленията, които са извършени по представената методика са с еднакви входни данни за материали с различна твърдост.

Скоростта на подаване при пробиване се изчислява по
следното уравнение [11]:
V fd  f rd  d .

(2)

Максималната мощност при пробивна операция без отчитане на износването на инструмента се определя от израза [11]:

Dcd  f rd  Vcd  Kcfzd    10
.
2d
6

(3)

Pcd max 

Максималната мощност при пробивна операция с отчитането на износването на инструмента се определя от израза [11]:
(4)

Pcdw max  (1.1 1.3)  Pcd max .

Необходимата мощност за подавателното електрозадвижване на линейната координатна ос се изчислява по уравнението
[12]:
(5)

V
 2   
 fd1  d max

hd1


.
Vd max  2   

 fdn 
hdn



Моментът на двигателя при различните стойности на скоростта се изчислява със системата уравнения [13].

(7)

Стъпка

Операция

Алуминиева
сплав

Ниско-легирана
стомана

1.

Определя се
HB .

60

150

2.

Избор на тип
пробивна
операция.

Със среден диаметър на отворите

Със среден диаметър на отворите

3.

Избор на
инструмент.

CoroDrill 880

CoroDrill 880

4.

Определя се
Vcd .

 3.83 m/s

 3.16 m/s

5.

Определя се
f rd .

1.9 105 m/rad

1.59 105 m/rad

6.

Определя се
fzd .

0.4 103 m/z

0.4 103 m/z

7.

Определя се
K cf z d .

500 MPa

2100 MPa

8.

Изчислява се
d .

 255.56 rad/s

 210.67 rad/s

9.

Изчислява се
V fd .

 4.85 103 m/s

 3.34 103 m/s

10.

Изчислява се
Pcd max .

 2016.16 W

 5846.63 W

11.

Изчислява се
Pcdw max .

 2419.32 W

 7015.96 W

12.

Изчислява се
Pfd max .

 120.96 W

 350.8 W

hd1  0.005 m

hd1  0.005 m

hd 2  0.01 m

hd 2  0.01 m

Pfd max  (1  5)%  Pcdw max .

Със следващата система уравнения се определя скоростта
на търсения двигател при различните номинални стъпки на
сачмено винтовата двойка [13]:

(6)

Табл. 1. Резултати от изчисленията.

Pfd max 
M fd1 

 fd1 


Pfd max 

M fdn 
 fdn 


.

13.

Определя се
hdi ,
( i  1  4 ).

3. Практическо приложение на методиката

14.

Изчислява се
 fdi ,
( i  1  3 ).

При практическото прилагане на методиката за конкретна
пробивна машина се отчитат типа на пробивната операция,
особеностите на технологичния процес, параметрите на използвания инструмент, материала, осигуряващ най-тежкия режим
на механична обработка, използваната механична предавка и
максималната скорост на движение на задвижвания механизъм.
Като примери за използване на представената методика се
разглежда избора на подавателно електрозадвижване на пробивни машини със среден диаметър на отворите за материали с
различна твърдост. Съответните резултати от изчисленията са
отразени в табл. 1.
След пресмятане по разработената методика, избраният

15.

Изчислява се
M fdi ,
( i  1  3 ).

hd 3  0.02 m

hd 3  0.02 m

hd 4  0.04 m

hd 4  0.04 m

 fd1  628 rad/s

 fd1  628 rad/s

 f d 2  314 rad/s

 f d 2  314 rad/s

 f d 3  157 rad/s

 f d 3  157 rad/s

 f d 4  78.5 rad/s

 f d 4  78.5 rad/s

M fd1  0.193 Nm

M fd1  0.56 Nm

M fd 2  0.385 Nm

M fd 2  1.12 Nm

M fd 3  0.77 Nm

M fd 3  2.24 Nm

M fd 4  1.54 Nm

M fd 4  4.48 Nm

След пресмятане по разработената методика, със системите
уравнения (8) и (9) са изчислени и съответните номинални
стойности на момента на двигателя, за зададените във входните
данни материали с различна твърдост:
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- при обработка на алуминиева сплав:

(8)

задвижвания за тези машини, удовлетворяващи съответните
изисквания. Разработеният алгоритъм отчита специфичните
особености на технологичния процес, вида на обработвания
материал, типа използваната механична предавка и други.
Практическото приложение на методиката е представено с
пресмятане за материали с различна твърдост.
Проведените изследвания и получените резултати от тях
може да се използват при разработването на подавателни електрозадвижвания за разглеждания клас машини с цифровопрограмно управление.

 M fd1nom  1.1  M fd1  0.21 Nm;

 M fd2nom  1.1  M fd2  0.42 Nm;

 M fd3nom  1.1  M fd3  0.85 Nm;
M
 fd4nom  1.1  M fd4  1.69 Nm.

- при обработка на ниско-легирана стомана:

(9)

Благодарности

M fd1nom  1.1  M fd1  0.62 Nm;

M fd2nom  1.1  M fd2  1.23 Nm;

M fd3nom  1.1  M fd3  2.46 Nm;
M
 fd4nom  1.1  M fd4  4.93 Nm.
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Abstract: Friction clutches are mechanisms placed between the engine and the gearbox and are used to transmit the torque from the
engine of the vehicle to the transmission. The clutches should provide start and stopping of the vehicle without vibration and need to have a
certain lifetime. The tribological parameters of the linings in these clutches depend on several factors: the quality of the linings, the
conditions of the test (exploitation), the temperature between the friction surfaces, the specific pressure between the friction surfaces, the
speed of sliding of the friction linings, the number of turns on the clutch, etc. In this paper, will be analyzed the impact of the speed of sliding
of friction linings on the tribological parameters of the linings.
Keywords: FRICTION CLUTCHE, FRICTION LINNING, SPEED OF SLIDING, TRIBOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

2. Research

1. Introduction
The quality of friction lining in friction clutches is expressed by
tribological parameters-coefficient of friction and specific wear.
These parameters depend on the sliding that occurs during the
engagement of the clutch.

The purpose of this research is to determine the impact of the
sliding speed on the tribological parameters.

The linings are made from different materials and there are
various factors that determine whether a material is quality or not.
These factors are: the speed, the temperature and the pressure
between the friction surfaces, the number of engagements of the
clutch, etc.

The specific workload when switching on the clutch is
determined by expression [1]:

Determination of tribological parameters
according to the following expressions:

The temperature in the lining depends on the load and the
number of engagements of the clutch in the unit time. Greater
temperature in the liner is created at higher loads and at a larger
number of engagement. The temperature is one of the most
influential factors. It acts on the structure of the lining. The raised
temperature leads to the softening of the lining, decreasing of the
coefficient of friction and increasing of the specific wear of the
coating. The lining in its composition should have substances that
will enable removal of the heat from the lining, that is, the lining
should be resistant to high temperature, provide a stable coefficient
of friction and wearing within the permissible limits.

J

Ar
Fvk

a

cm 2

is

performed



(1)

Ar [J]- work of sliding during the engagement of the clutch
Fvk [cm2] - total friction surface

Fvk  z  F



F

The pressure of the lining is achieved by the compressive force
of diaphragm wound springs or diaphragm springs. This force
creates a friction torque between the friction surfaces of the lining
and the pressure plate of the clutch, which transfers the engine
power to the transmission. By reducing the specific pressure
between the friction surfaces, the friction torque between them
decreases, the switch-on time increases, which leads to an increase
in the friction and in the temperature. The increasng of the pressure
leads to increas in the switch off force, so in this case, when the
clutch reloads, the clutch's protective role on one side decreases,
and on the other hand, the switch-on time is too short. This means
that the pressure affects the temperature of the lining. The specific
pressure has a greater impact on the wearing of the lining, and the
smaller the friction coefficient. The wearing of the lining is the
smallest at a pressure of 20 [N / mm2]

4

[cm2]



 D2  d 2

(2)



[cm2]

(3)

z- [-] number of friction surfaces
D - [cm] – outside diameter of the lining
d – [cm] – inner diameter of the lining
After determining of the specific workload, the specific heat
load is determined by expression :

qa

x
60

[ W/cm2]

(4)

X [1/min] – clutch engagement frequency
The work of sliding accomplished during the engagement of the
clutch is :

By increasing the number of engagements of the clutch in the
unit time, the temperature increases, thereby decreasing the
coefficient of friction, and increasing the lining wearing. / 1/2/5 /

Ar 

1 s
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- angular speed on the bench test

(5)
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• rated power ............ 204 [KW]



 n

• nominal torque ......... 955 [Nm]
(6)

30

• number of rotations
(with continuous change) ……............... (0-2,000) [1 / min]

n - [1/min] – number of rotation

- Main swing table with inertial torque …............ 40 [kg m2]

The specific depletion of the lining is determined by the
expression :

b  F

Avk

- Shutdown time with setting ........................... (0-24) [mm]
[cm3/10MJ]

- Force of disconnection ……………………............. 15 [KN]

(7)

- Torque that can be tested:

Asr [J] - average work per cycle

• maximum torque

n

Avk   Asr

• dynamic limit torque ............ 3,500 [Nm]

(8)

1

- Additional inertia:

n [-] – number of cycles

• own inertial torque …………......... Js = 2.43 [kg m2]

Clutch work of the sliding for a single cycle is calculated
according to the expression :

A

M sr    t
2

• inertial torque of the variable swing weights:
1. Js = 1.98 [kg m2]

[J]

(9)

2. Js = 3.79 [kg m2]
3. Js = 5.8 [kg m2]

Msr - the mean value of the torque read from the diagram of the
machine for a given cycle



4. Js = 8.07 [kg m2].

[1/s] - angular speed of the driven part

The following measurements were performed on the existing
installation of the test bench:

t [s] – time of sliding for given cycle

- Measurement of the torque the clutch is transmitted at the
moment of its engagement,

After determining A for each cycle, Asr is determined as the
mean value for one cycle, and then Avk is determined as the total
work from one test (product of the number of cycles and Asr).

- Measuring the number of rotations of the drive unit,

The coefficient of friction is determined by the expression :



............ 5.000 [Nm]

M
z  rsr  P

- Measuring the number of rotations of the driven part,
- Measurement of the ambient temperature of the clutch
(10)
These data during the experiment are visually monitored on the
given indicators of the measurement sizes.

M [N m] – torque of the clutch
To control the duration of a cycle, 4 potentiometers are used for
individual parts of the cycle:

z – [-] number of friction surfaces
rsr- [m] - average radius of friction lining

- t1 - sliding time when switching on the clutch,

P [N] – pressing force of the clutch

- t2 - shutdown time,

rsr 

1
 d sr
2

- t3 - time of slowing down the driven part,
[m]

2  D3  d 3 

d sr    2
3  D  d 2 

(11)
- t4 - time of control of the state of relative rest (this time is
at time t3).
[m]

(12)

Test mode:
- the inertial torque - 10.22 [kg ∙ m2]

3. Experiment
- switching frequency 0.6 [1 / min]
The examination was carried out on a test bench with the
following characteristics :

- speed [m / s] (number of rotations [1 / min]):
7.13 (500), 11.4 (800), 171 (1200), 22.7 (1600)

Electric motor with direct current. and having the following
characteristics:
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2

- specific work [J / cm ]: 10.5, 27, 60, 107

4. Analysis and conclusion

The test was performed in three samples for 4 speeds and the
mean values of the tribological parameters was used:
Table 1: The mean values of the used tribological parameters
a[J/cm2]
10.5
27
60
V[m/s]
7,13
11,4
171
(n[1/min])
(500)
(800)
(1200)
μ
0,45
0,44
0,42
ϑ[cm3/10Mj]
0,21
0,41
0,68

The speed of sliding on the friction surfaces depends on the
number of rotations of the clutch and from the frictional radius of
the clutch. The radius for a given clutch is constant, and the speed
of sliding depends on the number of rotations of the clutch. Higher
speed of sliding creates more heat on the lining, while the wearing
torque, and therefore the coefficient of friction decreases. The wear
of the lining is increasing. At lower speed, there is a greater friction
coefficient, and less wearing.

107
22,7
(1600)
0,40
0,82

specific wear [cm3/10MJ]

The dependence of the frictional parameters on the speed of the
tested lining is given with the expressions:
For the coefficient of friction: y = -0,001x2 + 0,0078x-0,2661

DIAGRAM -1
specific wear

For specific wear: y = -5E-05x2-0.0017x + 0.4652

1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0

These diagrams refer to a certain quality of linings. With
another quality, similar curves will be obtained.

5

10
15
sliding speed [m/s]

20

The performed tests, from a methodological approach, provide
the possibility for further research in the domain of determining the
influential components of the structure of the material of friction
clutches, on the performance of the clutch, By expanding the tests,
the dependence of the coefficient of friction and the specific wear of
the friction lining at different temperatures of the friction surfaces,
the specific pressure between the friction surfaces, etc. can be
determined.

25

y = -0,0011x2 + 0,0738x - 0,2661

coefficient of friction

Fig.1. Change of the specific wear of the clutch depending on speed
of sliding
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MODELLING, SIMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF AUTONOMOUS UNMANNED QUADROTOR
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Abstract: This research proposes modelling, simulation and implementation of autonomous unmanned quadrotor prototype based on
Matlab Simulink software, and Mission Planner for communicating with APM control board of the quadrotor. The goal is to Control attitude
and altitude over a desired trajectory of the Quadrotor using PID control, with high precision and reliability. The mathematical model used
for simulation takes into account all differential equations of motion of the quadrotor. A full quadrotor prototype was assembled for real
experiments to do a comparison between real and simulated data. This comparison reveals the reliability and the accuracy of the PID
controller and the mathematical model used in Matlab.
KEYWORDS: QUADROTOR, UAV, SIMULATION, PID CONTROL, TRAJECTORY TRACKING.

The purpose of this research is to present the basics of
quadrotor modelling and control as to form a basis for further
research and development in the area. This is pursued with
the first aim to study the mathematical model of the
quadrotor dynamics and modelling it in Matlab to develop
proper methods for trajectory tracking control of the
quadrotor. The challenge in controlling a quadrotor is that the
quadrotor has six degrees of freedom but there are only four
control inputs which means an under-actuated system.

1. Introduction
The Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), particularly the
Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) Quadrotors, are
flying robots without pilot which are able to conduct
missions in hostile and disturbed environments[1]. The rotors
are directed upwards and they are placed in a square
formation with equal distance from the center of mass of the
quadrotor. The quadrotor is controlled by adjusting the
angular velocities of the rotors which are spun by electric
motors. Quadrotor is a typical design for small unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) as shown in Figure 1. And because of
the simple structure, Quadrotors are used in surveillance,
search and rescue, construction inspections and several other
applications.
Quadrotor has received a big attention from researchers
as this new technology has generated several areas of
interest. The basic dynamical model of the quadrotor is the
starting point for all of the studies. Different control methods
have been investigated, including PID controllers [2]–[5],
Backstepping control method [6], [7], [8], LQR controllers
[5], nonlinear H∞ control and nonlinear controllers with
nested saturations [9], [10]. but more complex aerodynamic
properties has been introduced as well [11], [12]. Control
methods require accurate measurement from the position and
attitude sensors represented in a gyroscope, an
accelerometer, and other measurement devices, such as GPS,
sonar and laser sensors [13], [14].

In this literature review we will show the differential
equations of motion for a quadrotor, which could be derived
from Newton-Euler and Euler-Lagrange equations. The
behavior of the model is examined by simulating the flight of
the quadrotor. Stabilization of the quadrotor is conducted by
utilizing a PID controller. The PID control method is easy to
implement and to be used for the quadrotor control.

2. Dynamic System Model
The quadrotor structure is presented in Figure 2 including
the corresponding angular velocities, torques and forces
created by the four rotors (numbered from 1 to 4).

Figure 2: The inertial and body frames of a quadrotor.
The absolute linear position of the quadrotor is defined in
the inertial frame x, y, z axes with ξ. The attitude, i.e. the
angular position, is defined in the inertial frame with three

Figure 1: Aeryon Skyranger Quadrotor.
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Euler angles η. Pitch angle θ determines the rotation of the
quadrotor around the y-axis. Roll angle φ determines the
rotation around the x-axis and yaw angle ψ around the z-axis.
Vector q contains the linear and angular position vectors:
,

,

(8)
Here l is the distance between the rotor center and the
center of mass of the quadrotor. Thus, the roll movement is
acquired by decreasing the 2nd rotor velocity and increasing
the 4th rotor velocity. In the same way, the pitch movement is
acquired by decreasing the 1st rotor velocity and increasing
the 3rd rotor velocity. Yaw movement is acquired by
increasing the angular velocities of two opposite rotors and
decreasing the velocities of the other two.

(1)

The origin of the body frame is in the center of mass of
the quadrotor. The linear velocities in the body frame are
determined by VB and the angular velocities by ν:
,

(2)

3. Euler-Lagrange equations of motion:
The Lagrangian L is the sum of the translational Etrans and
rotational Erot energies minus potential energy Epot

The rotation matrix from the body frame to the inertial
frame is:

(9)

(3)
Equations of external forces and torques are:
In which Sx = sin(x) and Cx = cos(x). The rotation matrix
R is orthogonal thus R−1 = RT which is the rotation matrix
from the inertial frame to the body frame.

(10)
The linear and angular components do not depend on
each other thus they can be studied separately. The linear
external force is the total thrust of the rotors. The linear
Euler-Lagrange equations are

The transformation matrix for angular velocities from the
inertial frame to the body frame is W η, and from the body
frame to the inertial frame is Wη −1, is as shown:
,

,

,

(11)

(4)

In which Tx = tan(x). The matrix Wη is invertible if θ ≠
(2k − 1) φ / 2, (k ∈ Z).
The quadrotor is assumed to have symmetric structure
with the four arms aligned with the body x- and y-axes.
Thus, the inertia matrix is diagonal matrix I in which Ixx = Iyy

The Jacobian matrix J (η) [15] from ν to η˙ is:
(12)

(5)
The angular velocity of rotor i, denoted with ω i, creates
force fi in the direction of the rotor axis. The angular velocity
and acceleration of the rotor also create torque τ Mi around the
rotor axis
,

,

(6)

Thus, the rotational energy E rot can be expressed in the
inertial frame as:

Here is the lift constant k, the drag constant b and the
inertia moment of the rotor is IM. generally, the effect of is
considered small, so it is omitted.

(13)
The external angular force is the torques of the rotors
[16]. The angular Euler-Lagrange equations are

The combined forces of rotors create thrust force T in the
direction of the body z-axis. Torque τB consists of the torques
τφ, τθ and τψ in the direction of the corresponding body frame
angles

(14)
in which the matrix C (η, η˙) is the Coriolis term,
containing the gyroscopic and centripetal terms. The matrix
C (η, η˙) has the form, as shown in [8],

(7)
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of angle θ, and torque τψ contributes in the acceleration of
angle ψ.
The role of the PID controller is to adjust the speed of the
four motors thus propellers such that a desired quadrotor
orientation is achieved. The Quadrotor is controlled by
independently varying the speed of the four rotors. Hence,
these control inputs u¬1,2,3,4 are defined as follows:
(18)

(19)

(15)
Equation (14) leads to the differential equations for the
angular accelerations:
(16)

(20)

4.1 Description of the Simulation Tool:
We built the Simulink block diagram for the quadrotor
dynamics as shown in Figure 3. Which represent the
translational and rotational system dynamics, also we can see
special block for motor speed calculation.
From (15) and (16) we can find the equations of motion
for translational and rotational movement of the quadrotor
system.
The influence of aerodynamical effects are complicated
and difficult to model. Also it has significant effect only in
high velocities. Thus, these effects are excluded from the
model and a simplified model is used.

4. Controller Design:
To stabilize the quadrotor, a PID controller is utilized.
Advantages of the PID controller are easy implementation
and tuning of the controller. The known form of the PID
controller is as follows:
(17)
in which u(t) is the control input, e(t) is the difference
between the desired state xd(t) and the present state x(t), and
KP, KI and KD are the parameters for the proportional,
integral and derivative elements of the PID controller.
In a quadrotor, there are six states, positions ξ and angles
η, but only four control inputs, the angular velocities of the
four rotors ωi. The interactions between the states and the
total thrust T and the torques τ created by the rotors are clear
as we can see in the dynamical equations of motion. The total
thrust T affects the acceleration in the direction of the z-axis
and holds the quadrotor in the air. Torque τφ has an effect on
the acceleration of angle φ, torque τθ affects the acceleration

Figure 3: Quadrotor Dynamics diagram in Simulink
The Full system with controller and trajectory generator can
be seen in Figure 4.
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controlling the four motors speed. We selected DJI F450
frame and 10 inch propellers. FlySky 9 channels remote
control is used for sending control signals and
communicating with APM control board.
On the ground station we used Ardupilot mission planner
software and by using 900 MHz telemetry device we could
communicate
with
quadrotor.
Figure
5
shows
Communication process between the different parts of the
quadrotor.

Figure 5: Communication process between quadrotor
different parts.
After that we built the real model of the quadrotor by
assembling all the parts together in one unit. Then we
uploaded the open source of the ArduPilot to the control
card, and by finishing the motor tests and ESCs calibrations
we could make the real flight experiments.
We can see the full model of the quadrotor in Figure 6
whereas the upper black part is the GPS device used for
locating the position. While the IMU (Inertial measurement
unit) is used for measuring angular speeds and acceleration
of the quadrotor.

Figure 4: Simulink Diagram with PID controllers
Quadrotor controller is implemented using nested control
loops. The inner most loop controls the angular velocities of
the quadrotor. This loop needs to run at a high frequency due
to the fast dynamics of the quadrotor. The next highest loop
controls the attitude and altitude of the quadrotor. Small
attitude changes are directly related to translational
acceleration. This means small attitude errors can cause large
and unwanted translational displacements very quickly.
Small attitude angles will result in translational
movement or drifting of the quadrotor. In order to prevent
this translational drifting behavior, a position controller is
implemented.

Figure 6: Quadrotor Full Model Assembly.
The flight experiments were done at Istanbul university
campus. We made manual and autonomous flight tests, and
we could send the trajectories from the ground station to the
control board over the quadrotor to be tracked automatically.

5. Implementation and Design:
Quadrotor implementation and selecting the correct parts is a
very important step. Because we should calculate the total
weight of the quadrotor and according to that the suitable
parts will be selected. Our quadrotor weight is 1.3 kg. we
used APM 2.6 ArduPilot Mega 2.6 Flight Control Board as
shown in Figure 5. The Ardupilot is connected to ESCs for

The manual tests done to assure the consistency and
compatibility of the quadrotor parts with each other. Some
photos were taken while doing tests as shown in figure 7.
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Figure 9: Measured and modeled roll control plots.
For 10 seconds period of simulation time we can see the
measured and desired Roll angle in figure 10. Also measured
accelerations over x, y and z could be seen in figure 11.

Figure 7: Trajectory tracking and Flight test at Istanbul
university campus.

6. Simulation Results:
The model was verified by simulating the flight of a
quadrotor within Matlab. Blocks that representing all
external forces, torques and loads acting on the model have
been integrated into the block diagrams model. Then we
generated the desired 3D trajectories to follow it using the
Mission Planner open source software. This simulator is able
to predict the latitude and altitude on the desired trajectory in
order to represent real model with high reliability as shown
in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 10: Roll Control plots.

Stabilization of attitude of the quadrotor was done by
utilizing a PID controller. The simulation proved the
presented mathematical model to be realistic in modelling the
position and attitude of the quadrotor.
Finally, the required control inputs were solved from the
total thrust and the torques. The simulation results indicated
that the quadrotor could be controlled accurately with the
control inputs given from the computer throw telemetry to
the quadrotor.

Figure 11: Acceleration Control Plots.

7.Conclusion
This research studied mathematical modelling and control
of a quadrotor system as well as the implementation of the
Quadrotor real model using Simulink® for mathematical
modelling and simulation of the differential equations of
motion of a quadrotor. The mathematical model of quadrotor
dynamics was presented and the differential equations of
motion were derived from the Euler-Lagrange equations.

Figure 8: Measured and modeled acceleration control
Plots.

The presented mathematical model only consists of the basic
structures of the quadrotor dynamics. Several aero dynamical
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and experiment,” in AIAA Guidance, Navigation and
Control Conference and Exhibit, 2007, p. 6461.

effects were excluded which can lead to unrealizable
behavior. The position and attitude information was assumed
to be accurate in the model and the simulations. However,
the measuring devices in real life are not perfectly accurate
as random variations and errors occur. Hence, the effects of
imprecise information to the flight of the quadrotor should be
studied as well. Also there are methods to enhance the
accuracy of the measurements which should be researched
and implemented to improve all aspects required for robust
quadrotor maneuvers.
The presented model and control methods were tested both in
simulations and Real experimental prototype of a quadrotor
that constructed to achieve more realistic and reliable results.
With a real prototype, the theoretical framework and the
simulation results could be compared to real-life
measurements.
Finally, simulation results indicate that the applied PID
controller over ArduPilot control board can follow the
desired trajectory with high precision. Block parameters used
for defining the model can be easily modified to be adapted
to other assembly models. Moreover, the model can be used
to simulate any other quadrotor with different parameters and
to predict the resultant errors.
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1. Introduction
The use of modern methods of calculation and design underlies
the creation of gantry cranes, which meet today's requirements for
productivity and reliability. Modern methods of calculation give us
the right to reduce the installed electric motors power of the crane
mechanisms and the mass of the structure, which is operated by
these mechanisms. This should be done while maintaining the
operational parameters of the machine. In the search for modern
solutions for improvement, we have created a new model for
investigating the decrease in the cargo pendulum angle at the
minimum operating radius of the gantry cranes.

Fig. 1. Reliability provide of hoisting and transport machines –
structure of activities

The aim of the report is to research the influence of decreasing
the angle of rope deviation from the vertical 𝛼𝐺 at the minimum
gantry crane operating radius on the calculation of electric motor
power, on the possibility of reducing the steel structure mass, and in
studying the displacements in the structure units. Giving
recommendations for improving the calculations according to
existing standards. Research is made using a new complex of Pareto
multi-criteria optimization programs.

Fig. 2. Design algorithm and calculating of hoisting and transport
machines steel construction
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2. Preconditions and means for resolving the problem
The level-luffing jib system shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 8 consists
of the following subsystems and their elements:
A) Jib system (JS) comprising: jib - 4, jib arm – 3 and guy - 5;
B) Balancing device (BD) consisting of: tie-bar - 7, rocker arm –
9 and counterweight – 10;
C) Driving mechanism of system (LGM – luffing gear mechanism) with: winch - 11 and rack - 8.
The hoisting system is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 by cargo – 1,
wire ropes – 2 and hoisting gear winch – 6.
Reliability and efficiency of the gantry cranes, how and all hoisting and transport machines, is guaranteed and controled on the all
phases theyr existence. As shown in Fig. 1, we can see how interact
design companyes and developers, manufacturers and operation
companyes, and research and scientific organizations in the field of
development and improvement of these machines. In strictly speaking, all it work is impeccable, but the basic characteristics of the
gantry cranes always will be planed at the phase of design and
calculation. So that, we have to turn to Fig. 2, on which has been
shown how to develop and design the steel construction of hoisting
and transport machines. On steel constructions, the machine has the
most basic cost of production. So, for example, the gantry crane
turning part has been gaining more than 75% of all crane mass.
Level luffing jib system is there on the gantry crane turning part. In
its, there are many large muvable parts of the crane, which provide
the operation characteristics of the whole crane.

in Fig. 4. The components ratio of the moment MMAX according to
Fig. 4 is pictured in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Method for electric motor power calculating of the gantry
cranes level luffing jib systems

Fig. 5. Components ratio of the moment MMAX according to Fig. 4
The determination of the moment from the cargo pendulum of
Fig. 3. Loads and geometrical performance characteristics
of the gantry craneя
Geometric performance and load characteristics of the gantry
crane are shown in Fig. 3. They are achieved by using the three
main working mechanisms of the crane (hoisting, slewing and
luffing) and their corresponding systems. That is why the research
and improvement of level luffing jib systems is essential for the
development of these systems and the gantry cranes themselves. To
solve the tasks posed in clauses 2 ... 7 in Fig. 2 is developed a
method for determining the forces acting on the construction of level
luffing jib systems and choice of electric motor power. It is shown

the hoisting wire ropes 𝑀𝛼𝐺 is one of the most significant
questions in the implementation of the calculations shown. Its
participation in calculating of the total resistance moment is shown
in Fig. 5 and is determined by the standard values of the angles of
deviation of the hoisting wire ropes from the vertical. These angles
for heavy operation mode of gantry cranes have the following
values: 1) To calculate of electric motor power - 𝛼𝐺𝐷 = 5.5O, 2) For
calculating the steel construction - 17,0O. The diagrams in Fig. 5 are
built on the basis of design data and experience in the operation of
different types of gantry cranes.
The cargo pendulum of the gantry crane is practically
unavoidable process. Researchers and designers are constantly
trying to develop systems and devices for decreasing of the cargo
swinging, but this process is solved exclusively by the experience,
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professional training, skills and feelings to the machine of the cranedriver. He is obliged to always keep under control the swinging of
the hoisting wire ropes and the cargo on them. The cargo pendulum
must be minimal, and when working with workers and in increased
load capacity, it must be practically absent. The mastery of the triedand-tested crane-drivers is to "put" the hook or lifting device very
precisely into the hands of the workers, without swinging, as at
times, activities are carried out at the not most favorable working
position of the workers' body and this is directly related to the safety
of their work.
The crane-driver has full responsibility about working without
swinging of the hoisting wire ropes. It must ensure that the ropes
will be stretched in normal limits. This should be achieved in all
modes of operation: 1) In the hook mode with a standard or
increased capacity, 2) In the grab mode, 3) When the crane moves
with open or closed, full grab, 4) In the mode of closed grab, 5)
When closing or opening the jaws of the grab for loading and
unloading.
This is achieved through skillful handling with the command
lewers or joysticks for the controls of the individual crane mechanisms. Practical crane-drivers, after many years of work, are coming
to the conclusion that productive work is not a quick operation at
high electrical motors speeds, but precise work at velocities
significantly smaller than nominal , when using some of the crane
mechanisms. So that the hook or lifting device is fed to the precisely
defined place for loading or unloading the cargo. Unnecessary cargo
pendulum is avoided this way, by careful and orderly work, and the
loss of time to soothe it. Crane-driver can in the process of
manipulating only with the control levers or joysticks of the hoisting
gear winches, in virtuous work, using or reaching the straightening
of the hoisting wire rope, between the two hoisting gear winches, to
rotate about the vertical axle of the load suspended on a loadbearing hook or grab according to their own desire, in most of the
cases dictated by the perfect work and the technological demands
for handling the cargo. This is accompanied by long-term practice in
a well-established and healthy work environment.

in bright green Fig. 7. This matrix of parameters is the fifth in line of
the compact set of feasible decisions and forms the criteria in the
fifth probe point.
The parameters are pass the checks in module № 4 in Fig. 6.
Then, with their help in module № 5 in Fig. 6, the criteria are
calculated.

Fig. 6. Algorithm of Pareto optimization procedure

3. Solution to the problem
A optimization model of the gantry cranes level-luffing jib systems based on the universal methodology [2, 10, 11, 12, 14] is built.
It corresponds to the Pareto optimization procedure, which is explained in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. These new optimization model of the gantry
cranes level-luffing jib systems was created in MATLAB [4, 7, 8, 9,
13]. Experimental studies of the both gantry cranes level-luffing jib
systems „KIROVEC“ and „SOKOL“ were done using this model.
The used optimization procedure is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
works as follows. The parameters are shown in Fig. 8.
The input module № 1 in Fig. 6 shows the number of probe
points 𝑛 (boxed points), the number of parameters 𝑚 with the
boundaries defining the limits area of their change and the number
of criteria 𝑓. During the analysis, the influence of the parameters m
= 30 on the criterion 𝑓 = 20 is taken into account. Further, in module
№ 2 in Fig. 6, where there is a separate generation of vectors by
random numbers and the formation of the matrix AN(m,n). It is
shown in pale blue in Fig. 7. In module № 3 in Fig. 6, the parameter
values for determining the criteria in the vectors of the feasible set
of criterion vectors of the matrix KN(f,n) are calculated. The
calculated parameters are checked about accessory within the
specified boundages in the module № 4 in Fig. 6.
The affiliation of these probe random points to the compact set
of feasible decisions is only recognized at that time. The compact set
of feasible decisions PKN(m,f,n) is array of parameter values at all
probe points is shown in Fig. 7 in yellow. It consists of 𝑛 matrices
PqnKj(m,f) in the composition of each of which have the same
number of parameter vectors. They are calculated using the
corresponding to column vectors of matrix AN(m,n). The vectors of
matrix Pq5K5(m,f) are the same in order to match the criteria at the
relevant probe point. For example, a column vector in pale green in
the fifth test point A15A25…Am5 corresponds to the matrix Pq5K5(m,f)
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Restrictions are claimed to the criteria in module № 6 in Fig. 6.
The criteria are a part of the field of coverage in the row vectors
K1nK2n…Kfn for the respective probe points shown in Fig. 7 in red as
KN(f,n) when passing through the checks in this module № 5. It
should be borne in mind that in each of the conditionally inscribed
boxes on info-graph in Fig. 7 has only one scalar number obtained
according to the procedure described above.
The selection of the row vectors with the criteria and the corresponding column vectors according to the Pareto-method for the
determination of the Pareto-front is carried out in module № 7 in
Fig. 6. Then, in module № 8, after additional requirements, experts
will decide which option will be considered optimal.

6]. Parameters are graphically depicted in Fig. 8, and their names are
shown in [1, 14]. The adequacy of the optimization model has been
verified by setting a minimum range of parameters variations
adjusted to a specific construction, where the result is similar to
previous studies of this type of level-luffing jib system [1].
All this is served us as the basis for a more perfect study of the
moment from the angle of deflection of the hoisting wire ropes from
the vertical – 𝛼 G. The calculations carried out, the design
experience, and the practice of operation have shown that some of
the gantry cranes level luffing jib systems elements are heavy loaded
on the minimum operating radius by this moment, as shown in Fig.
10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. So far, the calculation of
the gantry cranes level luffing jib systems has been carried out at the
situation that the 𝛼 G is constant along the operating radius at both
its values, respectively, for calculating of electrical motor power and
for calculating the forces acting on the steel construction. When the
cargo is comming in the minimum operating radius - RMIN, it is
almost impossible to significantly swing the cargo due to the fact
that the cargo collides with the gantry steel construction. Then it
seems possible to conduct calculations at the situation that from a
certain operating radius, downwards, down to the minimum
operating radius, the angle - 𝛼𝐺 decreases to zero. The values of
operating radius, from which the angle 𝛼𝐺 begins to decrease are
accordingly, for calculating the electrical motor
power
corresponding to the angle 𝛼𝐺𝐷 = 5.5O and for calculating the the
steel structure elements to the corresponding angle 𝛼𝐺𝐾 = 17.0O.
These angles for heavy mode of operation are shown in Fig. 9,
respectively for first angle in position 1 and for second angle in
position 2. Forces calculating is pictured in position 3 in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Optimization mathematical model schema of the gantry
cranes level luffing jib system

Fig. 10. Forces and displacements caused by them
Therefore, here we presented our research on how the decrease
of this angles and the moments from they affects the change in the
calculated values: when determining the electrical motor power and
determining the forces acting on the elements of the metal structure
in Pareto optimization procedure.

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 9. Cargo pendulum forces calculation
The Pareto optimization procedure uses the interaction of the 30
parameters characterizing units and parts of the gantry cranes levelluffing jib system shown in red in Fig. 8, which are involved in the
formation of 20 criteria defining the quality of its work [1, 2, 3, 5,

A new program complex has been compiled for the purposes of
the study. It correspond to the two design schemas studied, of cranes
„KIROVEC“ and „SOKOL“. Results obtained for both structures
are shown accordingly in next figures. The experimental
optimization study was carried out with a cargo of 200 kN for crane
„KIROVEC“ and with a cargo of 160 kN for crane „SOKOL“.
The changing of static resistance moments at minimum
operating radius respectively for traditional and new calculating
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Fig. 14. Level luffing jib system elements forces of „SOKOL“
the mass of the gantry crane rotating part is reduced. It is possible to
reduce the power of the electric motor in the crane slewing system
also. When the mass of moving elements decreases, the forces of
inertia acting on them and other elements are also reduced. The
graphs of gantry cranes level luffing jib system units displacements
for both types of cranes are presented in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. They
are calculated according to the drawing in Fig. 10. This is done
using the method of Maxwell - Mohr for determining the displacements. The cargo trajectories are drawed in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18.
They are slightly influenced by a change in the 𝛼𝐺 in the new
calculation method.
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methods are pictured in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. They are used for
electrical motor power calculation and give to us a little bit
decreased values.
The dependencies of the forces values acting on the level luffing
jib system elements for both structure of optimized cranes are shown
in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. They vectors are pictured in Fig. 10. They are
calculated according to the drawing in Fig. 10 and by optimization
procedure in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The forces range of variation
significantly decreases with the new calculation method with respect
to the 𝛼𝐺 . This leads to a reduction in the amplitude of these forces
change, and hence the fatigue limits of the structure elements
increases.
It can be seen that the change borders of the forces calculated
by new optimization complex are significantly smaller than by the
existing design method of gantry crane level luffing jib system. This
is a very good indicator. In this way, the total mass of the level
luffing jib system structure can be reduced. This is followed by
other positive effects. When reducing the total mass of the level
luffing jib system,
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Fig. 17. Cargo trajectories of „KIROVEC“

conducted in accordance with ISO 8686-1 - 2012 and ISO 8686-4 2005 standards [5, 6].

TRAJECTORIES OF THE CARGO MASS CENTERS OF THE GANTRY CRANES
SOKOL 16/20/32 t ON 32/25/16 m
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5. Conclusion
The following positive results were revealed during the work
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PROPOSAL OF THE ERGONOMIC PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION IN
INDUSTRAL PRACTISE
Eng. Václava Pokorná
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department of Mechining Technology –University of West Bohemia, Czech republic

Abstract: Ergonomics is no longer only a topic for discussion between the experts in the area of
medicine, psychology, and work safety. Even general public, especially people in their productive years,
are all now more familiar with the term of Ergonomics and its main aims. This is mainly thanks to a
number of publications, presentations and work-shops offer in the last few years. The principles of
ergonomics are now more implemented into work places, many examples can be found in companies
operating within assembling parts for the automotive industry. The main aim of Ergonomics is to set up
and optimise working conditions for employees with the focus on limits of physical demands. These are
the most common issues when looking across a wide spectrum of production lines and factories. This also
contributes to a lack of labour force for assembly lines in engineering. In addition to that, a large
percentage of workers at assembly lines suffer from backache and other long-term health issues. These
are very important warning signs that should be addressed in terms of prevention. The trend in many
companies nowadays is to find new tools in company management that would help implement
Ergonomics program into practice. There is an increased focus on optimisation of work conditions often
with the help of technology and the overall setup.
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THE CONCEPT OF SYNTHESIS OF MOBILE ROBOTS
КОНЦЕПЦИЯ СИНТЕЗА МОБИЛЬНЫХ РОБОТОВ
Prof. Dr. Kuznetsov Yu.N.1, Assoc. Prof. Polishchuk M.N.2
Professor of the Department of Machine Tool Design and Machines1, Associate Professor at the Department of Technical
Cybernetics2 – National Technical University of Ukraine “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute”, Kyiv, Ukraine
Abstract: The paper proposes three basic principles for the synthesis of mobile robots: the accumulation and conversion of energy, the
integration of motion drives and the use of a generator of reactive pneumatic traction. These technical solutions allow robots to navigate on
surfaces of arbitrary orientation in different coordinate systems. The implementation of these principles contributes to reducing the total
power of the drives and increasing the reliability of holding robots on the surface of arbitrary orientation in the technological space. The
results of mathematical modelling of constructive and technological parameters of mobile robots are described.
KEYWORDS: MOBILE ROBOTS, WALKING MECHANISMS, ROBOTS OF VERTICAL MOVEMENT, CLIMBING ROBOTS
the movement of the robot, which limits the technological
capabilities of mobile robots. At a time when there are objects
facilities that are also close to the cylindrical coordinate system, for
example, electric grid posts, columns, pipes of thermal power plants
and the like. In addition, the mobile robot should also work in a
system of angular coordinates, which is typical for humans. The
development of systems for connecting the robot to the surface of
motion is a technical solution [13], which uses adhesion technology.
However, current implementations of this technology are
characterized by an extremely low speed of movement of the robot
due to the effect of slow adhesion. This property still prevents the
industrial use of adhesion as a method of fixing the robot to a
surface of arbitrary orientation.
Thus, the problem of synthesizing mobile robots capable of
performing technological operations in a space of arbitrary
orientation is topical.

1. Introduction
The evolution of technical systems in the field of engineering
science, as a rule, led to the emergence of new means of production.
In the twentieth century scientific and technical thought created
sufficiently reliable means of overcoming the gravitational force in
the form of flying and reactive equipment. These funds are used as
a reliable transport. However, up to the present time there are no
industrial samples of equipment for performing contact
technological operations while simultaneously overcoming the
forces of gravity.
Mobile robots of arbitrary orientation are known in
publications as robots of vertical movement or in international
publications – under the term Climber Robot, are a new
modification of mobile robots. These robots are equipped with
means of fixation on the surface of arbitrary orientation relative to
the horizon of the technological space. The creation of this kind of
robotics is at the initial stage and is dictated by the need to perform
technological operations in such areas of industrial activity as
monitoring of industrial facilities, installation and dismantling of
building structures, repair and prevention of their components. In
the context of the fourth industrial revolution, "Industry 4.0" [1],
with the focus on the use of robotic systems, information and
communication tools, and the use of these robots becomes
especially urgent in the extreme conditions of man-made disasters
that are dangerous and even unacceptable for human presence.

3. Solution of the problem under consideration
In contrast to the above, the concept of improving robots of
arbitrary orientation based on three fundamental principles of the
synthesis of mobile robot designs is proposed:
1. Accumulation of potential energy at each previous step of
the robot's movement and subsequent conversion to kinetic energy
at the next step of the movement.
2. Integration of drives of longitudinal, vertical displacement,
and also drives of change of orientation of the robot according to
the set route.
3. The use of traction generators (aerodynamic lift forces) as a
means of counteracting the gravitational force to increase the
technological load while simultaneously reducing the power of
clutch drives and the movement of robots.
As technical means of implementing these principles of
synthesis, consider the corresponding models of robots of arbitrary
orientation. In Fig. 1 shows a mobile robot [14] realizing the first of
the above mentioned principles, namely having the ability to
accumulate potential energy at each previous step and converting it
into kinetic energy of motion at each subsequent step of
displacement.
On the robot body 1 are mounted rotary pneumatic actuators 2
connected through a gear train 10 with running mechanisms 3.
When the elastic members 4 are compressed due to the rotation of
the legs of the robot, the potential energy is accumulated during the
first half of the step, and in the second half of the step, these
elements convert the potential compression energy in the kinetic
energy of the robot's motion [15, 16]. To implement a plane-parallel
motion along the vertical, the robot is equipped with parallelograms 5.
The latter connect pedipulators with vacuum grippers 6 that hold the
robot on a surface of arbitrary orientation. Also, the robot is
equipped with a control unit 7 and a power supply module 8. To
overcome obstacles on the moving surface, the robot is additionally
equipped with rolling bearings 9.
Volumes of the potential and kinetic energy of the robot
motion at different stages of displacement can be determined using
Lagrangian equations of the second kind.

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the
problem
The problem of creating this type of robots is the lack of a
methodology for synthesizing the robot subsystems that compensate
or overcome the gravitational load in order to ensure that the robot
is held on an arbitrarily oriented surface during the execution of
technological operations. Therefore, the purpose of this research is
to develop principles for the synthesis of mobile robots and the
introduction of modern computer modeling tools for the transition
to the design and manufacture of prototypes of mobile robots.
Theoretical and experimental studies on the creation of robots
of arbitrary orientation in the technological space began in the last
decade of the twentieth century in the countries of Western Europe,
Japan, the United States, Korea, China and Russia. To date, there
are mainly experimental samples of such robots.
Mobile works [2-5] are equipped with devices to fix the robot
on surfaces of arbitrary orientation, and in studies [6, 7] hybrid
drives are proposed that can improve the energy efficiency of
mobile robots. Technical solutions [8-11] allow the robot to move
on surfaces oriented at different angles to the horizon, but only in
2D space, that is, in a plane. In the general case, the variations of
the constructions of the above-mentioned robots restrict their
movement only in the Cartesian coordinate system.
Unlike the aforementioned technical solutions, the robot model
[12] allows servicing objects in the cylindrical coordinate system, in
particular, objects such as trees, but with a soft porous surface for
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dependence of the variation of work "A" on the stiffness of the
elastic element j (N/m) and the forces of weight in the second stage
β1,2> 45o of displacement, that is, during the transformation of the
potential energy into the kinetic energy of the robot's motion. At the
second stage of displacement

The kinetic energy T1 of the robot's foot free from adhesion to
the moving surface will be

1
2

2

2

 (Vx1  V y1 ) dm ,

(1)

where: Vx1, Vy1 – the velocity projections on the coordinate axis
0xyz; m – the mass of the robot.
Pedipulator of the robot, whose grips are engaged with the
surface, performs a rotary motion with angular velocity 1 . The
expression for the kinetic energy of a supporting leg of mass m1 and
radius R can be obtained from expression (1) after integrating it,
substituting the velocity of the translational motion of the robot
V = 0 and the angular velocities of the pedipulators  2  1 :

T2 

m1R2
(1 )2 .
6

0

0

drive the of

pedipulator is turned off to save energy resources of the robot, and
it moves only due to kinetic energy. Analysis of these graphs shows
that to increase the kinetic energy of the robot movement, it is
advisable to increase the rigidity, despite the fact that in this case
the counteraction to the drive increases in the first half of the step,
that is, the efficiency of the drive decreases. However, this negative
manifestation can be compensated for by an increase in the
transmission ratio (see item 10, figure 1) of pedipulators.
The second principle, as noted above, involves the integration
of displacement drives [17] with the aim of reducing them, and
hence of reducing the mass of the robot. It is known that in the
Cartesian space we have six degrees of freedom – three translational
movements and three rotational, each of which according to the
classical solutions corresponds to an autonomous drive. The method
of Fig. 3 – technical implementation of this principle eliminates the
need for drives for each of the coordinate axes. To do this, the robot
is equipped with flexible running mechanisms 2 mounted on the
body 1. Each pair of legs of the robot through the transmissions 3 is
provided with electric drives 4. The grippers 5 keep the robot on the
surface moving, and the rotary actuators 6 change the position of
the grippers relative to the displacement surface. The robot platform
has a power supply unit 7, a hydraulic or pneumatic valve unit 8 and
a gas or liquid pressure generator and a controller 9 for controlling
the robot. Due to the fact that each foot of the robot is made in the
form of a compressed set of hemispherical rings inside which
corrugated pipes are placed under different pressures, the robot has
the ability to work in different coordinate systems: rectangular
Cartesian, spherical and cylindrical without additional drives on
each axis of coordinates.

Fig.1. The robot model of arbitrary orientation with the
accumulation and transformation of energy

T1 

45  1, 2  90

(2)

Thus, the movement of the robot at each second half of the
cycle occurs due to the energy accumulated at each first half of the
travel step. This allows 40% ... 45% to reduce energy costs for the
movement of the robot and to direct the resulting energy reserve for
the execution of technological operations.
Pedipulators work with elastic elements (Fig.1, pos.4), which
perform the function of accumulation of potential energy during the
first half of the cycle of displacement.

Fig.3. Model of the robot with flexible pedipulators
In each leg of the robot there are four corrugated pipes. Two
pipelines with pressure p1 p2 are placed in a vertical plane and two
other pipelines – in a horizontal plane with pressure p3 and p4. Due
to the action of these pressures, forces appear that, while bending
the robot's leg, orient the robot in the technological space:

F1  p1

d2
4

; F2  p2

d2
4

; F3  p3

d2
4

; F4  p4

d2
4

,

(3)

where d – the internal diameter of the corrugated tubes. Since the
axes of the pipelines are offset from the pedipulator axis by the
eccentricity e, there are moments M1 and M2 that flex the robot's leg:

M1 

Fig.2. The effect of the elastic element j (N/m) on the work
performed in the step β1> 45o of the robot movement

d
4

2

( p1  p2 )e; M 2 

d
4

2

( p3  p4 )e

(4)

where: e – eccentricity of placement of corrugated pipelines in
the plane of the coordinate system.
To develop a robot, it is necessary to establish a connection
between the forces of adhesion of its legs to the displacement
surface and the permissible technological load to ensure the

The main characteristic of elastic elements is their rigidity j –
parameter, which determines the force of compression of these
elements, and hence the value of the accumulated potential energy
in the first half of the step of the pedipulator. In Fig. 2 shows the
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reliability of its industrial operation. Having formulated the system
of equilibrium equations on the basis of the Herman–Euler–
D`Alambert principle (here we omit the record for brevity), we find
the corresponding reaction forces N1,2 and the frictional forces Q1,2
by the robot foot to the displacement surface and then compare
them with the technological load N in depending on the angle α of
the robot inclination to the horizon.
The reaction forces of N2 and the frictional forces Q2y of the
robot supports with the displacement surface are determined as
follows (the designation of the parameters, see Fig.3):
N2  Q2  a3G  b3 N ; Q2 y  d3G  h3 N ,
(5)
where for the compactness of the incoming values of variables is
denoted:
a3  d1b2  b1d2  ; b3  b2 h1  b1h2  ; d1  yc cos   zc sin  ;

b2  x2 cos(   ); d3  d2 a1  d1a2  ; h3  h2 a1  a2 h  ;
a1  y2 cos(   )  z2 sin(   ); a2   x2 sin(   );
d2  xc sin  ; b1  y2 sin(   )  z2 cos(   );
h1  yc cos  zc sin ; h2  xc sin ;   a1b2  b1a2 ; x2, y2,

Fig.4. Graphs of the boundary values of the technological
force N of the robot as a function of the angle α of the
inclination to the horizon

z2 – coordinates of the contact point of the second leg of the robot
with the displacement surface; xc, yc, zc are the coordinates of the
center of gravity of the robot; α, φ – angles of inclination to the
horizon of surfaces on which the robot's legs rest; ψ is the angle of
inclination of the central axis of the robot passing through its center
of gravity G (see Fig.3). Then, from the same system of equilibrium
equations, we find the remaining unknown reactions N1 and the
frictional forces Q1y:

N1  Q1  Ga4  Nh4 ; Q1y  Gh5  Nh6 ,

(6)

where also for the compactness of writing variables is defined:

a4  cos   a3 cos(   )  d3 sin(   );
h4  cos  b3 cos(   )  h3 sin(   );

And, finally, the third principle – the use of traction generators
as a means of counteracting the gravitational force is realized by the
robot [18], shown in Fig. 5. Like the previous one, it also has
flexible pedipulators 2, grippers 3, gear 4 and electric drives 5 on
the body 1. The main difference of this robot is the installation in
the center of its masses suspension Cardan 6 with three degrees of
freedom and a pneumatic generator of traction 7. The location of the
thrust generator on the Cardan suspension allows the thrust
generator to maintain the coincidence of the lines of action of
opposing forces: the rise of G1 and the gravitational force G,
regardless of the position of the robot in the XYZ space. This
principle allows us to differentiate the approach to regulating the
lifting force of the robot, depending on its orientation in space.

h5  sin   d3 cos(   )  a3 sin(   );
h6  sin  h3 cos(   )  b3 sin(   ).
For the stability of the robot, the frictional forces of each of its
legs must not exceed the boundary values:
Q1y   N1; Q2 y   N2 ; N1  0; N2  0,
(7)
where μ – the coefficient of friction of the grip of the robot's leg
with the surface along which the robot moves. Substituting in
expression (7) the expressions above the found reactions of forces
(5) and (6), we find limitations for the technological load of the
robot taking into account the forces acting on it:

N1  0  N 
N

Q  Ga3
Q1  Ga4
; N2  0  N  2
;
h4
b3

Q2  G(  a3  d3 )
Q1  G(  a4  h5 )
;N
.
h3  b3
h6   h4

(8)
Fig.5. Mobile robot with pneumatic generator of aerodynamic lift
Similarly to the previous case, from the system of equilibrium
equations of the robot determine the forces of normal reactions Ni of
the legs of the robot and the corresponding frictional forces Qi (see
Fig.5):
(9)
N2  b12 (G  G1 ) ,
where: G – the weight of the robot; G1 – traction force; α - angle of
inclination of the plane of movement of the robot to the horizon
b12  cos  yc  sin  zc 2 y2 ; yc, zc – coordinates of the center of
gravity of the robot; y2 – coordinate of contact with the moving
surface of the second part of the robot.
The frictional force Q1y and the normal reaction N1 are determined as

Among the values of the reaction N of the technological load
calculated in accordance with conditions (8), we choose the largest,
which simultaneously satisfies all inequalities, which allows to
determine the maximum technological load of the robot, for
example, for drilling, rivets, dowels, etc. technological operations.
As a result of the simulation, the limiting values of the
technological load are obtained (Fig.4): curves 1 and 2,
respectively, determine the separation states from the displacement
surface of the first and second legs of the robot, and curves 3 and 4
are the beginning of slippage of the said robot legs, respectively.
The robot of arbitrary orientation can be on such surfaces as a
floor, a wall or a ceiling. Accordingly, if the robot is on the floor,
then in the above dependences it is necessary to substitute the value

1
1
Q1 y  (G  G1 )(b12  sin  ); N1  (G  G1 )(b12  cos  ).
2
2

  0о ,   0о ; if on a vertical wall, then   90о ,   90о

As can be seen from the graphs of Fig. 6 with positive
reactions N1 and N2 with the angle of inclination of the
displacement surface α ≤ 540, the weight of the robot increases the

and if on the ceiling, then   180о ,   180о and so on.
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technological load. This means that the inclusion of the jet engine is
more suitable for the values of the angle of inclination of the robot
to the horizon at α ≥ 540. Of course, the critical angle of inclination
depends on the other centrifugal characteristics of the robot.
However, using the generator of aerodynamic forces ensures
reliable retention of the robot on surfaces of arbitrary orientation
with any structural and technological parameters of the robots. To
calculate the critical angle of inclination to the horizon and,
accordingly, to regulate the force of the reactive thrust, that is, the
aerodynamic force of the pneumatic generator, it is necessary to
take into account other characteristics of the robot.
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Fig.6. Graphs of the dependence of the normal reactions N1, N2 of
the robot on the angle α of its inclination to the horizon

4. Results and discussion
The creation of means for accumulating the potential energy of
the drives, and then transforming them into kinetic energy of the
robot's motion, and also the integration of drives for longitudinal
and vertical movement, can significantly reduce the total power that
is of fundamental importance for mobile robots of arbitrary
orientation in space, since reduces the gravitational load.
The use of a pneumatic motor as a means of counteracting the
gravitational force makes it possible, when adjusting the traction
force, depending on the angle of the robot's inclination to the
horizon, to increase the reliability of holding the robot on the
surface of an arbitrary orientation, which in turn makes it possible
to reduce the power of the clutch actuators of the robot with the
surface.
A fundamentally new realization of the legs of mobile robots
in the form of a set of hemispherical rings and corrugated pipelines
at different gas or liquid pressures makes it possible to achieve an
arbitrary orientation of the mobile robot in different working
spaces: a rectangular Cartesian, spherical and cylindrical coordinate
system. This effect ensures the expansion of technological
capabilities of mobile robots of arbitrary orientation in the
technological space.

5. Conclusion
The concept of the synthesis of mobile robots is based on three
principles of constructing their designs. These principles can be
used autonomously and in combination, depending on the
technological purpose of the robot and its profitability, which, in
turn, is determined by the area of industrial operation. The proposed
approach to the synthesis of mobile robots can reduce the weight of
structures by reducing the total number of drives. This increases the
energy resource for improving the efficiency of both transport and
technological operations performed by the robot in various areas of
industry. The next stage of the research is the experimental
approbation of this concept of the synthesis of mobile robots.
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Abstract: In this paper is presented development and implementation of embedded microprocessory SCADA system in factory for
production of Ferro-Nickel. In the process of refining of the molten metal are released huge amount of hot gasses that should be purified
before letting them to the atmosphere. The project is to change old system of rellay logic and separately located indicators and controllers
with centralised SCADA system with PLC and HMI interface, to monitor and control the work of gas Scrubbers and venting system. The
paper presents SCADA system functionality and the advantages from the new digital over the old analog equipment.
Keywords: SCADA, SUPERVISORY, CONTROL, DATA LOGGING, PLC, OPTIMISATION

For all this to function impeccably it is necessary to
constantly observe and monitor the properties of gas and
water in the system. For this purpose, there are measuring
instruments of different type: flow transmitters, pressure,
differential pressure, level, position, temperature, PID
controllers etc. Due to the durability of the equipment, the
lack of spare parts and the need for more reliable and safe
operation of the process, it was necessary to develop a
project for replacing the existing equipment with new
sophisticated equipment that would have a full visualization
of the process.

1. Introduction
With the development of industry and more complex
manufacturing processes, management of modern industrial
plants is unthinkable without the help of modern monitoring
systems or SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) designed for full supervision, better control and
greater reliability in the production processes. These systems
are present in all branches of the economy, but mostly in the
process industry, energy, telecommunications, oil and gas
industry, transportation, etc. Surveillance or monitoring of
the plants, as the basic function of SCADA systems, uses
communication protocols and a graphical user bond to
present data for the state of the system to the end users or
operators and provide a clearer image of the process.

The purpose of this paper is to present the design of a
centralized SCADA system in which all process values with
graphic display and the aggregates themselves with their
physical position in the plant will be displayed on few
screens for safer and more efficient work of the plant. The
implementation of this project significantly improves the
operation of the plant. Through this system, operators from
one place can observe the entire process. In addition to realtime values, the program saves important data and draws up
trends for past process conditions, thus avoiding defects even
before they occur. An example of that is the fan vibration
chart, when vibrations increase workers can take precaucons
like balancing so as can be avoided serious damages to the
bearings. With the early warning itself, stalls are avoided,
making huge savings for the company.

Nickel-refining plant is the place of Ferro-Nickel
factories where the final processing of the metal or refining is
performed until the required parameters of the customers are
reached. The metal in the plant arrives in a liquid state with a
temperature around 1600 degrees Celsius. Upon receiving,
the liquid metal is poured into huge vessels called
Converters. In them, the metal is additionally heated by
oxygen and air, adding limestone for reducing the unwanted
elements such as sulfur, iron, etc. During this process, a lot
of gases are produced which are further treated in the gas
system and released into the atmosphere after their
purification. The gas exiting the Converters passes through
several aggregates for cooling and cleaning. First pass
through the Hood where they are cooled down, then through
the Quencher or primary Scrubber, which also cools them
and removes the larger particles. From Quencher, they
continue along through Scrubber, which also removes the
tiny particles and finally the gas continues through a fan that
sucks the gases from the Converter itself through the
purification units to the exhaust chimney and the atmosphere.

2. Hardware configuration
The project uses a standard PC for the SCADA program
and PLC Siemens from the family S7-300 model 314C-2DP
with analogue cards SM331 AI8x13bit.

Figure 2: PLC Siemens with analogue cards

The PLC itself, besides the processing unit, has both
built-in input/output analogue and digital cards as well as a
memory SD card where the program is stored. The I/O are
physically divided into two cards. The first has 8 digital
inputs, 5 analog inputs and 2 analog outputs, and the second
16 digital inputs and 16 digital outputs. Channels for analog
inputs and outputs can be used as current or voltage

Fig. 1 Example of SCADA for gas cleaning process.
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depending of the configuration in the software and the
appropriate wiring connection.

actuators. They are also controlled from the SCADA or
controllers with 4-20mA signal. SCADA program check
feedback signal from potentiometers if the set position is
reached.

Since we have multiple measurement points, to cover
every of them, the PLC allows us to extend it with additional
analogue cards. In this project, 5 cards per PLC are
additionally connected, in total 10 analogue cards SM331
AI8 * 13bit. Analog cards as well as PLCs use a 24VDC
power supply. They have 8 channels that can be used as
current or voltage inputs, and on some of the inputs can be
connected both directly thermocouples or RTD temperature
probes.
The power supply of the PLC and I/O cards is from the
same manufacturer Siemens model PS307 with the following
technical characteristics:

Figure 4: Actuator and valve controlling water and air flow

Input voltage:

220VAC 50Hz

Input current:

1.3A

Output
voltage:

24VDC

Output
current:

5A

For setting and calibrating the equipment were used
Fluke 179 multimeter and 717 Pressure calibrator.
Calibrating of the temperature transmitters was made with
Chauvin Arnaux calibrators.

3. Software configuration
For the development and implementation of the software
in this project were used Siemens software packages.
SCADA was programmed with WinCC Flexible and PLC
programming was in Step 7 Simatic Manager 5.5.

Table 1: Technical specifications of the power supply

During the elaboration of the project for visualization and
control of the gas purification process, some of the existing
measuring instruments, transmitters, actuators, controllers
were used, and where needed new were installed and
calibrated.

SIMATIC Manager is software from the company
Siemens that allows to provide detailed network
configuration (with basic network and subnets), monitoring
of the variables, their "forced activation" and more. We can
program in one of the offered languages: STL-assembler
which is low-level language, higher-level language SCL
similar to Pascal, LADDER programming or graphically
oriented and similar to relay patterns. FBD is also a graphic
language that is very suitable for streaming the signal path
and the S7-GRAPH language being the basis to draw a
process flow chart, suitable for technological engineers.
Simatic Manager is the part of the program where is done the
all the math work. The raw signal from the I/O cards is
scaled, and converted in format understandable for the final
user. Programming starts with opening new project and
setting of the hardware. It is very important to set all the
equipment and the communication type between them. In
this project we use Profibus communication that uses special
communication cards, cable and connectors. Program is
divided in several block with one main OB1 from are called
all other blocks and functions. In the block we make all the
connections between input raw values, scaling and
calculations and the output values. All this is done with using
of databases and symbols. Use of symbols make this
program more flexible and with little changing in the
programming it would be useable in lots of other processes
and applications.

For measurement of pressure, differential pressure, water
flow and level were used Endress&Hausser PMD75 and
PMD 70 transmitters. These are multifunctional proven
transmitters that can be quickly parameterized and calibrated
to measure the required medium and the required value. As
an output, they provide an analog signal 4-20mA and digital
impulses through transistor outputs.

Figure 3: Pressure, flow, temperature transmiters used in the
project

Temperature measurement is done with PT100 RTD
probes of platinum, which give 0.38 Ω per degree of Celsius.
In measuring places where there are higher temperatures, the
measurements are performed using thermocouples type J.
They are connected to PRETOP 5333 transmitters, which
turn the ohm signal into a current 4-20mA and send it to the
current input on the PLC.
For regulating the flow of the cooling water and gas
through the system are used actuators and valves. The water
flow is regulated with pneumatic valves which are controlled
by the SCADA system and Siemens controllers. Operator
sets needed flow so the controllers via 4-20mA signal and 315psi air pressure puts the valve in the needed position for
the given flow. Air flow and the differential pressure is
regulated with louver-dampers equipped with Andco
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Figure 5:Part of a Function Block in Simatic Manager
Figure 6:Configuring I/O field in Simatic WinCC Flexible

Scada software SIMATIC WinCC flexible is powerful
HMI software for controling, monitoring and data collection
in automated systems that use personal computers. In
addition, it enables the defining and displaying the alarm
conditions in the system, displaying trends, i.e. displaying
changes in the system variables in time, forming alarm
reports, trends and operators activities, and their archiving or
permanent data storage. The process is displayed graphically
on the screen, through a whole set of graphic elements to
which they are associated with process tags or labels. Process
or external tags allow communication between the
components of the automated process, for example, HMI
devices and PLCs (in our case, the computer and S7-300
PLC), or provide communication and direct connection
between the operator and the process. The external tag is an
image of a particular memory location in the PLC. The
operator can read and adjust the values of process values
through the HMI device, using process tags via a memory
location in the PLC. There are also internal tags that are
stored in the memory of the HMI device and serve to
perform internal (local) calculations. These labels have no
connection to the PLCs.

4. Results of SCADA configuration
As a result of the software and hardware configuration,
making measurement, calibration and parameterization of the
instruments, in this paper is made SCADA project showing
the process variables divided in three screens: Main screen,
Admin, Scrubber and Motor & Ventilator.
The main screen displays the process values from all
measurement points in the plant in real time. For that purpose
we use digital indicator fields and visualization with a bar
graphs. They are arranged in the display screen just as they
are distributed across the aggregates through the plant, thus
providing the operator with a clear picture of the state of the
process for cooling and purifying the gases, the condition of
the aggregates themselves, critical conditions, etc. Each
alarm state is displayed on the screen in yellow and red color,
so it's easy to see in which part of the process is the problem.
For each kind of measurement, such as pressure, flow,
temperature, etc., there are different colors of indicators that
are of great importance for the delineation of the displayed
values. Also with selecting the I/O field we can set desired
value that we need for the process.

Figure 7: SCADA main screen with process values
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On the screen Motor & & Ventilator are displayed values
of the measuring points of these aggregates. On the screen
also are added trends or graphs about past system conditions.
It monitors the currents of the engines that also serve us to
regulate the flow of air through the system, the engine and
vent bearing temperatures as well as the engine vibration.
This is of great importance because with the help of trends
we can track changes in values in the past, in case of defects,
we can find out what caused the defect and thus avoid similar
situations in the future. The SCADA system is a great tool
for diagnosing problems and their future avoidance.

5. Conclusion
In this paper is presented embedded microprocessor
SCADA system for Supervisory, Control and Data
Acquisition in a process of purification of Gasses in FerroNickel factory. There is a short view of the hardware and
software setting in the system. The system is build to replace
and old system with lots of separate indicators, controllers,
alarm cards and paper recorders. From an economic aspect,
there is an initial investment, but the total amount of the
system is far cheaper and more cost-effective than the cost of
only a few process indicators. The work done by 80
indicators, the same number of alarm cards and annunciators,
and paper recorders or data loggers is now only performed by
two processor units, 10 input analogue cards and two
personal computers, which saves at least half the value of the
old system. Hardware equipment is from the company
Siemens leading in the world of automation and the software
solution is made also in Simatic Manager Step 7 and WinCC
Flexible 2008 products of Siemens. Any future upgrade or
modification in the system will be programmable with a
small additional wiring and little or no cost at all.
Programming is made on a separate computer and in the end
only need to copy on the process computer, with minimal or
no stopping of the process.

Figure 8: Motor & Ventilator screen showing values and trends

The Admin Screen or Admin serves to set up the system
by the technical staff. There are settings of the last scaling of
the values in a form understandable to the operator. For each
measurement point, the threshold of scaling range is assigned
for operator to obtain the value in digital understandable
form. The thresholds for the alarm and critical state of the
system are also given so that new alarm values can be added
for each point or, if necessary, and even more measuring
points.
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Figure 9: Admin screen for setting the system thresholds
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Abstract: The importance of Big Data and Big Data Mining is growing significantly in recent years. Different kind of e-sources as social
networks, e-commerce sites, e-mails, sensors, etc. are generating large amount of structured and unstructured numerical and text data. This
data provides valuable information about costumer’s preferences or ratings of products or commodities. This information is essential for
making predictions on the base of the sentiment analysis of this data. The sentiment analysis of large amount of text data requires specific
big data and machine learning /ML/ libraries. In this paper the implementation of a system for big data sentiment analysis using ML
algorithms is proposed. It is based on Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machines /SVM/ classification ML algorithms for text analysis. The
system is implemented in Java and uses Apache Spark ML libraries which are very flexible, fast and scalable. The system is tested with well
known Amazon dataset and its performance is measured in form of accuracy. The obtained results approve the effectiveness of big data
sentiment analysis algorithms. The System can be applied for recommendation of products and services or predictions of customers’ needs.
Keywords: BIG DATA; MACHINE LEARNING; SENTIMENT ANALYSIS; NAÏVE BAES; SVM

1. Introduction
Big Data is a new term used to identify the data sets that are of
large size and have greater complexity [1]. Big data is defined as a
large amount of data which requires new technologies and
architectures to make possible to extract value from it by capturing
and analysis process [2]. The Big data is very important for business
and society purposes. The data came from different sources like
sensors used to accumulate climate information, available data on
the social media websites, video movie audio and so on. This series
of data are known as Big Data [3]. They are in form of structured,
semi-structured or unstructured data and can be used for Sentiment
Analysis [4].
Sentiment Analysis /SA/, also known as opinion mining, is
defined as the task of finding the opinions of authors about specific
entities [5]. Sentimental analysis is used in various places: to
analyze the reviews of a product whether they are positive or
negative, to check if a political party campaign was successful or
not, to analyze the reviews of a movie and to analyze the content of
tweets or information on other social media [6]. Social media
monitoring applications and companies depend on sentiment
analysis and machine learning to assist them in gaining insights
about mentions, brands, and products [7].
Machine learning /ML is a branch of artificial intelligence [8].
ML is the science of training a system to learn from data and act.
[10]. ML computations aim to derive predictive models from
current and historical data. The inherent premise is that a learned
algorithm will improve with more training or experience, and in
particular, ML algorithms can achieve extremely effective results
for specific domains using models trained from large datasets [11].
Machine learning is used for a variety of tasks in different fields, as
well for Sentiment Analysis. The ML tasks can be broadly grouped
into Classification, Regression, Clustering, Anomaly detection,
Recommendation, and Dimensionality reduction [10].

2. Machine Learning Algorithms

regression tasks are Linear Regression, Decision Trees, and
Ensembles of Trees. The classification tasks are related to Logistic
Regression, Support Vector Machines /SVM/, Naïve Bayes, and
different types of Artificial Neural Networks. The Recommendation
includes Collaborative filtering with Alternating Least Squares [10].
Machine Learning Algorithms
Supervised Machine Learning
Unsupervised Machine Learning
Regression
Clustering
Classification
Anomaly detection
Recommendation
Dimensionality reduction
Fig. 1: Machine learning algorithms

2.2. Unsupervised Machine Learning Algorithms
Unsupervised machine learning is related to cases when the
model does not require labelled data. These types of models try to
learn or discovering hidden structures in unlabeled data or reduce
the data down to its most important features [12]. With
unsupervised learning there is no right or wrong answer [8]. They
are generally used for clustering, anomaly detection, and
dimensionality reduction. The list of commonly used unsupervised
algorithms includes k-means, Principal Component Analysis, and
Singular Value Decomposition.
2.3. Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment Analysis refers to the use of Natural Language
Processing /NLP/, text analysis and computational linguistics to
identify and an extract subjective information from source materials
[7]. SA is a process of exploring product reviews on the internet
[14] to determine the complete opinion. SA can be considered as a
classification task as it sorts the location of a text into either positive
or negative. ML is one of the widely used approaches towards
sentiment classification. Sentiment analysis has been applied to the
broader area of research including consumer product reviews and
services [5]. One of the forms of text analysis is SA. So to
understand what kind of emotion (love, hate, positive, negative, and
so on) contains certain text, the techniques of SA are requred [6].
2.4. Natural Language Processing (NLP)
Some techniques and concepts from NLP will be used working
on sentimental analysis problems. Some of them are given below:
- Features: A feature represents an attribute or a property of
an observation. It is also called a variable. A feature represents an
independent variable. In a tabular dataset, a row represents an
observation and column represents a feature. For example, consider
a tabular dataset containing user profiles, which includes fields such
as age, gender, profession, city, and so on. Each field in this dataset
is a feature in the context of machine learning. Each row containing
a user profile is an observation.
- Feature Extractors: Term frequency-inverse document
frequency /TF-IDF/ is a feature vectorization method widely used in
text mining to reflect the importance of words to a document in the
amount.

Machine learning algorithms are generally grouped into two
categories (Fig. 1): supervised and unsupervised learning [9].
2.1. Supervised Machine Learning Algorithms
Supervised machine learning refers to working with a set of
labelled training data to learn [8], which means, they can be used
only with labelled training datasets. Each observation in the training
dataset has a set of features and a label. A supervised machine
learning algorithm learns from data to estimate or approximate the
relationship between a response variable (label) and one or more
predictor variables (features). The labels in a training dataset may
be generated manually or provided from another system [10].
Supervised machine learning algorithms can be grouped into
Recommendation Engines, Regression and Classification
algorithms [12]. The commonly used supervised algorithms for
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Bag-of-Words /BoW/ is a representation of text that describes
the occurrence of words within a document. In this method, each
word count can be considering as a feature. Because ML algorithms
cannot work with raw text data directly, the text must be converted
into numbers. Exactly, vectors of numbers [15].
Feature Transformers
Tokenization is a transformer that converts an input string
(text) to lowercase and splits it into words using whitespaces as a
separator. A simple Tokenizer provides this functionality and splits
sentences into sequences of words.
Stop Words Remover - stop words are words which should be
excluded from the input because the words appear frequently and
don‟t carry as much meaning. Stop Words Remover takes as input a
sequence of strings (output of a Tokenizer) and drops all the stop
words from the input sequences [13].
2.5. Naïve Bayes Classification Algorithm
The Bayesian Classification represents a supervised learning
method as well as statistical methods for classification. It can solve
diagnostic and predictive problems. Naïve Bayes is a simple
multiclass classification algorithm based on the application of
Bayes‟ theorem “The Bayes theorem is based on the concept of
learning from experience that is, using a sequence of steps to come
to a prediction. It is the calculation of probability based on prior
knowledge of occurrences that might have led to the event” [6].
Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic model that makes predictions by
computing the probability of a data point that goes to a given class
[12]. Initially, the conditional probability distribution of each
feature given class is computed, and then Bayes‟ theorem is applied
to predict the class label of an instance [16]. Naive Bayes is used in
a lot of practical real-life applications such as it is used in the
sentimental analysis of text to classify the emotion of a particular
piece of text, whether it is a positive sentiment or a negative one.
This algorithm is fast to train and test; hence it is used in real-time
prediction scenarios to make fast predictions on events based data
that is generated in real time. It is used in many recommendation
systems to give useful suggestions of content to the users [6].
2.6. Support Vector Machine (SVM) Algorithm
Support Vector Machine is another popular algorithm of the
supervised machine learning algorithms that are used in many real
life applications like text categorization, image classification,
sentiment analysis and handwritten digit recognition. SVM is a
powerful and popular technique for regression and classification.
Unlike Naïve Bayes, it is not a probabilistic model but predicts
classes based on whether the model evaluation is positive or
negative [12]. SVM is used to classify the texts as positives or
negatives. It works well for text classification due to its advantages
such as its potential to handle large features [5].

computations on large systems. MLlib is the first machine learning
library that is shipped with Spark. It is much faster and scalable
than single node machine learning libraries. Spark ML is based on
datasets and allows usage of Spark SQL along with them. Feature
extraction and feature manipulation tasks become very easy because
they can be handled using Spark SQL queries. Spark ML is
provided with an advanced feature - Pipeline. Plain data is usually
in an extremely raw format and this data goes through a cycle or
workflow where it gets cleaned, mutated, and transformed before it
is used for processing and training of machine learning models.
This entire workflow of data and its stages are very well
encapsulated in the new Pipeline of the Spark ML library [6]. In
addition, since Spark allows an application to cache a dataset in
memory, machine learning applications built with Spark ML or
MLlib are fast [10]. Spark ML help users to create and tune
practical machine learning pipelines [11]. Spark ML libraries
contain implementations of many algorithms and utilities that can
be used for common machine learning tasks such as Regression and
Classification, Clustering, Dimensionality Reduction, Feature
Extraction and Transformation, Frequent pattern mining, and
Recommendation [10]. Spark ML supports the implementation of
multinomial Naïve Bayesian and Bernoulli Naïve Bayes, as well
linear SVM algorithms [13].
3.2 ML Pipelines
In machine learning, it is common to run a sequence of
algorithms to process and learn from data. For example, a simple
text document processing workflow might include several stages as
splitting document‟s text into words, converting each document‟s
words into a numerical feature vector; learning a prediction model
using the feature vectors and labels. MLlib represents such a
workflow as a Pipeline, which consists of a sequence of Pipeline
Stages (Transformers and Estimators) to make it easier to combine
multiple algorithms into a single pipeline, or workflow, to be run in
a specific order. ML Pipelines provide a uniform set of high-level
APIs built on top of Data Frames that help users create and tune
practical machine learning pipeline [13].

4. System for Sentiment Analysis
The developed System for Big Data Sentiment Analysis, object
of this paper, is based on machine learning classification algorithms
for text analysis. The goal of the system is to train a predictive
model that predicts whether a sentence has a positive or negative
sentiment. As given in Fig. 2 the system takes Big Data sets as
input, and then performs the sentiment analysis for selected data set
by using provided by the Spark ML library Naïve Bayes and SVM
classification algorithms for text analysis.

3. Used Big Data Machine Learning Libraries
From the machine learning point of view, there is a fundamental
difference in algorithm implementation to process the data in
memory or from distributed storage. In case the processed data
cannot be stored in the memory, then a big data machine learning
library [9] is required. There are a lot of Big Data Machine
Learning Libraries developed on programming languages as
Python, C#, C++, but here the focus is on the Apache Spark
libraries for Java, because the proposed in the paper system is
developed using Java.
3.1 Apache Spark
Apache Spark is a fast and general engine for large-scale data
processing. Spark supports main-memory caching and possesses a
loop-aware scheduler. Spark is fully compatible with Java-based
applications. Its own programming language Scala fully supports a
Java Virtual Machine and allows easier integration with Java [13].
Spark provides two machine learning libraries: - MLlib and Spark
ML (also known as the Pipelines API). Spark MLlib is Spark's
implementation of the machine learning algorithms based on the
RDD format. Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) is a distributed
main-memory abstraction that enables users to perform in-memory
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Fig. 2: Sentiment Analysis Algorithms for analyzing big data and
generating predictions

The results were measured using Accuracy, for evaluating the
effectiveness of the proposed methods. The system is implemented
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using Java programming language and mentioned above Spark ML
library. It is trained and evaluates multiclass classifiers using the
labelled dataset from the amazon_cell_labelled.txt.
The algorytm of developed system is described in the pseudo
code below. It includes following steps:
First (step 1), the dataset is loaded as input to the system and
(step 2) the data sparse is performed. After caching (step 3 and
4)the dataset into the system, before applying and evaluating
models the dataset is split into 80 % train dataset and 20 % test
dataset randomly (step 5 and 6). Then the pre-processed steps (step
7, 8 and 9) will start on the training dataset using some concepts of
NLP for sentiment analysis such as Feature Extractors and Feature
Transformers.
Steps 10 to 21 are the same and are applied in parallel for both
Naïve Bayes and Linear SVM models. The parallel implementation
is performed using the Spark ML Pipeline (steps 11 and 12) for
training both models. Getting the predictions (step 13) and
estimation of the average accuracy (steps 14 to 20) and test error
(step 21) is done in the remaining steps. Finally, in step 22 the total
prediction is produced.

22. return predicts.show(false) to show all fields from predict dataset (label,
text, words, updateWords, rawFeature, features, probability,
prediction).
end procedure

Dataset used for evaluating the system
The sentiments labelled sentences datasets are available at
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/. For current system tests the
Amazon cell phone reviews dataset (amazon_cell_labelled.txt) is
used. It includes randomly selected 500 positives and 500 negatives
reviews. A review with negative sentiment is labelled 0 and with
positive review is labelled 1. A review is separated from its label by
the tab character. On Fig. 3, is given the sample of the content of
Amazon dataset with its schema (label/text review).

Fig. 3 Amazon dataset content with its Schema

procedure Naïve Bayes and Linear SVM using Spark ML
Input: (Labelled-dataset.txt) [sentence, label], From local file system.
Output: label, text, words, updateWords, rawFeature, features,
probability, prediction.
1. Load the data from Labelled-dataset.txt into an RDD.
dataset1(labelled-dataset.txt).
2. Sparse the data for that: Split the data based on the tab („\t‟) and return
reviewsRdd  dataset1.map(strRow  [] rowArr
strRow.split("\t"),
rawText  rowArr[0]
realText  rawText.replaceAll(",", "").replaceAll("\"", "")
.replaceAll("\\*", "").replaceAll("\\.", "").trim();
return (setText(realText) and
setLabel(Double.parseDouble(rowArr[1])))
3. Then returns Dataset of Review class objects productsDs 
spark.createDataFrame(reviewsRdd.rdd(), Review.class);
4. Store the productsDs data in memory using cache() , or
productsDs.createOrReplaceTempView("Review");
5. compute K iteration for get average performance evaluation accuracy
based on K-fold Cross-validation idea:
k=5; double accuracyArr[] =new double[k];
for ( i =1 to k) (repeat k iteration)
6. randomSplit() the Dataset (productsDs) into trainingDataset (80%) and
tesDataset (20%).
7. perform Tokenizer to convert texts to words tokenizer 
newTokenizer().setInputCol("text").setOutputCol("words");
8. Perform StopWordsRemover to remove stop words
stopWordRemnewStopWordsRemover()
.setInputCol("words") .setOutputCol("updatedWords");
9. perform TF-IDF and numFeatures  20000;
hashingTF  newHashingTF().setInputCol("updatedWords")
setOutputCol("rawFeatures").setNumFeatures(numFeatures);
idf newIDF().setInputCol("rawFeatures")
.setOutputCol("features");
10. perform NaiveBayes / LinearSVM algorithms
NB  new NaiveBayes().setFeaturesCol("features")
.setPredictionCol("predictions");
LinearSVM newLinearSVC().setFeaturesCol("features")
.setPredictionCol("predictions");
11. perform Pipeline for combining all methods together
pipe  pipe.setStages(new PipelineStage[]{ tokenizer, stopWrdRem,
hashingTF, idf, NB/ LinearSVM });
12. Fit the pipeline to training data using PipelineModel
pipemodel  pipe.fit(trainingDs);
13. getting predictions via testdataset, predicts
model.trasform(testDataset)
14. perform Multiclass Classification Evaluator
evaluator  calculate (Accuracy metrics) on predicts
15. accuracyArr[i] accuracy; // for storing all k accuracy
16. end for
17. define and declaration double SumAccuracy=0 , AverageAccuracy=0;
18. for ( m=1 to accuracyArr.length)
SumAccuracy SumAccuracy + accuracyArr[m];
19. end for
20. return AverageAccuracy SumAccuracy/accuracyArr.length;
21. return Test Error  (1.0 - AverageAccuracy));

Train and Test Datasets
In order to estimate the generalization error the input data set is
spitted into two datasets randomly: training dataset and testing
dataset [9]. First one contains 80% from the original dataset and
second one 20%. First one is used of building models, which is
used for training the models to get predictions / recommendations.
The second one is used for testing and finding the performance
evaluating metrics such as accuracy and error and for evaluating the
quality of the training models.
Cross-validation
Cross validation splits the input dataset into k sets of almost the
same size, for example, to five sets as shown in Fig 4. First, sets 2-5
will be used for training and set 1 for testing. Then the procedure is
repeated five times, leaving out one set at a time for testing, and
average the error over the five repetitions [9].

Fig. 4 Cross-validation K- Fold

Pre-processed datasets
The pre-processing or cleaning the datasets is performed via
NLP concepts (Features Transformers and Extractors), to convert an
input string to lowercase and to split it into words (tokens) using
whitespaces as a separator, and eliminate not need tokens.

Fig. 5 Pre-processed steps results for Amazon Dataset

To prepare data in a format that can be used in machine learning
algorithms a feature Vector for each sentence in the dataset must be
created. For that the TF-IDF is applied to get a bag of words. Then
the Sentimental analysis algorithms can be applied using a bag of
words. Figure 5 shows a sample of the results of the pre-processed
steps of the selected dataset.
Results
The results of both machine learning algorithms for text
analysis on the Amazon_cell_labelled dataset are shown in Fig. 6
and Fig.7. These results are the final results of testing the training
models by test dataset, after performing the training models on train
dataset. The Naïve Bayes model produces the probabilities and
predictions from the features, but the Linear SVM model produces
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proposed in this paper is able to perform the text reviews sentiment
analysis over the large amount of data with high speed near to realtime. The system uses Apache Spark ML libraries to implement big
data sentiment processing on the base of Naïve Bayes and SVM
models which classify the reviews in positive and negative
sentiments. The work of proposed models implements several
stages: pre-processing stage, features generation stage, classifiers
learning stage, and Pipeline stage. The analytical evaluation of
proposed model is done by accuracy evaluation measure. It is
shown through experiments that the performance of the system is
increased by obtaining the average evaluation accuracy metrics,
based on the cross-validation idea. The comparison analysis in the
proposed system shows that Linear SVM is better than Naïve Bayes
in term of average accuracy metrics. The main focus of current
research was to perform the Sentiment Analysis faster and Big Data
sets to be handled efficiently. At the moment the system is
implemented on a single node PC configuration. Next steps in the
future will be to run the system in a multi-node configuration and
to increase its performance, as well to test it with larger data sets.

only the predictions and their results easily can be compared with
the base value of labels.

Fig. 6 Sentiment Analysis Results by using Naïve Bayes
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5. Conclusion
Big data sentiment analysis is one of the most interesting
techniques to find out the users opinion of products. The system
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Abstract: Architecture patterns help define the basic characteristics and behavior of an application. Some architecture patterns lend
themselves toward highly scalable applications, whereas other architecture patterns naturally lend themselves toward applications that are
highly agile. Knowing the characteristics, strengths, and weaknesses of each architecture pattern is necessary in order to choose the one that
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it comes to choosing a particular architecture pattern or approach. The goal of this report is to give you enough information to make and
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There are five types software engineering architecture where
patterns are used

ground in the industry as a viable alternative to monolithic
applications and service-oriented architectures. Because this
architecture pattern is still evolving, there’s a lot of confusion
in the industry about what this pattern is all about and how it
is implemented. This section of the report will provide you
with the key concepts and foundational knowledge necessary
to understand the benefits (and trade-offs) of this important
architecture pattern and whether it is the right pattern for
your application.

Layered Architecture
The most common architecture pattern is the layered
architecture pattern, otherwise known as the n-tier
architecture pattern. This pattern is the de facto standard for
most EE applications and therefore is widely known by most
architects, designers, and developers. The layered
architecture pattern closely matches the traditional IT
communication and organizational structures found in most
companies, making it a natural choice for most business
application development efforts.

Space based architecture
Most web-based business applications follow the same
general request flow: a request from a browser hits the web
server, then an application server, then finally the database
server. While this pattern works great for a small set of users,
bottlenecks start appearing as the user load increases, first at
the web-server layer, then at the application-server layer, and
finally at the database-server layer. The usual response to
bottlenecks based on an increase in user load is to scale out
the web servers. This is relatively easy and inexpensive, and
sometimes works to address the bottleneck issues. However,
in most cases of high user load, scaling out the web-server
layer just moves the bottleneck down to the application
server. Scaling application servers can be more complex and
expensive than web servers and usually just moves the
bottleneck down to the database server, which is even more
difficult and expensive to scale. Even if you can scale the
database, what you eventually end up with is a triangleshaped topology, with the widest part of the triangle being
the web servers and the smallest part being the database

Event-Driven Architecture
The event-driven architecture pattern is a popular distributed
asynchronous architecture pattern used to produce highly
scalable applications. It is also highly adaptable and can be
used for small applications and as well as large, complex
ones. The event-driven architecture is made up of highly
decoupled, single-purpose event processing components that
asynchronously receive and process events. The event-driven
architecture pattern consists of two main topologies, the
mediator and the broker. The mediator topology is commonly used when you need to orchestrate multiple steps
within an event through a central mediator, whereas the
broker topology is used when you want to chain events
together without the use of a central mediator. Because the
architecture characteristics and implementation strategies
differ between these two topologies, it is important to
understand each one to know which is best suited for your
particular situation.

In any high-volume application with an extremely large
concurrent user load, the database will usually be the final
limiting factor in how many transactions you can process
concurrently. While various caching technologies and
database scaling products help to address these issues, the
fact remains that scaling out a normal application for extreme
loads is a very difficult proposition.

Microkernel Architecture
The microkernel architecture pattern (sometimes referred to
as the plug-in architecture pattern) is a natural pattern for
implementing product-based applications. A product-based
application is one that is packaged and made available for
download in versions as a typical third-party product.
However, many companies also develop and release their
internal business applications like software products,
complete with versions, release notes, and pluggable
features. These are also a natural fit for this pattern. The
microkernel architecture pattern allows you to add additional
application features as plug-ins to the core application,
providing extensibility as well as feature separation and
isolation.

The space-based architecture pattern is specifically designed
to address and solve scalability and concurrency issues. It is
also a useful architecture pattern for applications that have
variable and unpredictable concurrent user volumes. Solving
the extreme and variable scalability issue architecturally is
often a better approach than trying to scale out a database or
retrofit caching technologies into a non-scalable architecture.
Pattern Description
The space-based pattern minimizes the factors that limit
application scaling. This pattern gets its name from the
concept of tuple space, the idea of distributed shared
memory. High scalability is achieved by removing the

Microservices Architecture Pattern
The microservices architecture pattern is quickly gaining
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central database constraint and using replicated in-memory
data grids instead. Application data is kept inmemory and
replicated among all the active processing units. Processing
units can be dynamically started up and shut down as user
load increases and decreases, thereby addressing variable
scalability. Because there is no central database, the database
bottleneck is removed, providing near-infinite scalability
within the application.

application modules, inmemory data grid, optional
asynchronous persistence store for failover, and the datareplication engine.
The virtualized middleware is essentially the controller for
the architecture and manages requests, sessions, data
replication, distributed request processing, and process-unit
deployment. There are four main architecture components in
the virtualized middleware: the messaging grid, the data grid,
the processing grid, and the deployment manager.

Most applications that fit into this pattern are standard
websites that receive a request from a browser and perform
some sort of action. A bidding auction site is a good example
of this. The site continually receives bids from internet users
through a browser request. The application would receive a
bid for a particular item, record that bid with a timestamp,
and update the latest bid information for the item, and send
the information back to the browser.
There are two primary components within this architecture
pattern: a processing unit and virtualized middleware. Figure
1 illustrates the basic space-based architecture pattern and its
primary architecture components.
The processing-unit component contains the application
components. This includes web-based components as well as
backend business logic. The contents of the processing unit
varies based on the type of application— smaller web-based
applications would likely be deployed into a single
processing unit, whereas larger applications may split the
application functionality into multiple processing units based
on the functional areas of the application. The processing
unit typically contains the application modules, along with an
in-memory data grid and an optional asynchronous persistent
store for failover. It also contains a replication engine that is
used by the virtualized middleware to replicate data changes
made by one processing unit to other active processing units.

Figure 2. Processing-unit component

Messaging Grid
The messaging grid, shown in Figure 3, manages input
request and session information. When a request comes into
the virtualized- middleware component, the messaging-grid
component determines which active processing components
are available to receive the request and forwards the request
to one of those processing units. The complexity of the
messaging grid can range from a simple round-robin
algorithm to a more complex next-available algorithm that
keeps track of which request is being processed by which
processing unit.
Data Grid
The data-grid component is perhaps the most important
and crucial component in this pattern. The data grid interacts
with the data- replication engine in each processing unit to
manage the data replication between processing units when
data updates occur. Since the messaging grid can forward a
request to any of the processing units available, it is essential
that each processing unit contains exactly the same data in its
in-memory data grid.

Figure 1. Space-based architecture pattern

The
virtualized-middleware
component
handles
housekeeping and communications. It contains components
that control various aspects of data synchronization and
request handling. Included in the virtualized middleware are
the messaging grid, data grid, processing grid, and
deployment manager. These components, which are
described in detail in the next section, can be custom written
or purchased as third-party products.
Pattern Dynamics
The magic of the space-based architecture pattern lies in the
virtualized middleware components and the in-memory data
grid contained within each processing unit. Figure 2 shows
the typical processing unit architecture containing the

Figure 3 Processing-grid component
Although Figure 4 shows, a synchronous data replication
between processing units, in reality this is done in parallel
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database applications with large amounts of operational data.

asynchronously and very quickly, sometimes completing the
data synchronization in a matter of microseconds (one
millionth of a second).

Although the space-based architecture pattern does not
require a centralized data store, one is commonly included to
perform the initial in-memory data grid load and
asynchronously persist data updates made by the processing
units. It is also a common practice to create separate
partitions that isolate volatile and widely used transactional
data from non-active data, in order to reduce the memory
footprint of the in-memory data grid within each processing
unit.
It is important to note that while the alternative name of this
pattern is the cloud-based architecture, the processing units
(as well as the virtualized middleware) do not have to reside
on cloud-based hosted services or PaaS (platform as a
service). It can just as easily reside on local servers, which is
one of the reasons I prefer the name ―space-based
architecture.‖
From a product implementation perspective, you can
implement many of the architecture components in this
pattern through third- party products. Because the implementation of this pattern varies greatly in terms of cost and
capabilities (particularly data replication times), as an
architect, you should first establish what your specific goals
and needs are before making any product selections.

Figure 4. Processing-unit component

Processing Grid
The processing grid, illustrated in Figure 5, is an optional
component within the virtualized middleware that manages
distributed request processing when there are multiple
processing units, each handling a portion of the application.
If a request comes in that requires coordination between
processing unit types (e.g., an order processing unit and a
customer processing unit), it is the processing grid that
mediates and orchestrates the request between those two
processing units.

Pattern Analysis
The following table contains a rating and analysis of the
common architecture characteristics for the space-based
architecture pattern. The rating for each characteristic is
based on the natural tendency for that characteristic as a
capability based on a typical implementation of the pattern,
as well as what the pattern is generally known for. For a sideby-side comparison of how this pattern relates to other
patterns in this report, please refer to Appendix A at the end
of this report.
Overall agility
Rating: High
Analysis: Overall agility is the ability to respond
quickly to a constantly changing environment. Because
processing units (deployed instances of the application)
can be brought up and down quickly, applications
respond well to changes related to an increase or
decrease in user load (environment changes).
Architectures created using this pattern generally
respond well to coding changes due to the small
application size and dynamic nature of the pattern.

Figure 5. Processing-grid component
Deployment Manager
The deployment-manager component manages the dynamic
startup and shutdown of processing units based on load
conditions. This component continually monitors response
times and user loads, and starts up new processing units
when load increases, and shuts down processing units when
the load decreases. It is a critical component to achieving
variable scalability needs within an application.

Ease of deployment
Rating: High
Analysis: Although space-based architectures are
generally not decoupled and distributed, they are
dynamic, and sophisticated cloud-based tools allow for
applications to easily be ―pushed‖ out to servers,
simplifying deployment.

Considerations
The space-based architecture pattern is a complex and
expensive pattern to implement. It is a good architecture
choice for smaller web-based applications with variable load
(e.g., social media sites, bidding and auction sites). However,
it is not well suited for traditional large-scale relational

Testability
Rating: Low
Analysis: Achieving very high user loads in a test
environment is both expensive and time consuming,
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making it difficult to test the scalability aspects of the
application.
Performance
Rating: High
Analysis: High performance is achieved through the inmemory data access and caching mechanisms build
into this pattern.
Scalability
Rating: High
Analysis: High scalability come from the fact that there
is little or no dependency on a centralized database,
therefore essentially removing this limiting bottleneck
from the scalability equation.
Ease of development
Rating: Low
Analysis: Sophisticated caching and in-memory data
grid products make this pattern relatively complex to
develop, mostly because of the lack of familiarity with
the tools and products used to create this type of
architecture. Furthermore, special care must be taken
while developing these types of architectures to make
sure nothing in the source code impacts performance
and scalability.

Table 1
While this chart will help guide you in choosing the right
pattern, there is much more to consider when choosing an
architecture pattern. You must analyze all aspects of your
environment, including infrastructure support, developer skill
set, project budget, project deadlines, and application size (to
name a few). Choosing the right architecture pattern is
critical, because once an architecture is in place, it is very
hard (and expensive) to change.

Summary
Table A-l summarizes the pattern-analysis scoring for each
of the architecture patterns described in this report. This
summary will help you determine which pattern might be
best for your situation. For example, if your primary
architectural concern is scalability, you can look across this
chart and see that the event-driven pattern, microservices
pattern, and space-based pattern are probably good
architecture pattern choices. Similarly, if you choose the
layered architecture pattern for your application, you can
refer to the chart to see that deployment, performance, and
scalability might be risk areas in your architecture

Bibliography:
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Abstract: A mathematical formulation of the boundary problems of mathematical physics is made, sequential solution which allows
describing the stress-strain state and the transfer characteristics of the piezoelectric elements with surfaces partial covering by electrodes.
The set of formulated boundary problems makes mathematical content of energy-power method of analysis of the physical condition of the
piezoelectric elements in the regime of forced oscillations under the influence of an external source of electrical energy. The proposed
sequence of computational procedures can be used in the study of forced oscillations of microelectromechanical structures.
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1. Introduction
The relevance of the use of various functional elements of
piezoelectronics in power and informational systems is due, above
all, to their high reliability. The final goal of mathematical modeling
of the vibrating piezoelectric elements physical condition is a
qualitative and quantitative description of characteristics and
parameters of existing electrical and elastic fields [1-2].
In 1986 [3] for the first time in the pages of scientific journals
appeared abbreviation MEMS, which replaced the long spoken
phrase microelectromechanical structures. Currently leading
companies – manufacturers of electronic components serially
produced a rather extensive list of elements, in which various
MEMS are included. This, above all, the various accelerometers,
which are produced by millions of copies, resonators and
implemented on the basis of their electrical signals filters,
transformers and other microminiature electromechanical systems.
MEMS manufacturing technology are currently called as
microsystem technology. MEMS or what is the same, piezoelectric
elements produced by means of microsystem technology have much
in common with conventional piezoelectric elements, i.e. not of
microscopic size, which are made of piezoelectric ceramics. For the
realization of various features in MEMS used polycrystal
ferroelectrics, which are polarized by a constant electric field in a
predetermined direction. Conventional piezoelectric elements are
made of piezoelectric ceramics, which initially is a polycrystalline
ferroelectric, which on the last process step of the piezoceramic
product manufacturing is polarized by constant electric field of
given orientation. A distinctive feature between the MEMS and
conventional piezoelectric elements is a method of working surfaces
covering by electrodes. Conventional piezoelectric elements are
usually of continuous electrodes surface. In some special cases, the
electrodes are divided (cut) into areas which have no galvanic
connection between them. In MEIS usually is used partial working
surfaces covering by electrodes, when only part of the polarized
ferroelectric surface is covered with a metal film. This method of
covering by electrodes makes it possible to excite in volume of
MEMS several types of elastic vibrations. Manipulating the
geometric parameters of surfaces covering by electrodes, you can
manage energy oscillatory processes in MEMS, i.e. create
conditions where one type of oscillatory motions will dominate over
the rest in amplitude of the elastic displacement vector of material
particles.
Partial surfaces covering by electrodes has the effect that the
electric field in the volume of the ferroelectric become dependent
on the values of the coordinates of the observation point for the
parameters of the electric field. This phenomenon is absent in the
conventional piezoelectric elements. On the condition of constancy
of the alternating electric field intensity in the volume of the
piezoelectric element, created by external generator of electrical
signals are based methods of calculation the stress-strain state of the
piezoelectric plates and shells [4]. In the case of a partial surfaces
covering by electrodes of the piezoelectric element these methods
do not work.

The latter encourages the search for new approaches to the
procedure of calculating the parameters of the stress-strain state and
the transfer characteristics of the piezoelectric elements with partial
surfaces covering by electrodes. Below we will present the general
scheme of the computational procedures execution, which, in
principle, allows you to estimate the parameters of the stress-strain
state and the transfer characteristics of the piezoelectric elements
with partial surfaces covering by electrodes. This scheme can be
used as a theoretical basis for the mathematical modeling of
MEMS.

2. Sequence of computational procedures in the
calculation of the piezoelectric elements
Consider a piezoelectric element for certainty in the form of a
plate bounded by arbitrarily curved contour K (Fig. 1).
The plate is located in the Cartesian coordinate system
( x1 , x2 , x3 ) so that the origin of the system is on the middle surface
of the plate. To simplify the subsequent discussion, we assume that
the plate is made of polarized in thickness, i.e. in the axis direction
Ox 3 , piezoelectric ceramics. We also assume that the polarization
is made by a constant electric field, the axial component of the
intensity vector which had a constant value at any point in the
volume of the plate. This allows to assert that material constants of
the piezoelectric plate (the dielectric constant tensor components,
piezoelectric modules and elasticity modules) does not depend on
the coordinates of the point inside the volume of the plate and are
given by matrices of the following form:
a) matrix of the dielectric constants  ij , that are experimentally
determined in the mode of constancy (equality to zero) of elastic
deformations (upper symbol  ):
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Fig. 1. Piezoelectric element with partial surfaces covering by electrodes
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( k  1, 2 , 3 ;

b) matrix of the piezoelectric modules ek 
  1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5 , 6 – Voigt index):
0
ek   0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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where e31  e32  e33 ; e15  e24   e33  e 31  2 ;
E
c) matrix of the elasticity modules c
, that are experimentally

determined in the mode of constancy (equality to zero) of electric
field intensity (upper symbol E ), ((  ,  ) = 1, … , 6 – Voigt
index):
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Suppose that on the upper ( x3   ) and lower ( x3    )

intensity; J   xk  – amplitude of the conduction current surface
density vector. Since the piezoelectric ceramics is a pretty good
dielectric we can write J   xk   0 . This means that the properties
of the ideal dielectric are attributed to real piezoelectric ceramics.
Calculating the divergence of the left and right parts of the
Maxwell equations (5), we obtain, in the case of an ideal dielectric,
the following result
div D  xk   0 .
(7)
In [4] it is proved that in the frequency range from zero to tens
of megahertz equation (6) for ideal dielectrics can be written in the
following form
rot E   xk   0 .
(8)
Condition (8) indicates a potential character of the alternating
electric field in the piezoelectric element volume. For this reason, is
possible the description of this field with the help of the scalar
potential    xk  eit . At the same time amplitude value E   xk 
of intensity vector of the alternating electric field created by an
external source, i.e. generator of electrical signals, is defined in the
standard [5] way
E   xk    grad    xk  .
(9)
Substituting the definition (9) into (4), and the obtained result
into condition (7) of the absence of electricity free carriers, we
obtain the Laplace differential equation whose solution determines
the amplitudes of the electric potential    xk  :
 2   xk 

surfaces of the piezoelectric plate are arbitrarily located areas S1

 x12

and S2 accordingly (Fig. 1), which are coated with a thin layer of
where SK – surface of the plate bounded by the contour K . The
electrical potential U 0eit is supplied to the surface S1 from the
electrical signals generator ( U 0 – amplitude of the electrical

U 0  U g , where U g – amplitude value of the electric potential at

   xk 
 x3

the output of the generator; i  1 ;  – angular frequency; t –
time). Symbol Z g in Fig. 1 denotes an electric output impedance of

   xk 
 x3

In (4), and in all subsequent recordings of this type is assumed
the summation over twice repeated index. In the formula (4) such
index is symbol j which sequentially assumes values 1, 2, 3.
Characteristics of an alternating electric field in the volume of
the piezoelectric element are determined by Maxwell's equations,
which for the amplitude values of the electric and magnetic
components of the electromagnetic field can be written in the
following form
rot H   xk   J   xk   i D  xk  ,
(5)
(6)

 xk   0 H  xk  ;  0  4  10 H/m – magnetic
permeability of vacuum; B  xk  and H   xk  – amplitudes of
B

 x32

0,

(10)

 0   x1 , x 2 S K  S 1 ,

7

harmonically time-varying vectors of induction and magnetic field
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(11)
(12)

x3  

 0   x1 , x 2 S K  S 2 ,

(13)

(14)

x3  

  xk  x3    0  x1 , x 2 S2 ,


which is denoted by D  xk  . At the same time there is the linear
conformity between the components of the electric induction vector
and the electric field intensity vector of the following form
 
(4)
Dk  xk   kj
E j  xk  .

where

 2   xk 

   xk 
 0   xk   K ,
n

the electrical signals generator.
Denote the amplitude value of intensity vector of the alternating
electric field by symbol E   xk  . Will determine the electric
polarization, which is created by an alternating electric field in the
volume of the piezoelectric plate, by the time-varying electric
induction vector according to the law eit , amplitude value of



 x22

 2

   xk  x3    U0  x1 , x 2 S1 ;

potential on the surface S1 covered by electrodes; naturally,



 2   xk 



11
where  2  33
– squared coefficient of anisotropy of the
piezoelectric ceramics dielectric constant.
The general solution of the differential equation (10) must
satisfy the following conditions at the boundaries of the region of
existence:

metal, i.e. covered by electrodes. Thus, in general S1  S2  SK ,

rot E   xk    i B  xk  ,



(15)

where symbol   n denotes the derivative in the direction of the
outward unit normal to the lateral surface of the plate, which relies
on the contour K .
Conditions (11) and (15) are self-evident. Conditions (12) –
(14) are approximate [4] and are performed the more accurate when
the dielectric constant of the piezoelectric the more differs dielectric
constant of vacuum  0  8 , 85 1012 F/m. For piezoelectric
ceramics PZT-type dielectric constant is ij  103 0 and thus the
boundary conditions (12) – (14) can be considered practically exact.
If the dielectric constant of polarized ferroelectric in MEMS less
than 10 0 , that, incidentally, has not yet happened, then the
conditions (12) – (14) must be reformulated, taking into account the
existence of the stray fields.
Solution of the boundary problem (10) – (15) is the first
computational procedure when performing calculations of
parameters of the stress-strain state of the piezoelectric elements
that are compatible with microsystem technologies. At this stage,
actually determined energy levels of the electric field at any
arbitrarily predetermined point in the volume of the piezoelectric
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element. It must be emphasized that the potential    xk  is
calculated assuming that it is completely determined by the
geometric parameters of the piezoelectric element, and does not
depend on the parameters of the elastic and electric fields, that are
generated in the volume of the vibrating piezoelectric element.
After determining the potential    xk  the equation of
physical condition of oscillating piezoelectric element, calculation
scheme is shown in Fig. 1, can be written in the following form
    
E u
(16)
 ij  cijk
 ekij 

,
x
 xk
 xk 
 k

Dm  emij

    
 ui
  mj 

,
  xj
 xj
 x j 


 2ui
0 .
e
(20)
mij
 xm x j
 x 21  x 22
 x 23
1
Equations (19) and (20) are, in general, are a system of four
differential equations of second order partial derivatives.
Uniqueness of the solution of this equations system is provided by
the boundary conditions. If the piezoelectric element fluctuates in a
vacuum, i.e. has no mechanical contact with other material objects,
then on his lateral surfaces due to the execution of the third law of
Newton the normal and tangential stresses that acting on the
elementary areas of these surfaces should turn to zero. With regard
to the calculation scheme, which is shown in Fig. 1, the foregoing
can be written as follows:
 2

(17)

c3 jk

where  ij – amplitude value of the tensor component of the

where

fi K  xk   ekij

 2 
 xk  x j



1

 0   x1 , x2  S K , (21)
x3  

(22)

where ni – vector components of the outward unit normal to the
lateral cylindrical surface of the piezoelectric element, whose base
is curved contour K (Fig. 1).
The scalar potential   xk  of the internal electric field must
satisfy the following boundary conditions
  xk 
 0   x1 , x2  S1 ,
x3  

   xk 
 x3

 0   x1 , x2  S K  S1 ,

 x1


x3  

ni

   xk 
 x2

   xk 

  xk 

 xi
x3  

   xk 
 x3
 x1

(24)

 0   x1 , x2   S1 ,

(25)

x3  

 0  xk  K ,

 0   x1 , x2  S2 ,

 0   x1 , x2   S K  S 2 ,

(26)
(27)
(28)

x3  

   xk 

(19)

(23)

x3  

   xk 

where 0 - density of deformable solid. Substituting the equation
(16) into the definition (18), and taking into account that all of the
physical fields in the volume of a deformable piezoelectric element
change in time according to harmonic law eit we obtain the
following equation

 2u
 2
 ekij
 0 2ui  fi K  xk  ,
xk x j
xk x j

 2

 2


      
u
ni cijk
 ekij 

   0  xk  K ,
  xk  xk  
 xk




-th component of the displacement vector of a piezoelectric

E
cijk

 2

     
u
 ek 3 j 


  xk  xk 
 xk



resulting mechanical stresses; u – amplitude of the time-varying
material particles according to harmonic law eit ;     xk  –
scalar potential of the internal electric field [6], which arises as a
result of the displacement of a piezoelectric ions from equilibrium
positions from the crystal lattice sites;       xk  – known
scalar potential of the alternating electric field created by an
external source (generator). By its physical content the equation of
physical condition (16) is a generalized Hooke's law for an elastic
medium with piezoelectric effects, and equation (17) is the law of
the electric polarization of the dielectric with piezoelectric
properties.
Newton's second law in differential form or what is the same –
the motion equation of a material particle of the elastically
deformable solid, in the general case can be written as follows:
  ji  xk , t 
 2ui  xk , t 
 0
,
(18)
 xj
t2




x3  

   xk 
 x2

 0   x1 , x2   S1 .

(29)

x3  

Formulated by (19) – (29) the boundary problem is the most
complete and general mathematical formulation of the
electroelasticity boundary problem of the finite size piezoelectric
elements steady harmonic vibrations.
It can be argued that the exact solution of the boundary problem
cannot be implemented. However, it is possible to create an
algorithm for the approximate solution of the problem (19) – (29).
Computational procedure, which will be discussed, can be called
the method of sequential approximations. In this case, the unknown
components of the displacement vector u  xk  and scalar

– amplitude value of the i -th

component of volume density of the Coulomb forces that are
generated by an external source (generator) of the electric field.
Naturally, the second term on the left-hand side of equation (19)
also makes sense as the i -th component of the volume density
vector amplitude value of the Coulomb forces, which arise in the
volume of the deformable piezoelectric by internal electric field and
prevent its deformation by electric fields of external sources. For
small values of piezoelectric modules, i.e. when ekij  1 C/m2 the
second summand in the equation, in principle, can be ignored. But
for piezoelectric ceramics of PZT type, that have ekij  20 C/m2

potential   xk  are represented by convergent series as follows


u

the Coulomb forces of internal electric field cannot be ignored.
These forces, i.e. the second summand in equation (19), act in
accordance with the forces of elasticity (the first summand) and
increase the effective rigidity of the piezoelectric. In some
directions the rigidity of piezoelectric ceramics can be increased
more than 50%.
Condition (7) of the electricity free carriers absence in
piezodielectric is true, obviously, for any representation of the
electric induction vector. Since div D  xk   0 , then after
substitution the equation (17) into this condition, we obtain the
following result

 xk   u 0  xk   

 1

0
  xk      xk  

  x ,
 k




    xk  ,

(30)

 1

where u

 xk  ,

system; u

 0 x and   0  x
 k  – zero approximation to exact
 k

solutions; u

  xk  – exact solutions of equations (19), (20)

  x and    x –  -th order corrections to
 k
 k

zero approximations of the exact u
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0
Zero approximation u    xk  to the exact value of the  -th

component amplitude of piezoelectric element material particles
displacement vector is found by solving the following stationary
boundary problem
 0
 2u
 0
E
cijk
 0 2u  fi K ,
(31)
 xk  x j

 0


u
c3Ejk
  3Kj 

 xk


 x3

where

 0   x1 , x 2  S K ,
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E u
ni cijk
  ijK   0  xk  K ,

 xk



where

 3Kj  e

 



k3 j

(32)



 xk ,

 ijK  e

kij

 

(33)


 xk



 3 j   e
0

     x  ,

0
 ij   e

0

k3 j

k

    x 
0

kij

–

k

zero approximations to the exact value of the Coulomb forces
surface densities, which are formed by the internal electric field in
the volume of the vibrating piezoelectric element.
It should be emphasized that the boundary problem (35) – (37)
can be solved by the same manner in which the boundary problem
(31) – (33) has been solved. This means that after the construction
0
of an analytical expression for u   x , i.e. for the zero

subsequent orders corrections  u

 

 xk  . To obtain the numerical


values of corrections  u    xk  is necessary only to substitute into

general solutions of the boundary problem (31) – (33) the
corresponding values of the Coulomb forces volume and surface
densities, which are formed by internal electric field in the volume
of the piezoelectric vibrating element.
After
receiving
the
first
approximation
1
0
1



u
x u
x  u
x
to the exact value of the

 k

piezoelectric elements is operated by surface loads  ijK .
After solving the boundary problem (31) – (33) the zero
approximation to the exact value of the internal electric field scalar
potential is determined. Equation (20) can be written in the
following form
0
0
2  0
 pe0 
 2  
 2  
2 





.
(34)
1
 x 21
 x 22
 x 23
- zero approximation to the exact

 k

the internal electric field scalar potential. Substituting
1
0
1
u    xk   u    xk    u    xk  into equation (34) and setting at
0
1
the same time that   xk      xk       xk  we get the

1
Poisson equation to determine the correction     xk  :

 x 21

 k

where

boundary conditions (23) – (29).

0
After the determination of the zero approximation     xk 

the correction  u(1) is calculated. For this purpose, into the
0
0
equation (19) values u  xk   u    xk    u    xk  and
0
  xk       xk  are inserted. Equation (19) takes the form

 k

material particles displacement vector, you can implement the
1
assessment of correction     xk  to the exact value   xk  of

1
 2 

value of volume density of the polarization electric charge in the
volume of the deformable piezoelectric. The general solution of the
0
Poisson equation (34), i.e. the function    x must satisfy the

1
 u
1
 0
 0 2 u  fi ,
 xk  x j

(37)

 k

that at full piezoelectric elements surfaces covering by electrodes
and even in the case of separated electrodes the Coulomb forces
volume density is zero, and the excitation of elastic waves in such

 0
 2ui
 xm x j

1


 0
E  u
ni cijk
  ij   0  xk  K ,

 xk




approximation to the exact value of the piezoelectric element
material particles displacement vector, is not need to re-construct
1
general solutions for first-order correction  u   x and for all

volumetric ( fiK ) and surface (  ijK ) loads. It should be emphasized

 pe0  emij

(36)

 k

–

Coulomb forces surface densities of external source electric field or,
which is the same, the Coulomb tensions.
Thus, the zero approximation to the exact values of the
displacement vector components of the piezoelectric material
particles is formed by solution of the boundary problem (31) – (33).
According to the physical content, this boundary problem of the
elasticity dynamic theory is the problem of the excitation of
piezoelectric element harmonic oscillations by the system of the

where

1


 u
 0
c3Ejk
3 j 
 0   x1 , x 2  S K ,

 xk


 x3  



1
 2  

 x 22

 2

1
 2  

 x 23



1
  pe

1

,

(38)

1
 2ui
1
  pe  emij
– first-order correction to the exact
 xm x j

value zero approximation of the polarization charge volume density
in the volume of the deformable piezoelectric. Uniqueness of the
equation (38) solution is ensured by the boundary conditions (23) –
(29).
1
Again, as in the determination of correction  u   x , can be

 k

1
made obvious conclusion. To receive correction     xk  as,

2

(35)


obviously, all subsequent corrections     xk  , is no need for a

where  u(1) and  ui(1) – first-order corrections to the zero

new solution of (38) and subsequently satisfaction of the boundary
1
conditions (23) – (29). To determine the correction    x is

E
cijk

 k

approximations u(0) and ui(0) of the components exact values
u

 xk 

and

ui  xk 

1
necessary and sufficient to substitute the value   pe into general

of the piezoelectric material particles

 0
displacement vector; fi  ekij

0
solution of equation (34) instead of the volume density  pe . It is

0
  
– zero approximation to
 xk  x j
2


obvious that the correction of  -th order, i.e. the value     xk 

is determined by the general solution of equation (34), in the right
hand part of which is written the correction     x .

the i -th component exact value of the Coulomb forces volume
density vector, which are formed by the internal electric field in the
volume of the deformable piezoelectric.
Uniqueness of the system (35) solution is ensured by the
boundary conditions that can be written as follows:

pe

 k

Approximate calculation of the components of the displacement
vector and scalar potential of the internal electric field forms the
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content the second computational procedure for the processes
mathematical modeling, which are developed in the volume of the
piezoelectric element with partial surfaces covering by electrodes.
The results that are obtained after the first and second
computing procedures, i.e. formulas for calculating the electric field

From the connection diagram of the electrical signals generator
(Fig. 1) it follows that
U g Z el  
Ug
,
(45)
U0 

Z g  Zel   1  i Z g C   ,  

potential   xk  created in the volume of the piezoelectric

where C   ,   is defined by a double integral in (43).

element by electrical signals generator, for the scalar potential
  xk  of the internal electric field and the displacement vector

Calculation of the electric potential U 0 is the content of the
third computational procedure in mathematical modeling of
piezoelectric elements with partial surfaces covering by electrodes.
After completing the third and last computational procedure we
can write an expression for calculating the displacement of the
piezoelectric element material particles in the next, final, form
e33U ã
(46)
u  xk  
u  xk , ,   .
E 
c33 1  i Z ãC  ,  



u  xk  of material particles, linearly depend on electric potential

U 0 that exists on the surface S1 covered by electrodes. From the
above it follows that these relations can be calculated in the
following form
  xk   U 0  xk ,   ,   xk   U 0  xk ,  ,   ,

 xk   U 0

u


where 

 xk ,   ,

e33
E
c33

u

 xk , ,   ,

  xk ,  ,   и u

 xk ,  ,  

(39)
(40)

– dimensionless

functions of the observation point coordinates and set of physical,
mechanical and geometrical (symbol  in the argument list)
parameters of the piezoelectric element; construction of the right
part of (40) is due to the values dimension included in it.
Since the potential U 0  U g , i.e. the potential U 0 is actually
the uncertain quantity, so the third and final computational
procedures aim to determine the potential amplitude value on the
piezoelectric element surface covered by electrodes.
Obviously, the influence of the piezoelectric element to the
amplitude of the electric current in the conductor, which connects it
to the electric signals generator, can be described using the
electrical impedance Z el   of the piezoelectric element.
Electrical impedance Z el   must satisfy the basic terms and
definitions of theoretical electrical engineering and, therefore,
Ohm's law for the section of electrical circuit, i.e.
U
Z el    0 ,
(41)
I
where I – amplitude of the electric current in the conductors which
are connected to the piezoelectric element surface sections covered
by electrodes (Fig. 1). Current or amplitude value of I is directly
proportional to the velocity variation in time of the electric charge
Q on the piezoelectric element surface covered by electrodes. For
harmonic changing in time according to ei t the amplitude I is
determined as follows
(42)
I   iQ1   iQ2 ,
where Q1 and Q2 – amplitude values of the electric charges on the
surfaces S1 and S 2 (Fig. 1).



u

S1



 
   

  3j 

  xj
 x j  

x

3

C   ,  

construction in the sense in which they were proposed in 1925 –
1928 by Walter G. Cady to radio engineers, who were involved in
the calculation and design of high-frequency electrical signal
generators with the quartz resonator in the generation frequency
stabilization circuit.
The main results of this work can be formulated as follows:
1. For the first time the sequence of computational procedures is
proposed, which allows when calculating transfer characteristics to
use the full range of physical, mechanical and geometrical
parameters of the piezoelectric element and the final value of the
output electric impedance of the electrical signals generator.
2. For the first time the method is proposed, which allows you
to perform real situation adequate assessment of the connectivity
effect of elastic and electric fields in the case of their arbitrary
distribution in the volume of vibrating piezoelectric element.
3. The formulated complete set of boundary problems of
technical electrodynamics and elasticity dynamic theory is the
mathematical content of the energy-power method [7] of
piezoelectric elements physical state analysis in the regime of
forced oscillations under the influence of the electrical energy
external source.
4. The proposed sequence of computational procedures can be
recommended as a theoretical basis for characteristics calculating of
the piezoelectric elements with partial surfaces covering by
electrodes and microelectromechanical structures (MEMS).

[2] Bogdan А.V., Petrishchev О.N., Yakimenko Yu.I., Yanovskaya Yu.Yu.
(2009). Mathematical modeling of vibrations of thin piezoceramic disks
to create functional piezoelectronics elements. Electronics &
Communications, P. 2, pp. 35–42.

dS1 


(43)

[3] Varadan V., Vinoy K., Jose K. RF MEMS and their applications.
Moscow: Technosphera, 2004, 528 p.

– dynamic electric capacitance of the

[4] Grinchenko V.T., Ulitko A.F., Shulga N.A. Mechanics of related fields
in elements of constructions. Kyiv: Nauk. dumka, 1989, 280 p.

 U 0 C   ,   ,

where

C   ,   is the theoretical basis for the equivalent circuits

[1] Bogdan А.V., Petrishchev О.N., Yakimenko Yu.I., Yanovskaya Yu.Yu.
(2009). Investigation of the characteristics of the piezoelectric
transformer on the basis of the radial oscillations in a thin piezoceramic
disks. Electronics & Communications, P. 1, pp. 269–274.

S1

 e3ij  x ij

Equation (46) is a mathematical model of the dynamic stressstrain state of the piezoelectric element with partial surfaces
covering by electrodes and is a key relation for quantitative
estimates of the transfer characteristics of the piezoelectric element
in all variants of its functional use. Frequency dependent function
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ОСНОВНИ СТРУКТУРНИ ЕЛЕМЕНТИ НА ТЕКСТА В УЕБ ТИПОГРАФИЯТА
MAIN STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF TEXT IN WEB TYPOGRAPHY
гл. ас. д-р Илиев, И.
Технически университет – Варна, България
i.iliev@tu-varna.bg

Abstract: The purpose of this report is to review the main structural components of text in web typography. The main task of typographic
layout is to help the users understand the organization of the web page through easier perception of the text. The titles and their specific
function in the layout of pages are analysed. The various methods for the structuring of paragraphs in web typography are discussed. The
impact of visual hierarchy as a leading factor for the neatness of composition of online text is researched. An attempt has been made to
outline recommendations concerning the layout of main textual elements, aiming at better readability of web typography.
Keywords: WEB TYPOGRAPHY, TITLES, MAIN TEXT, TEXT DESIGN, COMPOSITION, VISUAL HIERARCHY, MAIN
ELEMENTS OF TEXT, READABILITY, WEB DESIGN, CSS

1. Увод
Основните методи за визуално структуриране на текста
(фиг. 1) включват следните варианти:
1. Неструктуриран набор е вял, няма ритъм и е труден за
четене.
2. Структуриране с помощта на втори цвят.
3. Структуриране с помощта на получерен шрифт.
4. Структуриране с помощта на по-голям кегел.
5. Структуриране с помощта на линия.
6. Структуриране с помощта на празен ред.
7. Структуриране с употреба на нов ред.
Плана на документа (йерархичната организация на
информацията) е отражение на структурата и типографските
преходи между разделите, които като правило се обозначават
със заглавия, подзаглавия и абзаци. По същия начин кегела и
начертанието на шрифта не се променят през целия документ,
задачата им е да отразяват йерархичния статус на отделните
раздели на текста типично разделен на заглавия и подзаглавия.
Един поглед на заглавието трябва да е достатъчен, за да се
разбере подчинен ли е последващия текст, равен ли е по
важност или започва нов раздел.
Вземайки предвид, че изреченията са граматическите
елементи, присъщи на говоримия език, абзаците са изцяло
литературна конвенция с цел да се раздели съдържанието на
части, които са по-привлекателни и достъпни за читателите.
През 17 век абзаца станал стандарт за отбелязване на започване
на нов ред с входен отстъп. Преди това, типографите понякога
оставяли допълнително пространство между абзаци или
изречения (без използването на нов ред), запазвайки
двустранно подравнени текстовите блокове. Въпреки
повсеместното използване на отстъпа с нов ред, като
конвенция, днес има много алтернативи които могат да бъдат
използвани на негово място [3]. За текста разделен с абзаци е
важно и необходимо по някакъв начин да се акцентира
неговото начало. Ако наборния текст е много дълъг има голяма
вероятност да не бъде прочетен целия. Разделянето на текста на
малки части – абзаци, подпомага структурирането на текста и
осигурява паузи в четенето. Текста, който е накъсан по-често с
отделни абзаци е по-четлив от такъв без абзаци.
Обособяването и порционирането на отделните абзаци е
още по-важно в уеб страниците, защото потребителите
преглеждат набързо текста. Добър ресурс за различните
възможности при оформлението на абзаци с помощта на CSS в
уеб типографията са примерите в сайта на британския уеб
дизайнер Джон Тан [4]. Дизайнерът предлага различни
варианти за оформление на абзаците в уеб типографията. Част
от примерните начини за идентификация на абзаците са
показани на фиг. 2.

Цел на настоящият доклад е да бъдат разгледани основните
структурни елементи на текста в уеб типографията. Основната
задача на типографското оформление е да помага на
потребителите да разберат организацията на уеб страницата
като се улесни възприемането на текста. Анализирани са
заглавията и тяхната специфична функция в оформлението на
страниците. Разгледани са различните методи за структуриране
на абзаците в уеб типографията. Проучено е влиянието на
визуалната йерархия, като водещ фактор за прегледност на
композицията на онлайн текста. Направен е опит да се очертаят
препоръки за оформление на основните елементи на текста с
цел постигне на по-висока четливост на уеб типографията.

2. Изложение
Основната функция на типографското оформление е да
подпомага читателя да разбере композицията на документа.
Например смяната на шрифта и кегела образуват йерархична
връзки на различните части на текста. Типографията играе
важна графична роля, определяща в значителна степен
визуалната привлекателност на страницата. Добре оформената
страница може да се чете приятно и леко, а може и да е пълна с
препятствия,
които
затрудняват
възприемането
й.
Типографията също създава много знаци, по които читателя се
ориентира и навигира из страницата. Текстът е линеен и има
начало и край. Често има подчинени раздели, всеки от които
имат собствено начало и край [1].
Основната задача на типографа е така да структурира,
подреди и предаде информационната маса на изданието, че
читателят да намери това, което го интересува максимално
бързо и лесно [2]. Има различни подходи за структуриране на
текста. На фиг. 1 са илюстрирани основните методи за
структуриране на текста.

Фиг. 1 Различни методи за структуриране на текст [2]
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Фиг. 3 Примерно степенуване на заглавия [5]

Заглавията на уеб страницата са елементи, които описват
съдържанието, което следва и определят структурата на
документа. Подобно на големите заглавия и подзаглавия в
печатните издания, HTML заглавията трябва накратко да
описват страницата или раздела, за който се отнасят, за да бъде
ясно на читателя какво да очаква, ако продължи да чете. Освен
това заглавията са особено важни и от гледна точка на
търсещите машини (особено <h1>, <h2>).
За целта се използват заглавни етикети от <h1> до <h6>.
Номерът в етикета определя тежестта му. Като <h1> е „найважното“, а <h6> е „най-маловажното“. Визуалната йерархия е
основното правило, което трябва да следва, когато се
структурират заглавията в уеб страницата [6].
На фиг. 4 таговете h1, h2, h3 и h4 представляват заглавни
етикети, а правоъгълниците представят съдържание като найтъмния правоъгълник има най-голяма „важност“ на значение
спрямо по-светлите правоъгълници.

а

б

в
Фиг. 2 Различни стилове за индикиране на абзац в уеб типографията.
а – стил по подразбиране в браузърите с празен ред, б – абзац с входен
отстъп, в – абзац започващ с инициал, последван от празни редове
между абзаците [4]

Заглавията имат специална задача в оформлението на
страниците – те трябва да информират накратко за
съдържанието на текста, който ги следва. От гледна точка на
четенето те трябва да съдържат достатъчен по обем текст, чрез
който да изпълнят функцията си, а от типографска – да го
поднесат съответно на съдържанието му. Делят се на:
• Главни.
• Подзаглавия от първа, втора и т н. степен.
• Междинни.
Между всички тях трябва да има ясно различимо
степенуване в големината, за да се постигне ясна визуална
йерархия. Основният подход при оформлението е отдолу
нагоре, т.е. от най-ниското междинно към главното заглавие.
В повечето случаи за най-ниската степен е достатъчен като
размер основният кегел на наборния текст, като на заглавието
бъде оставено достатъчно пространство отгоре и отдолу, или
само отгоре, без да се изоставя шрифтовата линия. В последния
вариант заглавието не се отделя достатъчно добре оптично от
основния текст, поради което може и трябва да се търсят и
други изразни средства: използване на курсив, получерно
начертание или друг шрифт (фиг. 3).
При многоредови заглавия не се препоръчва те да запълват
цялата ширина на реда, както и да се използват преноси –
много по-добре е текстът да се разчленява логично. „Висенето“
на свързващи предлози в края на реда трябва непременно да се
избягва. Точката за отбелязване края на изречението е напълно
излишна. Въпросителната, както и удивителната, за разлика от
точката, носят съвсем друг смислов оттенък, поради което те си
остават в заглавието [5].

Фиг. 4 Семантично значение на заглавията в уеб страницата –
заглавния таг <h1> има на-голяма „тежест“, а <h3> най-малка [6]

Обикновено водещото заглавие <h1> очертава голяма част
на уеб страницата обичайно целия документ. Препоръчва се да
бъде използвано еднократно на страницата като най-важно
заглавие описващо съдържанието на цялата страница. Като
изключение, ако има отделни големи части на една страница,
може да използват две или повече h1 заглавия.
Изборът кой заглавен етикет да се използва не би трябвало
да е труден. Ако съдържанието, което се описва може да се
третира като „наследник“ на предишното съдържание, тогава
трябва да се използва заглавие, което е една степен по-ниско в
йерархията. Ако става въпрос за съдържание със същата
важност, тогава трябва да се използва същия заглавен етикет.
По този начин се създава определена логическа структура,
която трябва да бъде постоянна в цялата уеб страница, иначе
документа ще загуби част от семантиката си.
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Една от често срещаните грешки в уеб дизайнът е
използването на заглавни етикети стилизирани според
настройките по подразбиране на браузъра. Примерно
използване на заглавен етикет h4 вместо h2, заради нуждата от
по-малък размер на заглавието, тъй като размерът на заглавния
таг h4 по подразбиране е по-малък от този на h2. Йерархичната
структура на документа трябва да е приоритет в използването
на заглавията в уеб сайтовете.
На фиг. 5 е показан пример за качествено типографско
оформление на уеб страница с използване на ясна визуална
йерархия на основните структурни елементи на текста –
заглавия подзаглавия и абзаци.

3. Заключение
Категоричното разделяне на основните структурни
елементи на текста – заглавия, подзаглавия и абзаци е един от
водещите фактори за прегледност на композицията на уеб
типографията. Като резултат от разгледаните отделни
структурни части на текста в уеб дизайна може да се стигне до
извода, че водещото в оформлението на онлайн текста трябва
да е ясната визуална йерархия. Добре оформения текст с ясно
разграничени раздели – заглавия и абзаци е привлекателен за
читателите и спомага за по-висока четливост на уеб
типографията.
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Фиг. 5 Личния сайт на американския уеб дизайнер Джейсън Санта
Мария е образец за ясно типографско оформление и визуална йерархия
на структурните елементи на текста [7]
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Abstract: This work presents the results of an analysis of the main expected potential problems that may occur in the
implementation of the INDUSTRY - 4.0 reform. It is proved that the pace and level of development of this reform will
largely be determined by the effectiveness of the used mechatronic systems.
It has also been established that as a result of systematic miniaturization of the nodes of radio-electronic equipment
and microelectronic equipment and microelectronic technology, the main problem of these reforms and the
implementation of complex technological processes is instrumental support, especially cutting micro-tools. Therefore,
the examples of these micro-tools show methods for improving their performance characteristics.
Ключевие слова: “Индустрия – 4.0”, мехатронные системы, микроинструменты для электротехнической
промышленности, оптимизация геометрических параметров сверл.
использования суперсовременных мехатронных систем
[1,9,10,11].
Результаты первых трех революций были общие и
применяемые для всех стран, для каждого предприятия
и, практически, для каждого человека. Однако, процесс
развития
4
–
ой
революции
и
степень
последовательного использования результатов ее
отдельных этапов на практике будет иметь
своеобразный
характер
для
разных отраслей
промышленности. Конечно основные принципы будут
общие, но поскольку каждая конкретная отрасль имеет
свои специальные современные, многооперационные и
многопараметрические
технологии
для
их
проэктирования
и
управления
нужны
будут
специальные знания и индивидуальный подход.
Для создания вышеупомянутых мехатронных систем,
которые определяют уровень и темп развития реформы
«Индустрия
4.0»
требуется
высокоточное
технологическое
оборудование
и
специальные
микроинструменты разного назначения.
Нами еще в 90-ых годах прошлого столетия сделано
классификация всех основных микроинструментов,
применяемых на предприятиях микроэлектроники и
микроэлектронной технологии, которие делятся на три
основние группи: режущие, монтажние и сборочние. В
каждой группе входят подгруппы с разными
типоразмерами
инструментов
и
конкретными
областями их применения[12,13,14].
Для существенного повышения надежности микросхем
и соответственно конечной продукции обязательно
надо отметит еще одну группу микроинструментов
контролные инструменты - приспособления, которые
дают нам возможность до посадки на печатную плату
проверить все эксплуатационные характеристики уже
готовой и в корпусе вставленной закрытой микросхемы
и на специальных стендах исследовать стабилност этих
характеристик в широком диапазоне изменения
электрических, механических и теплових нагрузок.
Нами запроектированы, изготовлени, испытаны и
запатентованы
несколько
вариантов
таких
приспособлении для разных типоразмеров микросхем и

1. Введение и постановка задачи
На сегодняшний день уже практически каждый
научный сотрудник в любой стране знает и однозначно
признанно, что в начале XXI века весь мир находится
на рубеже четвертой научно – технической революции,
которая фундаментально должна поменять стиль и
уровень мышления т.е. правила жизни каждого
человека и особенно молодого поколения во всех
странах мира. Это обусловлено тем, что по
утверждению
многих
ученых
и
авторов
широкопрофилных
исследований
по
изучению
состоянии необходимых условий для обеспечения
достойной встречи таких крупных реформ предстоящее
изменение оценивается как самая комплексная и
масштабная в истории всего человечества. Она будет
проходить под сокращенным названием “Индустрия –
4.0”[1].
В период первой индустриальной революции, которая
продолжалась дольше, чем два века для механизации
отдельных
операций
промышленности
были
использованы вода и пар. В результате второй
революции на основе применения электроэнергии были
созданы массовые производства многих изделий по
разным направлениям народного хозяйства. Во время
третьей
революции
с
помощью
применения
электронных
и
информационных
технологий
производственные
процессы
стали
автоматизированными. А сейчас, на основе результатов
третьей революции развивается четвертая революция,
которая опирается на цифровых технологиях,
разработка которых была начата еще во второй
половине прошлого века. Она подразумевает слияние
нескольких современных технологий и исчезновение
всяких границ между физических, цифровых и
биологических сфер, т.е создание кибер – физических
систем[2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9].
Иными словами конечной целью реформы «Индустрия
4.0» является: полная автоматизация и дистанционное
управление сложных технологических процессов и
административно-финансовых
операции
путем
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печатных плат. При этом зона разрушения находится в
поблизости конца спиральной канавки.
Предусматривая
массовость
производственных
процессов изготовления печатных плат, хотя бы
незначительное повышение стойкости, в том числе
хрупкой стойкости микросверл и соответственно
повышение производительности процессов сверления,
может дать значительный экономический эффект.
Исследовательские работы с целью повышения
стойкости
твердосплавных
микросверл
и
производительности процесса глубокого сверления
пакета печатных плат были проведены в лаборатории
прецизионных
микроинструментов
департамента
«Производственные
технологий
инженерной
механики» Грузинского технического университета в
тесном
сотрудничестве
со
специалистами
Магдебургского технического университета им. Отто
Фон Гурике (Германия).
Исследования были начаты изучением характера
изменения силовых показателей – крутящего момента и
осевого усиления в зависимости от глубины и режимов
сверления пакета печатных плат из стеклотекстолита.
Для измерения осевого усилия был изготовлен прибор
на основе известных методов и существующих
аналогов, измеряющим элементом, которого является
система тензодатчиков, смонтированная на упругом
корпусе (см. рис. 1).

их корпусов. Создана даже технологическая оснастка,
штампи и пресформы, для их производства.
После тестирования и отборов микросхем такими
методамы можно практически исключить досрочных в
слючанных
отказов
сложных
микросхем
и
дорогостоящих оборудовании и приборов во время
эксплуатации,
что
обеспечивает
большой
экономический эффект. Конструкции и принцип
работы вышеуказанных всех типов микроинструментов
будут подобно доложены при презентации.
Все эти инструменты применяются достаточно в
большом количестве, так как значительная часть
современной техники, начиная от бытового и
заканчивая
космической
аппаратурой,
является
совокупностью механических узлов, гидро и пневмо
аппаратуры и микроэлектронных блоков или целых
систем управления, то есть представляет собой
сложную мехатронную систему. Для их изготовления
требуется осуществление многих технологических
операций разного профиля.
Однако, следует отметить, что среди них многократно в
большом
количестве
исползуются
режущие
микроинтсрументы, особенно спиральные сверла. Это
вызвано тем, что в процессе производства узлов
мехатронных систем нередко возникает необходимость
обработки отверстий малых диаметров (около 1 мм и
меньше), особенно на деталях гидро и пневмо
аппаратуры.
Что
касается
производства
микроэлектронных узлов, в технологических процессах
изготовления базовых деталей – печатных плат,
значительную часть работ приходит на операциях
сверления огромного количества отверстий малого
диаметра.
Для получения отверстий в печатных платах
применяются разные методы, однако практика
показала, что самым приемлемым методом, особенно
при обработке многослойных печатных плат с
последующей металлизации поверхностей отверстий,
до сегодняшнего дня является метод сверления.
Сверление осуществляют микросверлами из твѐрдого
сплава,
оптимальные
значения
геометрических
параметров которых установлены многократными
экспериментами
и
опытами
соответствующих
производств. В частности: оптимальный передний угол
и соответственно угол наклона спиральной канавки
составляет примерно 300, а задний угол 180. Их
перетачивают через каждое 1000 отверстие и
рассчитаны на 3-4 переточку.
Производство
печатных
плат
это
массовое
производство,
где
с
целью
увеличения
производительности осуществляется сверление пакета,
составленной из несколько пластин, то есть происходит
глубокое сверление, где глубина сверления превышает
к диаметру 8÷10 раз.
Простои
дорогостоящего
технологического
оборудования, особенно в массовом производстве
связаны со значительными экономическими потерями.
В производстве печатных плат простой связан не
только с предусмотренной заменой инструмента с
целью их переточки, но и непредусмотренной,
вызванной хрупкими разрушениями даже до первой
переточки.
Вероятность
хрупкого
разрушения
значительно растет при глубоком сверлении пакета

Рис. 1. Прибор для измерения осевого усилия.

Рис. 2. Прибор для измерения крутящего момента.

Что касается измерения крутящего момента, то
в нашем случае существующий косвенный метод, при
котором измерение осуществляют с помощью
измерения мощности процесса резания непригоден, так
как при сверлений микросверлами паказатели
мощности настолько нызкие что зафиксировать его
изминения практически невазможен. Поэтому нужно
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использовать такой метод, который даст возможность
измерить непосредственно крутящий момент, при этом
с высокой точностью. С этой целью нами был
спроектирован и изготовлен специальный прибор (см.
рис. 2), в котором стол заготовок для сверления
установлен на оси, имеющий возможность углового
поворота. Со своей сторони, ось стола оснашен лиской,
плоскость которого проходит на оси симметрии и
определенным плечом воздеиствует на упругий
измерительный елемент. В качестве измерительного
элемента здесь тоже применяется смонтированная на
упругом корпусе система
тензодатчиков высокой
точносты измерения (чувствителность 0,1 грамм).
Эксперименты проводились сверлами из
твердого сплава марки ВК6ОМ диаметром  0,9 мм

Рис. 4. График изменения осевого усилия для
стандартных свёрл

длинной рабочей части l  10мм. Передний угол и
соответственно угол наклона спиральной канавки

  300 ,

Нужно отметит, что резкое падение осевого
усилия на участках глубины 2-3 и 5-6 (см. рис. 4)
обусловлено
отсутствием
на
этих
участках
обрабатываемой заготовки медного слоя.
Главным фактором повышения вероятности
хрупкого разрушения режущего инструмента из этих
двух силовых показателей может стать не рост осевого
усилия, а более прогрессивное увеличение крутящего
момента,
так
как
прочностные
показатели
твердосплавных материалов на сжатие значительно
превышают показателей на кручение.
Ускорение процесса стружкоудаления из зоны
резания способствовало бы уменьшению сил трения и
соответственно повышению надежности процесса
сверления. Проблему удаления стружки при сверлении
глубоких отверстии в разных случаях решают разными
путями. Например, при сверлении сверлами крупных
размеров это осуществляют методом вымывания с
помощью смазочно-охлаждающей жидкости, который
подаѐтся в отверстие через каналы, выполненной в
самом теле сверла. В других случаях, когда размеры
сверл не дают возможность подачи охлаждающей
жидкости вышеуказанным методом, с целью удаления
стружки применяют прерывистый метод сверления,
при котором после просверления определенной
глубины периодически осуществляется отвод сверла из
отверстия быстрым ходом.
Применение этих методов в нашем случае
неприемлем т.к. во первых дело имеем с
микросверлами и при этом применение смазочноохлаждающей жидкости в производстве печатных плат
не допустимо. Нецелесообразен и метод прерывистого
сверления, так как это привело-бы сильному падению
производительности.
При
обработке
глубоких
отверстии микросверлами ускоряющим фактором
удаления стружки может стать увеличение шага
спиральной канавки, то есть уменьшение угла наклона,
но это привело бы к ухудшению условий резания из-за
уменьшения переднего угла сверла.

задний угол составлял 180.

Осуществлялось сверление пакета печатных
плат из стеклотекстолита толщиной 1,6 мм
составленной из 5 пластин с общей толщиной 8 мм
Сверление заготовок осуществлялось на
разных режимах резания и через каждый 1мм глубины
фиксировались показания измерительных приборов.
Результаты экспериментов показаны на рис. 3 и 4.
Из этих результатов явно видно, что, как и ожидалось,
силовые
нагрузки
с
увеличением
глубины
прогрессивно растут. При этом если осевое усилие
растет приблизительно в 1,5 раза, то величина
крутящего момента увеличивается в 3÷4 раза.
Ставится вопрос, чем вызван такой рост силовых
показателей? Условия резания у режущей кромки
сверла с увеличением глубины не меняется.
Единственной причиной этого может быть увеличение
площади контакта абразивной стружки с поверхностью
обработанного отверстия и возникшего от него сил
трения.

Рис. 3. График изменения крутящего момента для
стандартных свёрл

  30 0.

  30 0.
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Если конструкцию сверла выполнить таким
образом, что у вершины сохранить максимально
эффективный для процесса резания передний угол и
соответственно угол ω, а в направлении конца
спиральной канавки постепенно уменьшить его
значение, то есть спиральную канавку нарезать с
переменным углом наклона и постепенно увеличить
его шаг, это привело бы к ускорению процесса
стружкоудаления и облегчению условии сверления.
На рис. 5 показана схема сверла с переменным
углом наклона спиральной канавки, где угол наклона
канавки у вершины сверла ω0, а в конце рабочей части
ω1. Ширина канавки в сечении перпендикулярной
канавки Bn по всей длине не меняется, но меняется в
торцевом сечении и у вершины составляет:

BTo 

Изготовление
таких
сверл
связано
с
определенными сложностями. При изготовлении
стандартных сверл с постоянным углом наклона
спиральной канавки специальное приспособление
осуществляет взаимное согласование двух движении –
вращения заготовки сверла и его перемещение в осевом
направлении таким образом, что на каждый оборот
заготовка равномерно перемещается на один шаг
спирали. В случае переменного шага осевая подача
осуществляется с определенным ускорением, так, что
обеспечивается равномерное уменьшение угла наклона
спиральной канавки по всей длине нарезки. Из-за этого
нам пришлось модернизировать оборудование и в
кулачковом механизме подачи кулачок с Архимедовой
спиралью
сменить
кулачком с
профилю,
изготовленный по нашим расчетам, исходящей из
закона изменения угла наклона и соответственно шага
спиралной канавки сверла. Кроме этого, из-за
переменного угла наклона спиральной канавки, при
вышлифовке таких канавок обязательно нужно в
процессе
обработки
менять
ориентацию шлифовального круга относительно к оси
заготовки сверла соответственно к изменению угла
наклона канавки. Это можно осуществлять двумя
способами: при неподвижной оси шлифовального
шпинделя поворачивать ось шпинделя заготовки
вокруг точки пересечения этих осей на величину угла

Bn
Bn
, а в конце рабочей части BT 1 
cos 1
cos 0

.

  0  1 ,

Меняется и полезное торцевое сечение сверла,
значение которого у вершины:

So 

(2)
где

2S n
Пd 2

4
cos 0

0 1 ,

формуле:

канавки

 х  текущая координата

сверла, К   величина
изменения угла наклона спиральной канавки на 1мм
длины режущей части сверла.
Принципиальная
схема
такого
модернизированного приспособления с рычажным
механизмом поворота показана на рис. 6. Нужно
отметит, что с целю достижения более высокой
точности взамен рычажного механизма можно
применять зубчато-реечную пару [15, 16, 17, 18].
Приспособление для вишлифовки спиральных
канавок в сторону заготовки сверла 1 установлено на
оси вращения 2, смонтированной на столе заточного
станка - 3Д642. При этом, ось поворота
приспособления обязательно должен проходить на
длины

в

перпендикулярном сечении, d–диаметр рабочей части
сверла.
Если учтѐм, что

по

наклона у вершины сверла,

2S n
Пd 2

4
cos 1

S n  площадь

оставить

х  0   х  К ,
где  х  текущая величина угла наклона,  0  угол

определяется

а в конце рабочей части:

S1 

неподвижным

ось шпинделя
заготовки
и
поворачивать
ось
шлифовального шпинделя.
Исходя из конструктивных соображений нами
предпочтение было отдано первому варианту и в
процессе модернизации оборудования был оснащѐн
дополнительным
механизмом
поворота,
обеспечивающим при нарезании спиральных канавок,
поворот оси заготовки сверла относительно к
плоскости вращения шлифовального круга на величину
угла   0  1. Текущая величина угла наклона

Рис. 5. Схема сверла с переменным углом наклона
спиральной канавки, А-А – сечение сверла плоскости
перпендикулярной его оси: I - Полезная плошадь сверла,
II – профиль конавки.
B-B – сечение сверла в плоскости
перпендикулярной спиралных канавок: III - Полезная
плошадь сверла, IV –профиль конавки.

(1)

или

то получается, что в

направлении конца рабочей части полезное сечение
сверла усиливается. То есть такие сверла по сравнению
с стандартными должны выдержать повышенные
нагрузки.
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заготовки и началного угла у вершини сверла ω 0 в
определенном диапазоне. Благодаря этому нами были
сконструированы и изготовлены опытные образцы
сверл с разнимы диапазонамы изменения угла наклона
спиральной
канавки:
  30  170 ,   35  200 ,

точку "О" пересечения оси заготовки сверла и
вертикальной оси симметрии шлифовального круга 3,
заправленной соотведственно профилю спиралной
канавки сверла. Другой конец приспособления
опирается на круговое направляющее 4. Поворот
осуществляется рычажным механизмом, опорный ось 5
которого неподвижно установлен на основании 6
приспособления. При осевом перемещении верхней
салазки 7 и соответственно заготовки сверла, жестко
связанный с ним палец 8 поворачивает правое плечо
рычага 9. Левое плечо рычага связано с пальцем 10,
неподвижно смонтированным на столе станка. Таким
образом, поворот рычага вызывает поворот всей
конструкции приспособления. При этом, элементы
рычажного механизма рассчитаны так, что при осевой
подаче заготовки сверла на величину длинны винтовой
нарезки приспособление поворачивается на величину
изменения угла наклона спиральной канавки

  40  220 , и   43  230.
На всех этих свѐрлах были проведены такие –
же эксперименты, как на стандартных. Результаты
экспериментов для свѐрл   30  17 0 и   35  20 0
показаны на фиг. 7, 8, 9, 10.

  0 1.

Рис. 7. График изменения крутящего момента для свѐрл

  30  17 0.

Рис. 6. Принципиальная схема механизма поворота оси
заготовки сверла относительно к плоскости
шлифовального
круга
при
вышлифовке
спиральной канавки с переменным углом наклона.

Для этого рассчитывается расстояние между левим
неподвижним пальцем и осю поворота приспособления
по формуле:

R l
Где

l

Рис. 8. График изменения осевого усилия для свѐрл

  30  17 0.
Анализ этих графиков показывает следующее:
для свѐрл   30  17 0 показатели осевого усилия почти
не отличаются от стандартного сверла   30 что так,
и ожидалось, так как у этих сверл одинаковый
передний угол и соответственно, условия резания у
режущей кромки. Что касается величин крутящего
момента, они на сверле   30  17 0 в зависимости от
режимов резания занижены на 12-16%-ов.

Lл 360

L п 2

- длинна спиральной нарезки сверла, мм;

Lл - длинна левого плеча рычага;

Lп

- длинна правого плеча рычага;

 - величина изменения угла наклона
спиральных канавок сверла.
В конструкций приспособления заложени также возможности регулировки величини осевой подачи
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свѐрлами с переменным углом наклона спиральной
канавки   30  17 0. Эксперименты были продолжены
до поломки сверл. При этом через каждый 200
отверстии проверялись силовые показатели, которые с
увеличением износа режущей кромки постепенно
увеличиваются. После 1000 отверстий проверку
осуществляли через каждый 100 отверстий, так как
повышается вероятность поломки сверла. На
протяжении всей серии экспериментов для обоих типов
сверл почти одинаковыми оставались показатели
износа режущей кромки и осевого усилия. Что касается
крутящего момента, его значения на стандартных

Рис. 9. График изменения крутящего момента для
свѐрл

свѐрлах   30 0 всегда превышали показателей свѐрл с
переменным углом наклона спиральной канавки

  35  20 0.

  30  17 0.

Рис. 10. График изменения осевого усилия для
свѐрл

  35  20 0.

Для свѐрл   35  20 показатели осевого
усилия сравнительно занижены, так как передний угол
увеличен на 5%-ов и этим облегчен процесс резания, но
величина крутящего момента с увеличением глубины
сверления растут более интенсивно и превышают
показателей обоих предыдущих образцов. Ясно, что
занижение показателей крутящего момента на свѐрлах
0

Рис. 11. График изменения крутящего момента
для сверла   40  22 0.

  30  17 0 по сравнению со стандартными свѐрлами
  30 0 обусловлено постепенным увеличением шага
спиральной канавки и соответственно уменьшением
площади контакта образованной стружки со стенками
обрабатываемого отверстия. Увеличение угла наклона
и соответственно уменьшение шага спирали на свѐрлах

  35  200 опять вызывает обратный процесс –
показатели
крутящего
момента
интенсивно
повышаются.
При сверлении свѐрлами   40  22 0 и

Рис. 12. График изменения осевого усилия для сверла

  40  22 0.

  43  230 эти силовые показатели относительно

Статистика показала, что поломка стандартных
свѐрл   30 0 происходит от 1200 до 1300 отверстий, а
0
свѐрл с переменным углом   30  17 от – 1400 до –
1500.

занижены (см. рис. 11-12), что объясняется
улучшением условий резания из-за значительного (580-ов) увеличения переднего угла у режущей кромки.
Однако уменьшение угла заострения при дальнейшей
эксплуатации вызывает увеличение интенсивности
износа, и они без переточки доходят лишь до 600-800
отверстий.
Очевидно, что для получения более ясной
картины нужно было продолжать сравнителъние
эксперименты между стандартными свѐрлами   300 и

В настоящее время подобные эксперименты
для выявления эффективности свѐрл с изменяемым
углом наклона спиральной канавки проводятся при
обработке широко используемых в промышленности
металлических материалов, как например титановые и
алюминиевые сплавы и цветные метали с разными
физико – механическими свойствами.
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ВЫВОДЫ
 Установлено, что темп развития реформы “
ИНДУСТРИЯ – 4.0” в сильной степенны
зависит от эффективности эксплатационных
характеристик использованных мехатронных
систем.
 Доказано, что выходные характеристики
отдельных узлов используемых мехатронных
систем
можно
существенно
улучшить
оптимизацией конструктивно-геометрических
параметров и процессов их изготовления.
Например
стойкость
твердосплавных
прецизионных спиральных сверл рабочим
диаметром меньше 1 мм и производительность
сверления печатных плат можно увеличить
минимум на 20-25%-ов.
 Путем
оптимизации
геометрических
параметров
твердосплавных
микросверл
можно
значительно улучшить процесс
стружкообразавания и их свободное удаление
из зоны резания при сверлении печатных плат,
что положительно влияет на качество
обработанной поверхности и в последствии ее
металлизацию.
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Annotation. The article presents the structure of the aircraft repair industry in Ukraine. It is proved that the main customer of aircraft
construction and aircraft repair enterprises are air carriers, which determine the demand for the services of aircraft repair enterprises. The
features of aircraft repair enterprises and their economic and financial condition are considered. The problems, conditions and directions of
development, as well as the prospects of the aircraft repair industry are clarified. The problems affecting the investment activity of the
industry are identified. The investment directions for further development of aircraft repair enterprises are proposed.
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There were 33 domestic airlines operated on the passenger
and freight market in 2016. According to the statistics, during the
year, 66,300 commercial flights were performed (by 2015 – 74.8
thousand). The number of passengers carried decreased by 2.7
percent compared to the previous year and amounted to 6302.7
thousand people. The volume of cargo and mail was 69.1 thousand
tons (in 2015 - 78.7 thousand tons) [2].
Air carriers occupy a significant part of the aviation industry,
which established international relations during the Ukrainian
independence. They have access to foreign and domestic financial
assets and competitive advantages in the Ukrainian market. Air
carriers, as an institution that directly interacts with the population
and has access to national savings, is the main customer of aviation
and aircraft repair enterprises. It determines the demand for AREs
services and is one of the factors of pricing in the market of aircraft
repair services.

1. Introduction
Aircraft repair enterprises (AREs) in Ukraine are not going
through the best times today, because the outdated material and
technical base, focus on repairing airplanes manufactured in the
USSR, the lack of innovation and international certification provoke
loss of production and the hopelessness of development. In the
process of management of the AREs, the problems of renewal of
fixed assets, the development of international innovation
technologies, the diversification of production (primarily, the
development of repair of aircraft produced by foreign companies)
are put forward.
Analysis of the structure, volume and dynamics of growth of
world aviation market leads to active development of the aircraft
maintenance market, with the annual growth rate of approximately
3-5%. The main indicators of the current state and the forecast of
dynamics and structure of the world aircraft maintenance market by
types of works are given in the Table 2.

2. The Structure of the Aircraft Repair Industry
in Ukraine

Table 1 Dynamics and Structure of the World Market of
Aircraft Maintenance Services [1]
Works
related to
maintenance
Linear forms
of maintenance
Repair and
restoration of
aircraft assets
Severe forms of
maintenance,
repair and
modification
Engine
maintenance
and repair
Total

2008
billion
%
dollars

Years
2013
billion
dollars

%

Historically, the AREs of Ukraine have highly skilled
personnel, scientific and technical potential, with an expanded
infrastructure. The Ukrainian aviation and repair industry includes
13 factories of industrial value today (Figure 1). Soviet-made
aircraft and their repair technology are not only obsolete, but also
physically unsuitable for use. This tendency reflects the dependence
of the aircraft repair industry on state policy and the aviationbuilding industry.
Therefore, there is a need to find new customers and enter
international markets, expand services, introduce innovative
technologies for repair and modernization of aircraft.
Today 89 private enterprises have been certified by the
Ministry of Transport and Communications of Ukraine for
maintenance and repair of airplanes [3]. Mostly repair of aircraft
such companies is their additional activities and production scale
have no national significance. An example of private enterprises is
the CJSC "Ukrainian Aviation and Technical Center" (JSC UATC).
A significant part of the industry is under the jurisdiction of
the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine. According to studies conducted
on the economic condition of military aircraft repair companies,
they are not only profitable but also implement strategic
modernization and development programs. This is due to significant
state support, which is being implemented through government
contracts, privileges and subsidies, certification for export services,
as well as a significant volume of foreign orders (mostly from Asian
countries that have Soviet-made aircraft).

2018
billion
%
dollars

8,1

17,96

9,9

17,68

12,1

17,64

8,7

19,29

10,7

19,11

13,1

19,10

9,6

21,29

11,9

21,25

14,1

20,55

18,8

41,69

23,6

42,14

29,2

42,57

45,1

100,00

56,0

100,00

68,6

100,00

In Ukraine, 78 aviation organizations engaged in
transportation or aeronautical chemical works were registered in
January 2017. Almost a third of carriers specialize exclusively in
passenger transportation. According to experts, more than 85% of
passenger traffic is carried out on regular flights and only 15% – on
charter flights, with the freight traffic the opposite is the case –
almost 90% is on charter flights.
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functions. We distinguish the following features of the AREs
activity:
- focus on the restoration and modernization of existing
aircraft;
- large scale production, the need for an expanded
infrastructure;
- the long-term nature of the production cycle and
investments;
- significant depreciation and, in addition, high level of wear
and tear of fixed assets;
- a significant proportion of state-owned enterprises, which
are an obstacle to private investment;
- dependence on national development and GDP;
- defined market niches of enterprises provoking low
competition within the country and competitiveness in foreign
markets;
- needs for innovative development, mastering of repairs and
obtaining certificates for the repair of foreign aircrafts.
The need for AREs activity depends on the state of the aircraft
and the financial capabilities of their owners. According to
statistics, the general level of depreciation of fixed assets of the
Ukrainian enterprises is 45-50%, and in the transport sector - 5060% [5], while the tendency to increase the proportion of wear and
tear remains. That is, the need for upgraded aircraft and their
modernization is relevant to the aviation industry.
Another factor necessary for the development of the aircraft
repair industry is a powerful production base, formed over the years
of the USSR. By that time, a large proportion of the AREs of the
USSR was in Ukraine, and they serviced the entire aviation industry
of the USSR. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the AREs
failed to find a market corresponded to the existing production
capacity. Today, the development of the aircraft industry and the
policy of the Ukrainian government open up new perspectives to the
AREs. Also, Ukraine is actively moving into international air
transport markets, which provokes an increase in demand for
aircraft repair services. In order to meet the demand of Ukrainian
AREs, there is a lack of international certification for the repair of
foreign-made aircraft. This direction of development is also
promising, since most air transportation is carried out on foreignmade aircraft.

Aircraft Repair Industry
of Ukraine
State Enterprises
Civilian Plants

Military Plants

Private enterprises
Limited
Liability
Partnerships

Joint
Partnerships

Subsidiaries
of Airlines

Subsidiaries
Of Airports

Figure 1 Structure of Aircraft Repair Industry of Ukraine

3. Financial and Economic Condition and
Features of Aircraft Repair Enterprises
Civil aviation repair companies are in poor condition because
they are state-owned and have no economic independence or proper
funding. At the same time, the lack of orders for aircraft repair
provokes an enforced idleness and unprofitable production.
However, the Strategy of the aviation industry development
by 2020, worked out by the Government of Ukraine [4], can
increase the potential of enterprises by:
- increasing financing;
- corporatization and establishment of associations on a
corporate basis;
- the transition to mass production of airplanes and other
aviation equipment with the creation of a wide range of their
modifications, in particular, the aircraft Antonov An-3, An-32, An38, An-140, An-74, An-148, An-124, An-70, which in the future
will increase the production of AREs;
- privatization of aviation industry enterprises taking into
account the specifics of the industry and preserving the state
influence on making strategic decisions.
The main characteristic of the AREs is to provide and restore
the airworthiness of fixed assets (in particular, aircraft) in the
aviation industry, which is carried out by repair works or
modernization of the aircrafts, and the development and production
of facilities for the implementation of the main production

Table 2 Indicators of Financial and Economic Activity of Aircraft Repair Enterprises, Ukraine, 2016

Units
№

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

Indicators
The capital of the
enterprise
Production capacity of the
enterprise
The average number of fulltime employees
The payroll of full-time
employees actually
The average monthly
wage actually
Production volumes
(rendered services) at
current prices
Sales of products (goods,
works, services) for the
reporting period
Net Sales of products
(goods, works, services)

9

Cost of Goods Sold

10

Net Profits for the
Reporting Period

SE
SE
"Konotop
SE
"Chuguev
Aircraft
"Plant
Aircraft
Repair Plant
410 CA"
Repair Plant"
"Aviakom"

SE
"Zaporizhzhya
State Aircraft
Repair Plant
"MiG repair"

SE
"Lutsk
Repair
Plant
"Motor"

SE
"Lviv State
Aircraft
Repair
Plant"

SE
"Nikolaev
Aircraft
Repair
Plant
"Narp"

SE
"Odessa
Aircraft
Plant"

thousand
UAH

901243,0

58152,0

357282,0

290440,0

785597,0

289999,0

209964,0

205634,0

%

90,4

87,0

50,0

71,0

109,0

90,0

85,0

74,6

persons

927,0

288

1022,0

670,0

1093,0

904,0

611,0

777,0

thousand
UAH

119378,2

12213,2

86429,0

66841,7

131387,4

92562,0

50872,8

73449,1

UAH

10731,6

3533,9

7047,4

8313,6

10017,3

8532,6

6938,5

7877,4

thousand
UAH

608092,0

67773,0

532809,0

272199,0

1058773,5

276720,0

340170,0

250101,0

thousand
UAH

733756,0

61528,0

528542,0

286788,0

661633,0

348101,0

357295,0

240328,0

733756,0

59400,0

500712,0

265531,0

636940,0

311777,0

348368,0

220089,0

428292,0

33277,0

199940,0

127395,0

199672,0

221415,0

130333,0

128915,0

100335,0

8315,0

150208,0

65057,0

49985,0

13942,0

83582,0

6818,0

thousand
UAH
thousand
UAH
thousand
UAH
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4. Terms of Aircraft
Development in Ukraine

Repair

Ukraine cannot be called favorable. It is characterized by general
instability of legislation, underdevelopment of the banking system
and the stock market, etc. In order to assess the current innovative
climate in Ukraine, it is necessary to take into account the
international business rankings and competitiveness of the national
economy of our country by the main indicators [7].
The main problems of investing in modern market conditions
and proposed ways to solve them are given in Table 3.
The conducted research on the investment market of aviation
repair industry showed that the level of general economic
development and the state of the political and legislative climate
had the greatest impact on the development of investment activity.
The factors contributing to overcoming or reducing the risks for
investors in Ukraine include [8]:
the level of development of productive forces and the state of
the investment market;
legislative framework; political will of all branches of
government;
state of the financial and credit system of the country;
the status of a foreign investor and the investment activity of
the population.
Under conditions of economic instability, state support for the
implementation of investment projects for the development of
priority industries (industrial policy) is important, as well as the
introduction of economic regulators to intensify domestic
investment activity.

Enterprises

In general, the aviation industry in Ukraine has a great
potential for development, which has been inherited since the Soviet
Union. It consists not only of aircraft factories, but also of personnel
and a highly developed scientific base for the industry. Involving
and using them as effectively as possible is a goal that will help
raise not only the industry, but also numerous research institutions,
fundamental science. Today it is necessary to modernize the
equipment, update the material and technical base, switch to
energy-saving production, and improve existing methods of
managing airlines.
Consequently, the main possibilities (Figure 2) that will
ensure the development of the AREs in Ukraine are:

Development of Aircraft
Repair Enterprises in Ukraine

PREREQUISITES

DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTIONS

POSSIBILITIES

Obsolescence of fixed
assets

Upgrading and modernization of production
facilities

Implementation
and development
of innovative
technologies

Availability of the developed infrastructure
High level of
professional training

Meeting the demand for
aircraft repair of customers-participants of the
international market

Stability of work
and production
load of AREs

Table 3 Problems and Prospects of Investing in the Aircraft
Repair Industry

Large-scale production
Need for international
certification
Lack of full economic
independence from
the state
Economic dependence
on aircraft
manufacturers
Policy to revitalize the
aviation industry

Certification of AREs
services
Focusing on innovative
technologies and
modernization of aircraft

Existing
Problems

Access to international markets

Narrow range of
investment
projects

Development of
related activities

Service agreements

Preservation of
existing
capacities

Transition to market
economy (change of
ownership)

Obtaining
economic
independence

Partner search
problem

stimulates
restrains

Figure 2 Conditions for Development of Aircraft Repair
Enterprises in Ukraine [6]

Lack of adequate
funding

1. Updating and modernizing the existing production base.
2. The preservation of AREs infrastructure, formed in the
USSR, and its modernization.
3. Economic interdependence with aircraft manufacturers will
reduce the cost of certification and will ensure the stability of the
AREs.
4. Passage of international certification, which will allow
repairing aircraft of foreign production.
5. The policy of activating the production of Ukrainian
aircraft.
6. Production of Ukrainian equipment and components to
ensure the production process and reduce its cost.
7. Use of international experience in the management of
enterprises.

Proposed Activities to
Address Problems
Financing of scientific and
technical developments
Legal protection of
intellectual property
Product differentiation
Entering the international
market
International certification
and compliance with
international market
conditions
Participation in international
exhibitions and forums
Providing economic
independence
Implementation of public
credit system
Opening access of private
investors and creditors to
participate in financing of
enterprises
Government funding and
development programs

Prospects for
Development
Enhancing
capacity of
aviation industry

Development of
domestic
aviation market

Growing
financial
capacity

Investment expectations are conditioned by the understanding
of the urgent need for expanding production volumes, updating the
existing material and technical base, innovation development,
implementation of long-term programs with long payback periods.
The volume of attracted investments is one of the main
characteristics of economic activity as separate economic entities
and the state as a whole, taking into account that the investment
climate is determined primarily by the political and economic
situation in the country.
The described situation defines the main ways for the
development of investment activity of the ARЕs, which include:
- growth of foreign investors’ activity and increase of the
share of their investments in aviation sphere;
- growth of investment activity of domestic AREs, provoked
by the needs for the physical and moral renewal of fixed assets;
- development of the financial and credit system and private
lending;

5. The Main Problems of Investing in Aircraft
Repair Companies
To determine trends in investment activity, the ARЕs will
investigate the factors that affect it. The first step is to analyze the
investment climate, in which ARЕs function. Investment climate in
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- activation of insurance relations, which positively influence
the development of investment attractiveness of Ukrainian ARЕs,
minimizing investment risks.
In general, today there are negative trends in the investment
sphere of Ukraine's economy due to military actions in the East of
the country and the instability of the national economy, which led to
decrease in production volumes, instability and riskiness of the
currency and financial markets, rising unemployment and fall in
household incomes. However, the market demand for AREs
services requires finding ways out of a crisis and opens prospects
for the industry.
The study of the resource availability of APEs in Ukraine and
their structure (by classifying the resources that can participate in
investment activities) shows that enterprises have significant
material resources. The amount of resources that AREs can use in
investing activities are determined by the following factors:
1. Need for resources, determined by the investment strategy
of the enterprise.
2. The amount of funding that affects the attraction of a
resource to the investment process.
3. Availability of substitute resources, which allows for the
formulation of alternative projects or identifies the alternative cost
of the project.
Therefore, the investment resources of the ARЕs include all
non-financial resources of the enterprise, and some of financial
resources – net profit and depreciation fund (internal resources), as
well as available borrowed and attracted funds (external resources).
The basis of AREs investment resources is financial resources,
while enterprises use their own funds.
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6. Conclusions
Insufficient state support is a major factor among the political
factors. There is no basic state policy for Ukrainian airlines in a
difficult competitive environment. The weak point is also a
discrepancy legislation of Ukraine in the field of air transport to
international and European standards, including the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), the European Union, the
European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC), and the European
Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation (EUROCONTROL).
Gradual displacement of a domestic air carrier to foreigners is due
to weak state regulation of competition in the aviation market.
The research of investment strategies of the Ukrainian ARЕs
showed their focus on upgrading production capacities. This
tendency is caused by a high level of depreciation of fixed assets. In
this case, the ARЕs cannot independently ensure the introduction of
innovative technologies. The authors propose to work out the
following directions for investment development of enterprises:
1. Diversification of production (necessarily - development of
repair of foreign manufactured aircraft and development of
technologies for the modernization of domestically manufactured
aircraft).
2. Implementation of energy and resource-saving
technologies.
3. International certification programs.
4. Development of international methods of economic
management and analysis.
For each of these directions, it is expedient to justify an
investment project based on efficiency, compliance with the
investment strategy and the level of the investment potential use,
which in turn will ensure the intensive development of the AREs.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPERATIVE OF INNOVATIVE INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION
ЭКОЛОГИЧЕСКИЙ ИМПЕРАТИВ ИННОВАЦИОННОГО ПРОМЫШЛЕННОГО ПРОИЗВОДСТВА
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Abstract: The parallel functioning of strategies for innovative and sustainable development leads to the emergence of a formal
methodological paradox in the form of increasing negative technological impact on the environment due to the prevalence of economic
criteria for assessing the efficiency of production over social criteria. This paradox determines the permanent growth of products that can be
combined with the concept of waste. To eliminate the methodological paradox, it is necessary to implement the ecological imperative by
greening the legal framework that regulates all stages of the life cycle of innovative products.
KEYWORDS: INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT,
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPERATIVE

TECHNOGENIC

1. Introduction

IMPACTS,

ENVIRONMENT,

WASTE

CONCEPT,

2. Research methods

The development of the global economic system and its various
components (supranational, state, federal, etc.) is carried out with
the combined effect of innovation and sustainable development
strategies. The specific contribution of each strategy to the
development of an economic system of a specific type is determined
by a combination of key factors: material, technological, personnel,
organizational, regulatory legal [1-10]. The value of application
(implementation) of the basic principles of the sustainable
development strategy in a really functioning system that determines
the effective, safe and comfortable functioning of societies is one of
the most important features that determine the prospects of a
progressive socially oriented system of functioning of economic
structures of various subordination, function, form of
ownership [14].
Effective application of cumulative intelligence formed in
various spheres of society activity allows integrating the positive
signs of dynamically developing business entities with a
permanently growing volume of production and an expanding range
of marketable products in order to ensure sustainable growth in
profitability and the basic signs of the practical implementation of
sustainable development strategies that manifest themselves in
increasing the share use of raw materials in the final product, a
decrease in specific energy, upgrading of technologies at all stages
of production and application that make possible the minimization
of negative anthropogenic impact on the environment.
An important role in the production functioning of economic
systems at all levels of the organization belong to current regulatory
legal documentation [12]. At the same time, special attention was
paid to the sphere of waste management, because the practical
implementation of strategies for the sustainable development
proposes the prevention and minimization of negative
anthropogenic impact on the ecosphere. In this impact the material
and energy components determined by the definition of "waste"
have a dominant role.
The effectiveness of improving the management system and the
legal framework for the management of waste and its law
enforcement is determined by methodological approaches to its
formation on the basis of current trends, the development of
production infrastructure adequate to the overall requirements of a
strategy of sustainable and innovative development.
A large number of studies have been devoted to the problem of
normative legal support for the practical implementation of the
basic principles of a sustainable development strategy [1-9]. At the
same time, there is a need to improve methodological approaches to
the development of a legislative framework and its effective
enforcement, aimed at translating the principle of "greening"
legislation [13].
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For the research we used a systematic analysis of the
production, organizational, legal, administrative, social and
environmental factors of the operation of economic systems.
As an object of research we used an industrial enterprises of the
Grodno region, which produce products for various purposes.

3. Results and discussions
Analysis of the concept-categorical apparatus used in the
legislation of the countries of Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS) that regulates the sphere of waste management [1-9] testifies
to the traditional concepts of participants in the economic activity
(the sphere of production) and members of societies (the sphere of
consumption) about the predetermination and inevitability of the
process of the formation of material substances, combined waste
definition. Meanwhile, the essence of the process of waste
generation lies in the initial implementation of a sound
technological impact on raw materials, semi-finished products,
components, which leads to the formation, on the one hand, of
products not used in the final result of labor – products ("production
waste"), and on the other – creates the prerequisites for the
subsequent destruction of this product at the stages of
transportation, storage, operation and maintenance, i.e. the
emergence of "consumer waste". This circumstance makes it
possible to use, in place of the notions of "production waste" and
"consumption waste", the generalized concept of "industrial waste",
which combines the concepts "production waste" and "consumption
waste" within the "product life cycle" and allows the development
of approaches to prevent or reduce the probability the formation of
waste products in the form of products of destruction, wear,
corrosion damage, aging and other effects of operational factors
acting on products obtained in the process of directed technological
impact by optimizing stage of marketing research, development,
production design, testing and certification, warranty and after-sales
service systems.
The current technological paradigm focuses on the parameters
of characteristics of consumer properties of commodity products,
rather than parameters characterizing the amount of waste and their
activity in the negative impact on the environment. This aspect
underscores the need for systematic improvement of the current
normative legal technical documentation in terms of increasing the
level of responsibility for the quality parameters of the products and
the quality parameters of the technological operations used,
estimated according to the criteria of resource intensity, "lowwaste" and environmental safety in various forms.
It goes without saying that "environmental problems are not
problems of the environment but in their genesis and consequences
entirely social problems, human problems, its history, conditions of
its life, its relation to the world and reality, its economic, cultural
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and political views "[10, P. 336]. According to N. N. Moiseev [11]
"... the strategy of the development of mankind has two
components:
1) scientific and technological: in the shortest possible time to
reduce our needs, which should reduce the burden on the biosphere;
2) moral-social – "ecological imperative", which includes a
variety of environmental properties, the changes of which human
activity can not be permissible under any conditions» (are noted by
us – S.A., A.O., B.A.) [10, P. 337].
The implementation of the environmental imperative in real
economic systems is a multifactorial problem. System analysis of
possible directions for solving the problem of handling industrial
waste testifies to the prevailing importance of the economic factor
causing a permanent inefficiently regulated growth in the industrial
production of marketable products of various functional purposes,
including with the predominant use of traditional (routine)
technologies, equipment that are largely unoptimized (unfinished)
processes, leading to an increase in total waste weight in general
used raw materials, intermediate products and auxiliary materials. A
significant part of the traditional technologies mismatch the
requirements of the state energy and resource saving strategy, but it
is used because of the existing system of functioning of economic
systems within the legal framework that does not take into account
the current trends in the sustainable development strategy.
Therefore, as A. Moskvin rightly pointed out, the most
important factor of the progressive negative man-made effect on the
environment is the fact that "... at the present stage of development
in the world economy technologies of incomplete consumption
dominate (are noted by us – S.A., A.O., B.A.), built on the principle
"to extract the most valuable and discard all unnecessary" (are
noted by us – S.A., A.O., B.A.) [15]. The vulgar understanding of
progressive economic development as a process with a permanent
increase in the volume of production and the nomenclature of
commodity output, which dominates the world economic system,
"degenerates into a systematically unremovable economic defect:
the production and use of a commodity product is accompanied by
the production of unclaimed wastes" (are noted by us – S.A., A.O.,
B.A.) [15]. At the same time, the excess production of marketable
products in accordance with the concept of maximum satisfaction of
needs is actually the production of complex waste that requires the
use of expensive special recycling technologies, the use of which is
a negative factor in the economic development of state structures.
A formal paradox is formed in the organization of the life
activity of societies of various levels, which consists in the
economic, technological (production) and consumer (social)
conditionality of the process of formation of unclaimed or excess
(residual) quantities of substances of different composition,
structure and conditions of formation at the stages of extraction,
mineral, artificial and synthetic materials that are products of
geochemical, chemical or biochemical processes, processing and
consumption of commodity products for various purposes, which
are united by the category "waste".
The existing paradigm of the production activity of economic
entities is based on the primacy of the normative technical
documentation (design documentation, technological processes and
regulations, technical conditions, industry and technical standards)
that regulates the production of items with specified quality
parameters and functional consumer characteristics, in relation to
the normative legal documentation that defines parameters of
environmental safety of the production process, application of
various products values and their recycling after depreciation. This
aspect causes a certain delay in the development of modern legal
provisions in the field of the ecological (sustainable) functioning of
industrial production and the effective management of waste
generated at different stages of activity of economic systems and
societies of consumers of marketable products. Meanwhile, as
stated in [16] "... at the first stage of social and economic
development for the transition to sustainable development ..." it was
assumed that "... the creation of the necessary legislative and legal
framework for sustainable development must be completed ..." [16,
P. 28].
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Therefore, for the developing a methodology of regulation the
modern distribution chain of waste of various chemical
composition, structure, prehistory of formation, a systematic
approach is needed. This approach must be combine the basic
socially-oriented principles of supranational and state acts with
realities the functioning of specific economic entities that support
the life of social groups by creating jobs with guaranteed security
conditions and adequate material, technical, technological and
financial both baking. The good approach to solving this
multifaceted problem is the concept of "greening the legislation"
proposed in [13, P. 223], by which "... the inclusion of
environmental and legal requirements in the content of regulatory
legal acts of other branches of law (civil, administrative, criminal,
financial, tax, etc.) ». Thus, "greening regulations (are noted by
us – S.A., A.O., B.A.) represent the regulations of other branches of
law that regulate ecological relations in conjunction with proper
environmental standards" [13, P. 223].

4. Conclusions
The currently dominant concept of the development of the
global economic community, focused on the maximum satisfaction
of the constantly growing uncertain demand and excessive
consumption of marketable products, while maintaining the
traditional principles of developing a regulatory framework
regulating the relationship of societies and individuals with
ecosystem components at all levels of organization and functioning,
stipulates permanent progressive growth of negative impact on the
ecosphere of rapidly growing sizes of ineffective processing of raw
materials, the availability of which is not particularly limited, and
amortized unclaimed (unsold) products and social communities of
waste products of all kinds. In this aspect, the implementation of the
environmental imperative by "greening the legislation" in the sphere
of commodity circulation is, in our opinion, effective and, in some
cases, a non-alternative direction for the practical implementation of
the sustainable development strategy for regional and world
societies with a socially oriented innovation economy.
Formed on the basis of the "paradox of abundance" concept the
economy does not take into account the progressively growing
environmental damage not only to a particular region, but also to
the global economy as a whole. In this aspect, the most significant
is the preventive function of environmental enforcement, which
aims not to minimize the adverse environmental impact of
functioning economic entities, but to create a well-founded and
controlled counteraction to the very process of the emergence of
such economic entities with incomplete (imperfect) technological
production cycle, creating the prerequisites for education significant
quantities of material components, positioned as a "technologically
unavoidable" or "technologically grounded "waste [14]. Practical
implementation of the environmental imperative by "greening the
legislation" is a multifaceted problem, including educational,
organizational, technological, research, economic and other factors.
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Today knowledge management is understood as systematic
processes thanks to which the main elements of intellectual capital
are created, sustained, distributed and applied. Knowledge plays an
important role in advancing innovations, creativity and idea
exchange [2, 6, 7, 8].

1. Introduction
Information and knowledge play an important role in modern
socioeconomic systems. Knowledge economy is formed when
knowledge becomes a commercial commodity. Knowledge acts as
a specific commodity, which is sold and bought similarly to
traditional consumer products. However, a knowledge market has
some specifics.

Knowledge
processes:

•
•

A knowledge-based economy must have the following common
features:
1) intensive development of knowledge, which is reflected in
a form of constantly increasing importance of the science intensive
sector, growing volumes of production and sale of modern high
technologies, accelerating computerization processes in the
economy and the entire life of society;
2) growing capitalization of the market share of companies
involved in advanced research and development;
3) one of the priorities of the state policy is capitalization of
costs in man, who is one of the most important resources;
4) high rates of fixed capital renewal in life-supporting
sectors of material production and servicing infrastructure;
5) provision of a decent living standard for every citizen in
the country: housing, job, information and transport support, etc.
The socioeconomic development of Russia is characterized by
a high level of interregional differentiation and it must be
considered in the pursuit of innovation policy. Evaluating the
conditions of innovative activity allows us to estimate the
capabilities of regions to generate and use innovations to increase
competitive advantages. This estimation must consider the factors
of knowledge formation in a region.

management

includes

the

following

basic

creation: the result of this action is new knowledge;

search: search for and formalization of inexplicit
knowledge, which makes it possible to create a common
knowledge base for collective use;
• systematization (organization): categorization and
classification of knowledge for its further well-targeted extraction;
• access: actions which make knowledge spread and
exchange;
• utilization: application of knowledge in every day
activity, particularly, in decision-making [9].
The concept of knowledge management can be considered not
only at the level of organizations, but also at the level of regions.
Development and pursuit of innovation policy of a region,
functioning of the regional innovation systems must be considered
given the processes of knowledge generation, development and
utilization.
The forever growing volume of knowledge under the
conditions of constant advancement of technology and
modernization of today's economy determines knowledge
management as a major resource of the country. The intellectual
potential of a region can often affect its competitiveness, while the
capability to bring innovative ideas to the stage of
commercialization under the conditions of innovative development
of society becomes a major factor not only for successful
functioning, but also for survival in the global arena. At the same
time, globalization processes accompanying innovative activity
contribute to an effective exchange of knowledge and experience
and speed up commercialization of innovation.

2. The concept of knowledge management in a
region as a basis for estimating the conditions of
innovative activity
The concept of knowledge management is based on
interpretations of the essence of knowledge, its role in the
economy, classification [1, 3, 4, 5].
Knowledge is spread chaotically, and brain drain from regions
occurs. Consequently, mechanisms are necessary which would
regulate the flow of those who are involved in intellectual labor and
have unique knowledge. In the 1950s in the USA the concept of
knowledge management appeared so that this problem could be
tackled. First it was applied to private firms and organizations, but
since the mid 1990s this concept has been adapted for a regional
level.
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The innovation potential of a region allows us to determine the
development prospects of the regional economy and estimate its
capabilities for innovative activity. Improving the well-being of
regions becomes a top priority objective of their economic
development. Economic growth with the economy transiting to an
innovative way of development is directly connected with
successful fulfillment of innovation potential. Innovation potential
depends to a large degree on the quality of human capital.
For effective fulfillment of a region's innovation potential,
capabilities for both extensive and intensive development have to
be united. The problem of staff replacement in the scientific
research sector must be solved, but it is also important to think of
the quality of intellectual resources. Some knowledge, abilities and
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skills cannot be replaced with their holder being gone.
Consequently, ways should be found to keep this knowledge and
make it accessible to those people who need it. I.e. conditions
should be created that would allow us to identify and realize human
potential as well as to acquire knowledge management skills. Thus,
the role of knowledge management takes the leading position in
increasing both a region's innovation potential and the innovation
potential of the entire country.
Let us point out the factors of knowledge management which
affect the formation of favorable conditions for innovative activity
in a region:
- the total volume of costs associated with forming and
improving knowledge infrastructure, the structure of these costs;
- the volume and quality of human capital whose holders take
part in innovative activity;
- availability and
sources.

accessibility of knowledge generation

The concept of knowledge management is grounded at a
regional level on the following statements: the cost of producing
innovation and creating modern knowledge infrastructure in a
region takes up regional costs and determines financial conditions
for innovative development of a region; knowledge, abilities and
skills of man represent a specific form of capital (human capital);
formation of human capital, whose quality meets the demands of
innovative development, calls for financial and organizational
resources and well as time resources; the knowledge sources of a
region are represented by databases and access to these databases,
thanks to which the process of knowledge generation takes place.
Regional innovation policy should be considered in the context of
the developing concept of knowledge management at a regional
level taking into account the processes of human capital formation.
Let us look at the factors of knowledge management in more
detail. Research and development costs as a whole determine the
general capabilities for implementing innovative activity.
According to the Industrial Research Institute – IRI (USA), in
2015 the share of Russia and CIS countries in the total volume of
R&D funding was 3.0% (the share of the USA was 25.8%, that of
China was 20.1%, in 2017 these indicators were 2.8%, 25.5% and
20.8% respectively [10]. The projected value for Russia for the
year 2018 is 2.6% [11]. At the same time , according to the data of
"Battelle", "R&D Magazine", "World Factbook", the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank, Russia took the 8th position
in 2016 (50.9 billion USD) in terms of the absolute amount of costs
[12, 13]. Researchers D.B. Izyumov and E.L. Kondratyuk point out
that "the state funding of R&D in 2016 doubled over the last 5
years. However, this indicator is still incomparable with the
expenses of China and the USA" [17].
As for the sources of R&D funding, Russia is different from the
majority of developed countries. Most R&D activity in the country
is funded by the state. About 60% of all funds spent on science
arrive from the state budget and this indicator has had a fairly
stable position over many years. Of course, there is growth in the
participation of business in funding innovations, but it is
insignificant.
Low expenditure on scientific activity and worsening of the
conditions for the fulfillment of scientific research potential
resulted in a fall in the status of a scientific worker in society and,
consequently, manpower drain from this sphere. Since 2007 the
ratio of the internal R&D costs to GDP has been increasing. The
size of manpower in the category "Researchers" has decreased
insignificantly over the last decade - by 3% only (even though
there has been growth of manpower in this category since 2014). A
positive trend is also the fact that the share of scientists aged 30-40
is going up. As a result, the threat of loss of the continuity of
generations is still there, but a positive trend has been set too.
Aging of scientific manpower in this sector is still a problem, but
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the vector of positive development has been set since the size of
manpower with PhD degrees is growing. The problem of the lack
of the young in science has been there for more than 20 years. In
2013 the specific weight of graduates hired by R8D organizations
in the total number of graduates from higher educational
institutions was 0.6% [14, 15]. This indicator halved in comparison
to the data of 1995.
With relatively low expenditure on R&D in the Russian
Federation, human resources involved in scientific research have
quite a considerable weight. In the analysis of the total employment
of population, the share of scientific workers in the country
corresponds to the average value of this indicator among the
countries being studied [14, 15]. Almost two thirds of researchers
are employed in the public sector.
An essential problem in creating new knowledge in the private
sector is a limited interaction with R&D conducted in the public
sector. The majority of scientific workers in the public sector of
science have virtually no interest in commercializing the results of
their activity. This is proved by a relatively low number of both
patent applications and issued patents. However, Russia belongs to
the ten countries involved most intensely in innovative activity in
terms of the number of patent applications and the number of
patent applications per 1000 workers employed in the R&D sector
in 2015 [14,15]. The invention activity coefficient (the number of
patents issued per 10 thousand people of the country's population)
was 1.18 in 1995, 1.68 in 2014, and 2.04 in 2015. Various
technology innovations, developments in the field of transportation,
chemistry and metallurgy are the most common to patent [16].
Innovative activity performance in the Russian Federation is
not high enough. But it is not because of the lack of highlyqualified manpower, but because there are no favorable conditions
for scientific activity in the country: Russia is a major exporter of
scientific workers aged 30-35 [14]. In order to fulfill innovation
potential in the country, it is necessary to improve the labor
conditions of scientific workers and provide opportunities for
career growth, which will be quite an important factor for forming
favorable conditions for innovative activity of a region.
The conditions for innovative activity are noticeably different
in Russian regions. At the same time, these conditions must be
evaluated in order to manage innovative activity and identify
priorities for funding.

3. Solution of the examined problem: evaluating
the conditions for innovative activity in a region
When methods are chosen for evaluating the conditions for
innovative activity in a region, non-uniformity of socioeconomic
development of the regions in the Russian Federation should be
considered. Ways to improve innovation climate that will work for
one region might have no effect in other subjects of the Russian
Federation.
The existing systems for evaluating the innovative development
of regions are based on an "input/output" model. I.e. resources
available at the input and results obtained at the output are looked
at. It implies that results are evaluated rather than original
(background) conditions. At the same time background conditions
have to be evaluated so that effective innovation policy can be
developed. In order to evaluate the conditions for forming and
improving regional innovation policy, it is suggested using only
"input" elements, which define the conditions for innovative
activity.
Evaluating regional conditions for innovative development is
the first stage in developing regional innovation policy. A
productive approach to carrying out such evaluation is to evaluate
integratively the factors of knowledge management: financial
conditions for knowledge management; characteristics of human
capital in terms of participation in innovative activity; availability
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and accessibility of knowledge sources (knowledge generation
points).

5.

Advancing innovative activity is an important factor for
competitiveness growth of regions. Regional innovation policy
must consider the conditions actually existing in a region. The
concept of knowledge management can be effectively used at the
level of a region as a methodological basis for estimating the
conditions for innovative activity.

It is suggested that the following set of indicators should be
used:
a) financial conditions for knowledge management:
• gross regional product, mil. RUR,

•
•
•

internal R&D cost, mil. RUR,

In terms of this concept, the estimation of the conditions for
undertaking innovative activity involves:
- estimation of the financial conditions for innovative activity;
- estimation of human capital, whose holders are involved in
innovative activity;
- estimation of the availability and accessibility of the
knowledge generation sources in a region.

remuneration of workers involved in R&D, RUR,
average salary of workers in organizations in a region,

RUR,

• information-communication technology costs in a region,
mil. RUR;
b) capabilities for human knowledge development:
• population size, thousand people,
•
•
•

Each of the knowledge management factors includes an
integral indicator of the consistent elements, which reflect some
aspects of innovative activity, like funding, scientific manpower or
knowledge generation sources. Depending on the obtained
estimates of the conditions for innovative activity it appears
possible to make a reasonable choice of the priority direction for a
certain region. Further on, provided there is constant monitoring, it
is possible to identify the effectiveness trends of the pursued
innovation policy and wisely alter its course.

average annual number of the employed, thousand people,
manpower involved in R&D in a region,

researchers with academic degrees (PhDs and Doctors of
Sciences),
• number of students in higher educational institutions;
c) knowledge sources in a region:
• number of enterprises and organizations,

•
•

6.

R&D organizations in a region,

organizations involved in training PhD students and
doctoral students,
• organizations having broadband access to the Internet.
We will use the concept of an "ideal system" for integral
estimation. It implies choosing reference values of indicators and
comparison of the achieved values of indicators in a region with the
reference values. Thus, having no opportunity to determine a
reference region by all indicators that are analyzed, a region should
be chosen where a specific indicator has the best value ("ideal" at a
certain time for a specific indicator). A set of indicators "ideal" for
a certain moment characterize an "ideal" region.
Indicators must be limited for integral estimation so that
estimates can be obtained in unit fraction. For example, indicators
which characterize financial conditions for innovative activity for
an entire region and are related to R&D costs and costs associated
with information-communication technology are limited in relation
to gross regional product.
After limited indicators are obtained, their values are compared
to the "ideal" ones and deviations are identified. Integral estimation
is calculated on the basis of the geometric mean of the obtained
deviation coefficients.

4.

Conclusion

Results and discussion

This set of indicators is presented in the official statistics, but
the comparability of indicators by regions must be taken into
account. In terms of the entire system (the national innovation
system of the Russian Federation), common points of development
can be set for all regions. These points must be significant for all
regions given the regional differences in formation of regional
innovation policy and conditions for its pursuit. These points
should also provide for compliance with the principles of
federalism. Deviations of the studied objects from the set points
give a basis for analysis and determination of measures to eliminate
these deviations.
It is important that the balanced state of the conditions for
innovative activity should be taken into account.
On the basis of the integral estimates of the conditions for
innovative activity obtained by regions a rate scale can be set and
regions can be classified depending on the value of the integral
estimate. Moreover, regions can be ranked depending on the
estimation.
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orientations, system thinking, analytical abilities, information
susceptibility, etc. should serve as the object of analysis.
Today, commerce and creativity are so united and so
inseparably linked with each other in the economy, which is almost
impossible to distinguish between them. After all, cultural
production leads to fusion, blurring of borders and mixing of genres
- at the level of works, and at the level of professional activity. As a
result, the borders between commerce and creativity, advertising
and art, etc. are erased. So, a writer or scriptwriter can work as a
copywriter in an advertising agency, filmmakers can create
promotional and popular videos, and composers can write music
screensavers or music for computer games. [3].
Large corporations are engaged in the financing of the
production and distribution of a huge amount of commercial goods
of culture, bringing incredible income. These companies occupy
strategically beneficial countries and regions, provide an impact and
have such an infrastructure that allows them to accumulate capital
in accordance with their own payment systems and copyright. In
other words, these companies have a definitive effect on the way of
contracting with authors, contracting with contractors, as well as on
economic recognition and reward for creativity.
In addition, large corporations have a significant influence on
the formation of consumer preferences, their habits, professional
assessment of marketers, and ultimately they are "talent hunters."
Today, the cultural industry (creative economy) is recognized as a
new type of industry. J. O'Connor writes that people who work in
the cultural industry make a more significant contribution to the
social changes in our era, which he called "an epoch of postdeficiency," when "cultural hierarchies are much fragmented and
numerous" [4]. Cultural works are becoming commercial in the
economy through a process that involves many people in marketing,
advertising and public relations.
The planned indicators of Ukraine's creative development are
determined on the basis of indicators for the leading countries by
the end of 2010 (Table 1).
The analysis of the considered categories shows that the
innovative potential of the individual is impossible without creative
potential. In our context, creative potential is characterized as a
combination of opportunities for purposeful transforming activity,
the realization of the essential forces of the individual, depending
on the activity of the agent, its target settings and external
conditions. One can determine the essence and peculiarities of the
creative potential of a specialist as a dynamic personality structure,

1. Introduction
Today, the knowledge intensity of manufactured products is
complicated, and the market for intellectual goods and services is
growing. The growth of technologies in the broad sense comes at
the same time as the growth of the role of knowledge-intensive
technologies in the economic space; the system of education itself is
transformed by the emergence of new educational technologies that
change the nature of the object being studied. The need for
continuous education throughout the working life faces workers in a
context of constant renewal of knowledge, innovation
transformations and tough competition. The above features are
characteristics of the knowledge society. This concept postulates the
development of ideas and approaches of T. Husen [1], who was the
first to propose a model of a "learning society," and where "lifelong
learning" is the necessity for every person throughout his or her life!
The trend towards the formation of a knowledge society and
creative economy, carrying creative, complex and integrative
nature, is clearly traced today in the leading countries of the world.
Scientists put in the notion of creativity such characteristics that are
inherent in the national economy as a whole, and not only in its
separate areas, which are associated with purely creative activities.
The creative economy is able to integrate culture, innovation,
information and entrepreneurship into the overall technology of
development and, on this basis, ensure the competitiveness of social
systems [2]. Focusing on the long-term perspective is a key aspect
in the implementation of creative development technologies.
Moreover, the main emphasis should be on stimulating cultural and
creative activity, establishing interaction between actors and means
of their activity in the process of realizing creative potential.

2. The creative potential of the knowledge
economy
Creative activity and the person's ability to creativity in
socially useful activities become crucial in the knowledge economy.
The purpose of this activity is the reproduction of intellectual
capital. Accordingly, the agent of ownership also changes. “Homo
creator”, an agent with another system of values, needs and
motives, is replacing rational “homo economicus”. From the
standpoint of the methodology, it is important to use the sociopersonal approach in which the individual's mental capacities,
creativity, initiative, the system of preferences and internal
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which includes a set of creative instincts that manifest and develop
themselves in innovative professional activities.

- synergistic activity - characterized by the speed of picking
up an idea and the emergence of a chain creative reaction.
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Figure 1. Investments in intangible assets of enterprises
Ukraine, mln. UAH.
The notion of "innovative potential" is directly related to the
notion of "creative potential", which in the general-philosophical
aspect is interpreted as a set of possibilities of purposeful
transformation activity, and at the level of individual manifestation
of creativity is defined as "creative potential of the individual".
Creative potential is a dynamic personality structure, which
includes a set of creative instincts that are manifested and developed
in intellectual activity, as well as a complex of psychic neoplasms
of the person, acquired during its age ripening. It is based on
imagination, associative relationships, and the richness of intuitive
processes, emotional diversity and empathic feelings that are
realized in the process of creative activity. According to
psychologists [7], creative potential is a psycho-energetic tension
that arises between the aspirations, possibilities and the real life of a
person. It is realized in a reflexive and creative effort aimed at
reaching previously unattainable, on the realization of what was not
accomplished to this moment, on aspirations beyond yourselves.
With the help of creative effort, a person can gain in his life what
was not given by nature or in the process of upbringing and
education. It defines the uniqueness and life strategy of the
individual.

3. Creative core of intellectual activity
In the economic theory of the information society, the
category of "intellectual activity" is called to play a key role, similar
to that which was played by the category "commodity - labor" for
the creation of economic science by Marx, since creative work in
the form of intellectual activity is the main source of value creation
and a special factor in production in the information society, as well
as the final stage in the development of human evolution in
economic life.
Today, potential partners and investors are focusing not on
tangible assets, but on the availability and value of intangible assets.
Investments in the intangible assets in Ukraine remain negligible
and equal to 3.3% of deposits in tangible assets. In 2016, there was
a significant decline in investment in NMA, due to the volatile
political and economic situation in the country (Figure 1).
In the EU, the volume of intangible assets is 50-80% of the
book value of enterprises and organizations, and in Ukraine, they do
not exceed 1.5% of the cost of fixed assets, while according to
expert estimates, the real value of such assets is not less than 20
billion. UAH [5].
Creativity of intellectual activity of a person means the
generation and production of such knowledge and skills, the use of
which will not lead to negative social and socio-economic
consequences in the life of the individual and society. Thus, in the
knowledge economy, intelligence is focused on building knowledge
and mental faculties of the agent, operating in the conditions of
human morality, justice and a high level of general and economic
culture.
The creative potential of the company lies in the willingness
of staff to accept creative ideas and use innovative technologies,
and creative process is a set of sequential steps that lead to success
in its implementation, namely: understanding ideas, preparation for
sale, comprehension, insight, confirm the idea by other people.
Therefore, the creative sphere of activity of a modern enterprise is
one of the most difficult to predict and obtain the result. To achieve
the goal it is important to provide a creative atmosphere in the team
to accumulate creative ideas, stimulate the development of the
process of self-fulfillment of employees.
On the basis of the analysis of intellectual activity, the
following components of the innovation activity of human brain
function are distinguished [6]:
- intellectual activity - aimed at the analysis and
systematization of existing knowledge, the formation of connections
and the hierarchy of knowledge;
- creative activity - aimed at generating new ideas;
- combinatorial activity - aimed at the synthesis of various
knowledge;

4. Intellectual and creative activity of the person
in innovative work
Modern problems of economic development are connected
with the intellectualization of labor, giving the highest priority to
the processes of producing new knowledge that can provide socioeconomic progress to any society.
Innovative work as the most important component of the
knowledge economy embraces a cycle from the development of a
scientific and technical idea to its commercialization. The result of
innovation work is a new product that materializes the ideas of the
authors of innovations, that is, innovators. In the conditions of
competition among enterprises, organizations, individual
entrepreneurs for economic survival, innovative work is oriented
towards the market. In general, the essence of innovation work can
be illustrated through a model (Figure 2).
An important intellectual resource of the company is its
personnel, the optimal use of which dictates the need to develop
new approaches to its formation, assessment and motivation. The
human resources management system should include a block of
management of intellectual labor resources that will adequately
reflect the professional and personal characteristics of employees
engaged in creative activity [8]. The meaningful specifics of this
block of corporate management are determined, above all, by the
degree of intellectualization of production processes, the role of
intellectual resources in the overall effect. The block should
include: selection of intellectual personnel, search of talents,
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estimation of their contribution to the effectiveness of the
organization, methods of motivation for intellectual activity.

of the fact that it is creative people and, in particular, the creative
core, one of the factors contributing to the competitiveness of
national economies, is the positioning of the present century as an
era of struggle for talents.
Characteristics that allow recognizing the economy as
creative include [12]:
- the positioning of the creative person as the main engine of
progress and the most valuable resource of development;
- the existence of a system of capitalization of creative and
cultural potentials;
- growth of social activity;
- strategic planning of balanced development taking into
account economic, environmental, social and cultural determinants;
- the formation of competitive advantages due to the unique
natural, creative and cultural resources, optimal use of them;
- activization of creative industries as priority sectors of the
economy;
- development of cultural products market.
The creative economy is a special sector of the knowledge
economy that is associated with intellectual activity of people,
because today the external environment requires new business laws,
because the structure and motivation of consumers has changed.
There was a need for products with high intellectual content.
Therefore, entrepreneurs need to be aware of new trends in
customer behavior and needs. Understanding the peculiarities of the
creative economy makes it possible to turn the creative ideas of
both business owners and their employees into profitable activities.
These features include [13]: the high role of new technologies and
inventions in various fields of human activity; high degree of
uncertainty; a large amount of existing knowledge and the urgent
need to generate new knowledge.
The evolution of the formation of the knowledge economy
demonstrates how, over time, changes in the perception of those
human qualities that are used in production processes. The main
motive of the worker's activity is self-realization, the desire to
acquire knowledge, the search for new possibilities of creativity. In
the information society there is a transformation of the nature of
labor, which traditionally was aimed at the creation of material
values. Its place is occupied by intellectual activity of a person,
which is based on the totality of scientific knowledge, spiritual and
cultural values and is not subject to regulation, which is usually
characteristic of labor in the traditional sense [14].
Today we are talking about the phenomenology of
intellectual talent of a person, which includes three gradual stages
with phenomena: 1) "competence", 2) "talent" and 3) "wisdom",
which is the result of long-term subordination to certain laws of the
process, the essence of which is the organization and enrichment of
the individual mental experience [15]. The development of a
creative person combines the specifics of intellectual activity and
mentality, and the interdependence of experience and knowledge
occurs through their dualism under the influence of the continuous
action of external factors (Figure 3).

Knowledge economy

Innovative work

Latest
technologies,
innovations

Demand for
innovation

Means of
innovation
work

Product of
innovation
work

Socio-economic environment

Figure 2. Model of innovation work in the system of
knowledge economy
The intellectual resources of the organization are highly
educated workers engaged in creative activity and are absolutely
adequate to the business processes of the organization, the result of
which is an intellectual product in the form of a technological or
managerial decision [9]. The source of these resources for the firm
is not the labor market, but investment in their preparation and
development. Thus, the selection of intelligent personnel - is, firstly,
the result of organizing their internal brand movement; and
secondly, an important strategic direction of management of the
organization as a whole. The content of intellectually-creative
activity of human in the professional activities of various social
groups is represented in Table 2.
Таble 2 Intellectual and creative activity of social groups
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Creativity is a prerequisite for the formation of a professional,
but at the same time, this personality quality must have a certain
orientation associated with professional activity. Innovative
potential manifests itself in mastering of new effective professional
technologies, in innovative solution of production tasks. Thus, the
analysis of the activity and the personal qualities of the personnel
who have achieved significant professional results, just ascertains
his or her innovative activity [10].

5. The development of a creative personality in
the knowledge economy

Rising potential: ability to
learn, thinking, acquired
knowledge and experience
Creation of own structures
of knowledge and skills
Formation of individual
mental processes of

Formation of a
new sphere of
knowledge
Approbation and
solution of
practical tasks

Integration of diverse information
in an array of knowledge
Intuitive synthesis, insight,
wisdom of experience

Florida R. knowledge economy refers to the creative
economy, which is the core of the creative class. It is based on the
principle of three "T": technology, talent and tolerance [11]. He
believes that only the availability of all three components can help
generate innovation and stimulate economic growth. An indication

Figure 3. The scheme of individual intellectual resources
development
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6. Conclusion
Activation of the concept of knowledge society manifested in
solving economic problems and social management based on
knowledge. It began to be considered in a fundamentally new sociopolitical and technological context as a factor for modernization or
as a scientific model for modernizing society based on the
knowledge economy and its core – creative economy.
Appropriate institutional support, systematic studies of the
preconditions and trends in the development of cultural and creative
potential, and on this basis, strategic programming of development,
taking into account cultural and creative determinants, is needed for
the formation of a creative economy.
In modern conditions, knowledge, skills, work skills,
initiative and other personality characteristics of employees should
become an increasingly important strategic resource compared to
financial and industrial capital. It is human potential that creates an
innovative potential, which, depending on the subject, is the ability
of a person, enterprise, industry or population to create and apply
innovation.
Innovation-intellectual potential is a key factor in the
formation of a knowledge-based economy. The quality and pace of
development of the whole society will depend on the activity of the
process of reproduction of intelligence and knowledge. In addition,
the study of literary sources and their own studies make it possible
to highlight the factors that most influence the formation of the
knowledge economy, that is: human potential, innovative activity
and development of intellectual potential, which becomes a capital
after its application. The given factors will be devoted to further
scientific and practical research.
In order to achieve predictive indicators of intellectual and
creative activity in Ukraine, the following tasks must be performed:
- an increase in the size of the creative social group, in
particular the creative core as the main source of socio-economic
development at different levels of the system hierarchy;
- stimulate the development of creative industries to
accelerate economic growth;
- construction of spatial-sectoral infrastructure with the
creation of creative cities and creative territories for the
concentration of creative professionals.
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THE USE OF GLOBAL BEST PRACTICES OF EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF
THE COMPANY ARCELORMITTAL TEMIRTAU JSC
ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕ ЛУЧШИХ МИРОВЫХ ПРАКТИК ЭФФЕКТИВНОГО УПРАВЛЕНИЯ
КОМПАНИЕЙ АО «АРСЕЛОРМИТАЛЛ ТЕМИРТАУ»
Gelmanova Z.,Krivtsova O.,Smailova А
Karaganda State Industrial University, Temirtau, Kazakhstan
Email: zoyakgiu@mail.ru
Abstract. The article is devoted to the study of the complex of modern management tools aimed at improving the efficiency of
enterprise management. According to the results of the study, the directions of the company's development based on the application of the
best practices of company management were determined. From the modern point of view, the approaches to enterprise management are
systematized and refined. The developed recommendations for improving management are brought to concrete proposals, the
implementation of which will improve the stability of the enterprise.
KEYWORDS: CUSTOMER FOCUS, MANAGEMENT TOOLS, KEY COMPETENCE, TARGET CUSTOMER.
capacity of 4.5 million tons of rolled products per year, covering an
area of more than 5,000 hectares.
ArcelorMittal Temirtau JSC is one of the largest enterprises
of ArcelorMittal group of companies – the number one steel
producer in the world. ArcelorMittal has a leading position in major
global markets, including the automotive and construction markets,
as well as the home appliance and packaging markets. The company
is a leader in research and development of innovative technologies.
It has its own extensive raw material base and operates a network of
global distribution of raw materials and products.
The planned increase in the volume of steel at ArcelorMittal
Temirtau JSC, possibly through the introduction of the best global
practices of management of the new Millennium. The group of the
best tools to work with customers, include customer focus. The
meaning of customer focus is that it is a tool for customer
relationship management, aimed at achieving sustainable profits in
the long term and based on three criteria, which is presented in
Fig.1.[1]

1. Introduction
Changes in the economy in recent decades: increased
competition, increased costs of storage and transportation of
products make enterprises look for new ways to increase
competitive advantage, that is, the abilities and competencies that
are characterized by sustainability and non-copyability, allowing to
develop and provide the market with a product with high added
value. The growing struggle between production, trade and service
enterprises has led to the need to find new methods of work, change
the structures of enterprises, finding internal reserves to improve the
competitiveness of ArcelorMittal Temirtau JSC, by providing the
best consumer offer, which will allow this company to develop
systematically and steadily, as well as to receive benefits not
available to competitors.
ArcelorMittal Temirtau JSC today is the largest metallurgical
enterprise in Kazakhstan with a full metallurgical cycle and a design

Figure.1 The criteria of customer focus
Client-oriented approach, acting as a tool, is a means to adapt
to changing environmental conditions, the main task of which is to
exclude from the environment the influence of uncertainty and
create conditions of certainty, stability and repeatability [8].

2. To collect information from the client to measure their
satisfaction level, identify basic needs and form proposals on this
basis [2-5].
The activity of the target customer is based on equality of
positions, that is, the exclusion of dominance between suppliers and
customers, the regulatory document is the "standard of service", the
key words of which are "good customer" and "good supplier".
Customer focus can be understood as the self-restraint of an
organization rewarded by its customers. The company does not go
beyond its competence and does not try to satisfy all the needs of all
its customers, instead focusing on its core competence for a limited
target group, which is capable of establishing partnerships.
Thus, it is possible to determine the following mandatory
conditions for the organization that claims to be customer-oriented:
the presence of conscious and purposefully developed key
competencies and the absence of declarative core competencies of a
General nature; the unambiguous definition of target groups and the

2. Client relationship management tools
One of the best practices with a high rating in the
management of the company is the key competence. The essence of
which is to allocate and invest in special skills or technologies that
create unique value for the client. And, as a result, to achieve
maximum results with minimum costs.
To determine the priority (target) customers for the
organization in the long term, it is necessary to solve two problems:
1. To collect and process information for better understanding
of customers, in order to retain and grow the most profitable of
them.
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identification of their unique needs. Willingness to refuse non-target
customer for priority key service; priority of long-term profit over
short-term benefit.
One of the best tools in the management of the company is a
key competence – competence, providing a competitive advantage.

[6] when ranking key competencies by priority, it was found that
end users give priority to product quality and price as shown in the
figure. 2.

Figure 2. Key factors from a consumer perspective
The main consumers of ArcelorMitall Temirtau JSC were
European and East Asian regions, they accounted for 80% of the
total supply.
Currently, the situation has changed, a large proportion of
target consumers are the CIS countries. Why this happened?
Consumers have become more demanding, as evidenced by the
survey questionnaire "Requirements for products". In addition to the
basic requirements, consumers pay special attention to mechanical
properties, such as: yield strength, tensile strength, adhesion
strength, formability and weld ability, etc.
In order to improve the quality and attract the European
market, and in order for the company to remain effective in a highly
competitive environment, it is necessary to comply with European
standards. The comparative analysis of 17Г1С steel (GOST 192812014) with S355J2 steel(EN10025-2), which is a foreign analogue
(see table 1).

The measure of quality is the degree of customer satisfaction,
determined by the ratio of value andcost. Based on this approach,
three situations should be considered: V=C is a neutral position.
The expectations of the consumer were confirmed, and the
manufacturer paid back its costs and received the planned profit. V>
C-customer is satisfied. At the same time, the manufacturer is
interested in making more profit by increasing the cost of sales. V
<С- the customer is not satisfied and most likely the purchase will
not be realized. The manufacturer starts to lose acquired consumers.
One of the best modern practices of effective management of
the company is segmentation. Segmentation is a grouping of
consumers on any grounds, which is carried out in order to create a
special offer or marketing program, in terms of deeply personalized
marketing. [7]

Table 1. The requirements of Eurocode
Indicator
17Г1С steel
Standard
GOST 19281 - 2014 rolled steel with increased strength.
General specifications
ST RK 23118-2002 steel construction Designs. General
specifications
Classification
Structure alloy carbon
Application

S355J2 steel (1.0577)
EN 10025-2 hot rolled products of structural
steels. Part 2: Technical delivery conditions for
non-alloy structural steels
Structure lalloy

Technological properties

Specially designed for welded structures. Welded parts
work under high pressure. Large temperature range
from -40 0C to +475 0C
С – 0,17 %
Fe – about 96 %
Mn – 1,6 %
Si – 0,6 %
S – 0,04 %
P – 0,035 %
Cu , Cr, Ni – no more than 0,3 %
Weld ability without limits

Impacttests

A sample of the type U

С – 0,2 %
Fe – about 96 %
Mn – 1,6%
Si – 0,55 %
S – 0,025 %P – 0,025 %
Cu – 0,55 %
Weld ability without restrictions, according to
ISO / TR 20172 gr. 1.1
A sample of the type V

Yield strength 0,2, MPa

295

355

Tensiles trength В, MPa

510

510

Brinell hardness, HB

---

104-154

Method of deoxidation

still

FF – completely deoxidized

Inquality

Normal quality

Normal quality

Chemical composition
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The quality of steel by EN is higher and is achieved by
increasing the purity of the chemical composition, resulting in
pulverized grain, relieves internal stress, increases ductility and
strength. Deoxidation by EN is provided by a higher content of
silicon, manganese, vanadium, molybdenum and aluminum (0.2%)
due to this, a more fine-grained structure less prone to grain growth
is obtained.
Thus, the end-user strategy involves some changes in the
current sales management, namely:
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 on an ongoing basis to identify markets / consumers for
stable strategy;
 development of steel grades with higher added value for
identified segments / markets and replacement of commercial / base
grades with the same added value;


global reorganization of the structure of the plant.
Based on the above, we offer the main directions of the
company's development based on the application of best practices,
namely:
* continuous improvement of production technology and
product quality for maximum customer satisfaction;
* by means of market segmentation to continue to allocate
target clients (key-customers) for the subsequent full
implementation of factors of the best tools and the most successful
cooperation with each of clients.
3. Conclusions
Thus, the application of the best tools should demonstrate
leadership and commitment to key clients by ensuring that:
1. Customer requirements as well as applicable regulatory and
legal requirements are defined and met;
2. Risks and opportunities that may affect product compliance
and the ability to increase customer satisfaction are also identified
and addressed;
3. The focus is on increasing customer satisfaction.
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